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JOliN AJ>Atlt, 'Woo reviews Miguel
CoYanubiai new book on American
Indian art in this i.ue, is ananthro-pOlogistwith a long-standing inter..
J~lt in the ethnic aspects of art.. He
Jives in Corrales, New Mexico, and
at present bon the Jtaff of Cornell
University Medical College.

been pub1iJhed in Beloit Poetry
Journal, Atlantic Monthl" arid 'Will
appear in the November A.merican
Literature.
LoUAINJt CAI.HOUN, whOle first pubIished ,tory rThe Annual Picnic:")·
appeared in: Summer 1954 NM(b
has lince appeared in Epoch and
Folio. She and her hUJbandgrow
"atnU and sUb-ttopicals·' in Ft.
Pierce, Florida.

CAl.vu. CoWNS is Asaociate Profel·
bas taught Eng- sor of English at M.l.T" His writings.
Jishat the Unive~ty of 1lochester, on American literature and folklore
is currently engaged in independent appear regularly in numerous·
research at the British MUJetm1 in views. Pro£$01' Collins iJ at present
London. This is his first publication. 'Working on a book concerning Tht
.Spirit of the Time$~ the pa~ in .
GlORGJtAQ($ in 195t Jswmed the which many of the Sut Lovingood
editorship of N!.w MEXICO Quu- sketcheafirst appeared.
1'EkLY at the time J()aq~~ Ortega
.was forced to give up tbat pocition SIS'tDt MAllY' FMNCIS of the Poor
due to ill health.. Pro£esaor Arms con· Clare Monastery of our Lady of
tributed the memorial of Dr. Ortega Guadalupe, Rocwell, New Mexico,
which prefaces this issue of the was bom (19%1) and educated in St.
QOAll.Tl.RI.V.
Louis (St. ~,AlphoJ.Utis elementary
and high seItool; St. Louis Univer..
Cnn. l3J1t.¢H, Lecturer in Chinese at lity) and entered a teaching Order
London University" $chool o£ Ori· at the age of 19.. the cloister of the
ental and Aldcan Studiea, was born contemplative Order of the poor
in Lancasbire,hM Jel'Ved in the Clares .at ll, and came with a 'pio-British Army Intelligence Carpi and neer group of nuns to eatablish a
the Foreign Ofti<:c, il prepa.ring a new monaStery qfthe Order at Ros"volume of tran.mted stories from well in 1948. Her poems m.ve apthe collection Xu chin hsiao shuo/' peared in sptrit, The Cord,· Friar,
whDeconnnuing research on Chi~ Commonweal, St, Anthon,.s Met.
senger And Miraculous Medal. Her
nese colloquial fiction.
JAMP .Al'lJ:.lGATI

re.

second colleetionof

poems will be

CHAua ·BolWl:is currently a printed .thi$ year by The Franc:i$Wl
TeathingAsdstant and Ph.D. can" Institute ·of ·AJherica (her fint,
didate in the University of Wiscon- Whom 1 Have Loved~ was published
sin English Department. He has
continued on J!!zge ~7~
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JOAQUIN ORTEGA,

18g~.1955

The death of joaquin Ortega, August 2S, at Rondo, Spain,
has been felt deeply by all thoe who blew' him. In these
pages it i$ appropriate to mark the debt to him of the NEW
Mr,xuX) QUAll'l'DLY, for in the three years of his editorship
.he gave hiJrich experience and vitality to it without meuure.
The QU/JlTnLY had teached its eighteenth year when he
be~e ill editor in 1948. It does not underestimate the largenCH of the work of the earlier editoX'$,or of the later, to think
with partiadar happineu of his three yean with it and of how
they summed up the magazine', past and gave confidence to
its future. For a dctailed lettle of what his accoanpUshmettt
was, one un turn back to his preliminary statement when he
became editor (Winter, 1948, XVIII, 491-495), to his retfO.
.pective glance in the introduction of New Mexico Artists
(195.), and to the numbers thernselvesfrom 1948 to 1951.l!ut
marc than any onc piece or .eries of pieces, one recalls the
lensc oE excitement. One looked to ace whatthc QUAllttltLY
would do next. One always knew, even when the $COrc disappointed, that the game was still being played.
Perhapt the key quality of Keen Ortega as an editor was his .
being an artist anda writer in every way except for the actual . . picture or book. He made othe" write at their best, whether
they w~e established men of letters or beginners or expem
on their SUbjects who had never ~tten before. Into his edit·
ing went the darity, the sensitivity, the surge of life that
made him a great editor and - both inside and outside the
QUAknJtt,y - that made him the acltolar, the humanist, the
friend we loved.
.
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Babette Sassoon
PARADISE LOST

·
W

was a little boy 'be used to be
..
sent o~t topiay in the ten o"~locksun.and everyday
.
exceptmg t~ose when the raIn made mud along the
garden· walks and dimmed the yelloW-asters in their beds,.,.he
could be seen conducting with himselfserious ands:olitarygame$~
But who knew what was going on in his mind, or couldgu~$Sthe
. sense of his gestures? \V'howatched the childish antics, assisted _.
~at the solemn coronations, sht;ldderedat the murders, who Ian... .
guish~ with the unhappyqueensan4. wept at their burials, who
applauded the knight's valor a! marveled at his impossible suc..
cess? Gregory Froatn played to Ilis own audience. Occasionally
thesmdy window opened and his (a.theretnetged like 'a, snail
from the hou~e, a horn of pencil sprouting from· behina. his ear· .(as if to test
safety ofthe morning ab'; His spectacles gleaming ,~?
like a polished shell, he would
out tautiously as.though.he
were being pulled from a secure habitat into the fearsome wilder...
.ness. Immediately his timid glance would·croS$ upon his sOn
playing in the garden and immediately $()ll1e benign phrase
would rise to his lips; liKe amaH braving a fragile sta~ he wonld
lean further out tOll1ake himSelf heard. But Gregory played on as though no 'Voice could interrupt the flow_of hi$ $Oliloquy~"Ah,
castles in Spain," would murmur Mr.l Froam and withdraw to
his own solitary games.
But Mrs. Froamdid not confine herself to an upstairs window..
All morning long she would fiy from house to garden. Like a
piece of paper on a restless breezeshe'would circl~ vaguelyaoout
.Gregory. '\lisps of hair curled moistly. over her small white fore.. .
head. There was a constant dampness on her ·~·though· nature
lIEN GIU:GORY FROAM

the

lean

133
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bad bestowed her with an etemal dew, and she would always be
_slightly out of breath. She would appear suddenly in the garden
an.d Gregory would feel her hesitating touch on his arm before
looking up. "Oh, Gregory, wouldn't you like a brownie?" she
would open, but "No, thank you, I\-Iummy" he would reply politely. Immediately she would begone, only to return the p.ext.
moment, and back and forth she would shuttle like a piece of
paper on the wind's will.
Gregory Was the child of her late middle age. Heretofore her
life had ~en a long reverie; her existence curled like a lonely
wisp of baze through an immense sky, for she looked at the world
and did not see herself therein; she gazed upon her husband and
was no part of him. All during the day she stared into her coffee··
cup, into her hairbrush, through her footstool and through the
walI$, and into I\-fr. Froam's pipe without feeling akin to any~
thing, and in the evening she sat immobile in her armchair while
her knitting lengthened, and barely would herfingen seem to
move to the click click of the needles, while behind her half..
closed lids'her reveries were of vacant nothi~gs. Her dreams wandered ceaselessly in and out of the world like a string of smoke in
a huge concrete universe and like a string of smoke they never
broke against its hardness but only dis.rolved to appear again, a
filmy curl of haze floating through space. But suddenly the most
astonishing event of her life occurred. Gregory Froam, her first
and only son was bom. Eight yean had not yetaceustomed her
to her tremendous role. No longer would long reveries hold her.
to her knitting or musings Over the many coffees; she was full of
awe over ber duties and of uncertainty as to what they were. Her
old calm life was diS$Olved into agitation, for every time ~hat she
looked upon. Gregory such a helpless guilt poured through her
that,. unable to sit still, she would start up and run towards him.
'Vith toys and a thousand trifling cares she made herself; the. ~o ...'(
source of a constant flow of offerings and tried to quell the surge·or- ~""
of her uneasiness. For a long time she even observed a ritual of
reading to Gregory from her own childhood books, and many an :
0
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hour she spent trying to SQund like innumerable fancifuilleasu -~
and machines" while his~ttention gradually.fell away.. One day"
when Gtegory was five years old" it suddenly ~CUtted to Itet that .
he knew how to read. Fronr then on all his thoughts became a
mystery to her and ev~rypatto£ him was a dosed door against'
her ignorance. Had she knownihe was going to have a child ~ihe
. ~would have kept more in touch with berhusband.
: T•• .;~' ' But ~r. Ftoam was even more aJ'):UlZed than his wife by the
.. sudden apparition into the world of hislittleson.Achild PQsed
problems before which a scholar of English 1iterature~tared appalled and, for ODe who had spent his life embroiled inthcl'ecol..
lections of the great, an undeveloped mind was a task tooptepos..
. .terous to undertake. He. resolved
his responsibilities by giving
iGtegory a filter of liieraturethrough his own·notes and every'
month sheaves of scribbledyellow paper were handed down from
father to son l~ke bundles of old Clothes to utas ~e$ttheycould.
·On his eighth birthday he Was given his nrst book:-anedition of
Paradise Lost illustrated by Blake, '\VJ:tat Gtegoryundetstood of
notes or book-his father neVer discovered, and his ignorance agi..
tated.him. Yet tbereweremoments: sitting.at his·polished ap.u
neat deskwhen he felt a great delight that there was another man
. in the house, that that man would grow -up a great student and,
like his father, ponder the inscrutable ph't'aSes, the veiled biogra..
phies, the intimate secrets of the great writers, For Mr. Froam
had the soul ofa detective who fenetsout all the paimand joys .
unwittingly ,translated. into tbeinnocent paragraph. Though he did not weep and smile ,and shudder with any author, though be
did not feel akin to any of the experiences he tead·a.bout,still he
felt the rays of ablessed satisfaction pou~ like u-nctionon lrlstta·
vails when; after l;eading their works, he h~d unknottedthecen·
ter of their happiness and $()fl'OW. 'Vhat confusion dien did this·
little child throw into his old and;}ittered mind; he who could
pry from the most obstinate ·his secret .wound, wa.sat a 1055 to
know wI.at his son inight.think of, the most unimportant trifle.
The thought nagged him, no longer did con-9dence reign at b~
-

..

.
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right banci and direct his inquisitive eye. From the VCl$tcatalog of
hi, reading he found no clue to his son's innermost feelings, and
hi$ only consolation was that One day Gregory would ~come a
writer and that, as an eager father, he would read his everyscrib..
bling~_ But in the meanwhile Gregory played alone and to his own amu$ement.
One morning, the sun was shining, the leaves were bright in _
-Ule sun, the asters were yellowertban usuaI,- the grass seemed
greener tban on anyotber day; on the rocks that made a border
for the lawn a lizard. slipped, dragging his taillike a train from
hi$ squat legs; tbe bees rocked on the- asters" the flies m.adea somnolent drugging mude; the garden Wa$ enclosed in a joyous hum..
ming,and above, the clouds slipped by; in the branches the birds
made a loud noise singing to each other. Gregory laughed and
played to himself; the sun Wa$ on his hair and in bis eyes; he
. played and ran his secret games, and he was a part of the garden.
l\-frs. Froam came out and watched him, the light on her wisps
of hair and bel' pale damp forehead, Her son had his back to her,
absorbed in his ~me and talking to himself, ~uddenly she wanted to play, and said, HOb, Greg, would you like to play with me?"
-HAlright, !\fummy."
_
"'Vell then, how shall I do it? Is it any special game you're
.playing?"
"No.1t "Then I'll tty and think of something. Letts-see, what. Oh,
what, Gregory? Think of something."
"I often. play Paradise I..o$t, but I take all the parts. Do you
want to watch me?"
.
HI wish I could be $Omething in it, I mean r d like to take a
part. Let's see, what are the parts?"
"If you like, l'Ulet you play the serpent."
"Ob, Vvondedul. Then, I'm the serpent. ,\Tho are. you?"
"I'm Eve. But you have to be like a serp,ent:'
U\Vell, what shall I do? Ob, what shall I do, Gregory?"
UDon'tyou ~now, 1tfummy? Lie down:'
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The sun was yellow on the ground, and the·grass was green on
.the m-ound under the sun; Mrs. Froam lay down aWkwardly,-and
did not look m.uch likea.ser.pent.
. "Undulate:'said her son•.
'~'Vhat?"

.

uUndulate. Otherwis~youJlllook like A.dam sleepbig:'
"Undulate? How do you ~ean?n..
HOh, Mummy, like this, se~." But Mrs. Froam was a poorser-:
pent that jerkedthrough the ten o'clock sun.T~en Gregory went
up to her andsaid/'Thee,lerp:ent, .subtlest beast of:alltbeneld I
knew, but not with human voice endued.H
r
"Ob, Gregory, what dol do now? Can I stop moving?H
"Now you say, Easy to me it i$ to.telltheeall•••n .
"But I mean do I stop wriggling?','
"Of course not, that's what makes you. so fascinating to me.
- You're all gold -with huge eyes and your head is up. YouJre Tefulgent. That's Why I can't resist you when you point the apple
.
_
tree tome."
"I see, I see. Well now". I'll have iogetupto point the tree."
UNo" Mummy, you're aserptnt, so aU you can do u raise your _
head and pointYOllr tongue out."
" A fatigued serpent raised itself in search ofan apple tree, when
suddenly from an upstairs winqOW ahead appeared, a pencil
stuck-iiehind its ear. the brows contracted as .in ponderous
thO!lgllt, yet' with just such a slight arch- of surprise a.sthough
some trivial interruption .had flir~d iu way throug'hagravetask•
. For Mr. Froam .surveyed the ~rdenJ and it$eexned inviting; on
the branch of a tree nearhiswindowthere was a nest of birdsI and ,.
the fledgelings w~readventuring on their wobbly feet.· His head. '
went in, and he appeared ~ tbegardeg.
_"Are yoU: sunbathing, mydear?U
"l'maserpent, and Gregory is Eve,and I'm tempting him with
an apple~ dear.'"
l'-Oh,I recognize it, I recognize it, Gregory; you're enacting
Paradise Lost. How splendid a pastime. Ah, in the mouth•. of
<
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babes,," he murmured. "I should like to perfoim the role. 'of

.

G~~

'~l'Dl always

God" said Gregory, HI take aU the parts."

HDon't you think. you ought to respect your elders?"
"rm God." repeated Gregory.
"Since your mother is the serpent, I could be something too.' _
,\Vouldn'tyou like to play with me?"
"You and Mummy can be Adam and Eve, if you like, but
God:' Mr,s. Froam ceased squirming and.got up to standnext to
her husband. Gregory directed them. "You shouldn't have any
clothes on,:' She removed her sweater, and he his tie.
"Now huddle up together, and I'll be the sword of G~."
Gregory stood in front of them and looked his most majestic.
sto<>d. near the tree and the sunlight fell in stipples on him, and
his arm· thrust out from the light and shade; they did not move
but stood staring at him till he said, "Now you have to goo" They
walked on, and then turned as for directions.
"Go on, go on, you have to go into the house and not come
back, becauscyou're banishedforev~.uSo they walked, not hand
in hand, but she a little ahead wiping her wet forehead, and he
lagging with more ponderous step: they reached the door, they
both turned around and saw God. who, omnipotent: in his garden.
paid them. DO heed.

rm

He

as
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CatalanPoetry

•

here 'represented were Q9rtt in Barcelona"
where the architect, Gaudfat the tum of ~he presentcexnury left '
behind the most bizarre buildings in Christen(lom sinceCbur- .
rigueresque Baroque--the Sagrada Familia itself, with -its giant
bishop's crooks, or croziers, in place of thetowersofaGothie
cathedral, and; lining the wide, well-tended, middle class Paseo
··de Gracia,.houses forming and breaking like waves (undulating
cement mimicking the sea), as well as a circus ~ouse (air,vend an
the roof in the shape of tin horns and clowns' bau).Barcelona is
the city where DaUwill deliver a lecture before the member~ of
thechie£ literary club, thesoIid, utterly respectable, tra~itional"
ist Ateneo Barcelones, withanomelct tied-to hishead--tothe
immense approbation of the asSembled meno£ s~tus;where the
monks of the cloister opposite the Palacio de la Muska will ring
their bells with deafening cIangorat the height ora perfonnance
by somen~tabie foreign artist. byway of continuing a {eudo!
medieval H.avor which they are;~rrying on with theadministration of the concert hall; where. the intennittently..£orbidden
sardana is danced by immense crowds in dead, incredible siIebce,
only die wa~l
the Arabic instruments redeeming the SCene
from
the world of dreams.
.
The Catalan lan~age-£antastic, ancient, £orbidden~isthe
language of fantaisistes and Franci$can burghers. There is both,
fancy and sobriety in it, as there is in this poetry.
All of the pr~sen~ poets are young (the oldes~bom in 1917, the
youngest in 1930). $arsanedas was educated in France and has
taught at ~he Up.iversityof Glasgow. ¥anent isiJiteresting in
con~ectionwith Great Britain,since h~ father is the well-known
poet Maria,. "who is responsible for a greatdealo£ the interest in
English poetry which bas marked recent developments ineata·
THE F OU 1l Xl. () E 'l"S

<

of

'
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GiliJ editor of the recent A.nthology 0/ Ca-. .
talaTl: L-yric Poetry. Both !\-fanent and Perucho are trainedin law,
and Peruchohas served as a judge in Barcelona. .
At belt, these men move in the $badowy realm of a minor lit~
etaturc. Today, their very language leads.a fugitive existence•.
Madrid forbids joumalJ in Catalan; and in Europe, where the .
press, even the daily press, avail$: itself of literarycontributioDS,
this means the 100 of the opportunity to make effective litera..
ture. Still, there is an international output in Catalan poetry.
Every year a joes florals is held, a floral games, an OlYlI1piad of
·vem.Poets writing in Catalan from all oyer the world compete.
Every year the Olympiad is held ina different city. In the old
'" days-thegamc$ were first established in Barcelona in 1393, and.
reinstated, after Bourbon suppressionJ in 1859-it was mainly at .
Barcelona. But last year they were held in Sao Paulo, Brazil; in
previous years in f\.fexico City and Paris, and in May of this year,
the Olympiad took place in San Jose, Costa Rica.
·lQnia~" to quote Joan

-4

. ~A.K.

ANOTHER MORNING OF DEATH

(ttAltra aurora de la mort")
Eagle of light, launched against me
any day•. now that I find myself suspended
over the abyS$ andoit's God measures out my words,
with gentle $Olid yoice sustaining me in combat~
I shall stay awake until I see myself reflected in the mirror
ofyour clouded face and simple speech.
ALBlUlT
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SICK LANDS.CAPE

;;._

.--l

.(ftPaisatg~ Mglalf')
~-

,The heart treads the wood
the heartaItogether lost in rain
splashing through the planks ofsleep to the beach.

Long is the river
,
murmured by birds round the cuff of the water.
The gulls, the crows battle from weeping to SCt'eams

for the chills in their.sky ofperfervidmimicry•
. The languor of the air goes front blue to white
replenishing the river..
It can not be, in memory,
.
that a hand of crystah shimmering with intimate light
will dissip~te the 'bitter smoke ofa secret nreof iron.
And if the night came?
The night is already coming and already going.
And the same mists hang upon ,the river.

("Trista")

o love.. I knew thee white

and did not knowtbat life was slight;
life, your skin
above a warm grave sea
. black with Jtardirt scttlinglightly.
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SONNET 'VRlTTEN

IN THE FACE OF DEATH

("Sonet escrit de cara ala mOTt")
In the concentric circles of your staring iris,
as in water stirred by a delirious stone,
I see my broken image perish,
in sight of you, drowning alone.

Tiny sands of martyrdoms
and shining stones of ice and flame
light up the cities of mausoleums
which dot the depths of this d~ath·side plain. . .
On the day when the water is stilled,
though, and your eye is clear as pulse
I may finally see my face fulfilled,
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r

and once past the moment of m~naee
-my mouth adroopand upside downI'll (:ome to scrape the bottom of doom.
JOs ~ ~ l' A LA U

THE LOVERS
("Eis amants")' -

They loved the flattery, petty and cruel,
under each glance.
They loved the slow,sheltered afternoons,
the trembling lips. '
where innocence is Iikeafiower"
. corrupted, _
that shame makes delicate.
- Theyloved the furtive kisses
mouth to mouth with a desperate sky,
because desire
clamored in exasperation in their bOdies,
invincib~e and sure.
They loved, they loved.
,
They believed in ,their martyreddawns,
or an agonized impulse
.which isolated them from the light ofinen
and from the forced smiles
before faces chastely perverse.
They were relivinga love or a myth,
ignoring
,
that one life always covets another

life
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just as one death always coveu another
death.
And still they divined some glory.
But) bard and cruel)
the sham.e of the worIdpursued them.
They did not love their bodies.
. They loved an obscure and cowardly victory
over thei~ own worn voices)
over records which still held
through centuries of misery and misfortune.
The seeds of love feigned love:
an impo$5ible forgetfulness in the silent night.
JOAN

P~RUCHO

-Translations by Anthony Kerrigan

/
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THE MADNESS
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•

ust
y
a
:
i.
. •.•. . ~«.•. ~.i$a.rrival . in·the. cit. . .••..A
. .•
secret attraction drew me to hlIn.
appearance was

FIRST MET.. D.

M.QNTAR.

CQ.

HIS

ObVl"

. . ously in his' favor, and his face had' an open and guileleSs
look about it. He was tall, blond, robust, yet quiCk in movement.
He immediately made a frieildofeveryone he knew, because if
h~ Was not to tn,ake a person his friend, he refrained from making
him his acquaintance,'It was difficult to know which of his'gestures were natux:al and which were studied, SO sUbtly had he (om..
bined naturalness and art. F:rom this proceeded the fact that
while there were some 'who criticised him for affectation and
found his simplicity studied,others of us thought that whatever
he did was natural and $pontaneous. He himself told me later:
"There are ge$turcs which, natural enough. to 'begin with, later
become artificial after .they have bebnrepeatedly praised. A1:ld
then there are otber gestures which, though -we have acquired
them after hard work and eVen against oUr very nature, end by
becomingcompletcly natural and seem native to us:' .
This observation's}lould beenough~o show~t Dr. Montarco
was not, while he was still of $Qund mind, the ~xtravagantper
$Onali~r wbich many cIaimed~. Far from it. He was, on the (on..
nary, a man who in conversation expressed discreet and judicioU$ .
opinions. Only on l;.are 'occasions,and even tben onty with persons completely in his confidence (as 1 came to be), did he p.n..
bridle his feelings and let himself go; it was then he would .
indulge in vehement invective againsttbe. people who$urrounded him -and from whom he hadtogaln his livelihood..
And thus was prefigured the abyss into which bi& spidtwas
finally to fail.
.'
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He was one of the mOlt orderly and simple men 1 have ever
known. He was not a "connoiS$eur" or collector of anything, not,
eveno£ boob, nor did lever detect in him any monomania whatever. Hi$ practice,. his home~ and his literary work: these were his
onlypreoccupatiom. He had a wife and two daughten, aged
eight and tent" when he anived in the city. He was ,preceded by
a very good reputation as a doctor; nevertheless, it was no secret
that he' had been forced by his peculiar conduct t<j) leave his
native town. His greatest peculiarity, in the eyes of lis, medical
colleagues, lay in tbe fact that altho~gh he was aQ-eXcellent practitioner and very well versed in medical science and biology, and
that although he was a voluminous writer, it never seemed to
occur to him to write about medicine. A! he told me once, in his
characteristically violent manner: ""Why must the$e idiots inSist
tbat I write of profc$$ional matters? 1 stu~ed medicine simply to
CUTe sick people and earn my living doing so. Do 1 cure them?
I do; and therefore let them leave me in peace and spare me their
nonsense, and let them keep out of my business.l earn my-living
,as conscientiously as lean, and, once my living is made, 1 do with
mylife what I want, and not what tbese louts want me to do;. You
can't imagine wbatprqfound misery of a moral SOrt there is in
tbe attempt, which so many People make, to confine everybody
to a specialty. For mypart I find a tremendous advantage in
living [rom one activity and fOT another. ".... You probably don't
need to be reminded of Scbopenhauer·s justified denunciation of
profes.sionalpbilO5Ophers and busybodies."
A little while after arriving in tbe city, and a(ter he had built
up a better tban average practice and had acquired the reputa·
tion of a. serious, careful, pain5taki~g and well-endowed doctor,
a local journal published his first story, a story half-way between
fantasy and humor, without descriptive writing and without a
.moral. Two days later I found him very upset; when 1 asked the
reason, be. burst forth: uDo you think I'm going to be able to
~resist the overwhelming pre5Su~e of the idiocy prevailing here?'
Tell me, do you think 50? It's the !arne thing all over again,
j
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exactly the saine a$ in my town, the very samet A~d just as hap"
pened,there. I'Uend,bybecoming known asa madman.I,wh6
am a marvel of calni. And my patients will gradually dl,"Qpaway,
~nd I'1l10$C my practice. Then the dismal days will come again.
days filled with despair,disgustl and bad temper, and 1 will have
to leave here just as, I had to leave my own town!' ,
"But what has ltappened?tJ I wasfi~ly able to ask.
·'\Vbat bas bappened?Simply tbat~ve people have already
approached me to ask what I meant by writing the piece of fictionI justpublisbed, what 1'intended to say, and what bearing
did it have. Idiots, idiots, and thrice idiof$fTheytre worse than
childten who break dolls to lind' oUt what's inside;. Thi$ town
has no hope of salvation, my friend; it'.$simplycondemned to
serio~sness and silliness,' two blood sisters. People here hav.ethe
souls of $Chool~teachet$.They believe no one could write except
top~ove $OmethiJ;ig,or, defend o,r 'attack some l'roposition,or
'from an Ulterior m.otive. One of these blockheads asked me the
meaning of my story and by way Qf reply I asked him: ~Did it
amuse you?' And heansweted~' '& far as that goes,. it certainly
did; as a matter of fact, I found it quite amusing; but •• '" .' I left
the last word in his mouth, because,as.soo~as he reached this
pointin the conversation,! tumed my backQn him and walked: '
away. That ~ pi~e of writing isam.using wasn't enough for this
monster. They bave tbe souls of $Ch()()I~teaclters, the souls of,
school~teachersl"

"But, now • ~ •.Il I ventured to tak~ up the argument.
"Listen/' he irit~rrupted, "don't you come at me ,with any
more 'buts'. Don't bother. The infectiou.disease" the iteho£our
Spanish literature, istbe urge to, preach. Everywhere asetmon,
and a bad sermon at that. Every IittleChrist ,sets hbmelf uptQ
'dispense advice, and does it with ap<>ker"face.I remember piclc.ing up the Moral Epistle ,to Fabian and being unable to get be..
- 'yond the nt'St th:ree verses; I simply couldn't st.omach it. 'This
breed of man is totally devoido£ imagination,a~dso all his
madness is mereiy silly. An oyster-like breed-..there1sno llseof
,
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your denying it- oysters, that's what they are, nothing but
oysters. EVery.'thing here savor, of oyster beds, or groul}d JIlUCk3
I feel like I'm living among human tubers. And they don't
break through the ground, or lift their beads up, like regula~
tuben/'
In any tase, Dr" Montarto did not take heed, and he went ·and
published another story, more satirical and fantastic than t~e
fint. I recall &rvando Fernandez G6mez, a patient of Dr. Mon·
tareo, discussing it with me.
"Well sir'" said the good Fernandez. G6mez, "1 really .don't
know what to do now that my doctor haspu~1ished hisatories."
UHow is that?" I asked him with SOme surprise.
"Frankly, it seems rather risky, putting oneaelf in the hands
of a man who writes things like that."
.. ~i .
"Come, now,. he gives you good (are as a (foetor, doesn't he?U
"There', no question of that. I've no complaint on that score.
Ever since putting myself in his hanch,. consUlting with him and
following his regimen, I'm much better and every day I notice a
mrther improvement. Still,. those pieces of his ••• he must not be
well himself. He rounds as if he had a head full of crickets."
uJ)on't be alarmed, Don Servando. I have many dealings with
him, as you know, and I've observed nothing all wrong with
him. He is a very sensible man."
..
"\V!ten one talks to him he answers a.ppropriately enough an<:l
what he says is very sensible, but •• :'
"Listen, I'd rather have a ma,D operate on me who had a steady
hand and eye even if he did speak wildly (though ~fontarco
doesn't do that either), than a man who was exquisitely proper,
full of sententious wisdom and every kind of platitude, and then
went ahead and threw my whole body out of]oint:'
((That may be. Still •••u
The next day I asked Dr. M:ontarco about Fernandez G6mez,
and he responded dryly: uA constitutional {ooU"
··''''hat's that?"

even

at

I

f.
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by physiological comtit~tion, a nativitate" co~genital.

irremediable."
uSoundslike the absolute and eternal.fool/'
"No doubt .... for, in this area, an Absolute fool and. a Comu·
tunonal one are the same thing; it's not as politiC$~ wh71'e the
Absolutists and the Constitutionalists are at opPosite poles."
UHe says your head must be full of crickets. " .,t
HAnd his bead, and those of bis kind, are full of cockl'oaches.
And cockroaches are merely mute crickets. At least'.mine can
sing, orchinup, or creak out something:'
.
. A short time later the doctor published his third tale; and this
time the narrative lVa$ more pointed, full of iton~C$, mockery,

in

and~ll-eoncealed

invective.
"1 don't know whether you're doing the wisest thing by pub..

lishing these stories," I told h i m . _
UBy heaven, 1 have to. I simply have loexpressmyself and
work off my feelings. If 1 didn'twtite OUt these attocitiesrd end
by committing them. I know well enough whatrm doing."
"There are some people who say that all this doesn'tsuita
man of your age, positi()Il, and profession -. " ." 1 ~id by way-of
drawing him out. _
At this, be jumped to his feet'andexc1aimed:
Just as I told you, exactly what· rye $aida thopsand times:
I'll have to go away from here, or I shall die ()f hunger, or thetIl
drive me crazy, or all of these things together. Yes, that's it; all
three at once: 1 shall have to leav~, a n::tadn1an~to-nieof hunger.
And they talk about my position, do tbey?\\That do those block..
heads mean by position? Listen, believe me, 'We shall never
emerge from barbarism in. Spain, never be more than fancy
~ Aforoccans, fancy and false, for wetd be better off being our slm..
pIe African selves, until 'We stop insisting that our ehie£of state,
be illiterate, that he write not a word, not even a volume of epi..
grams, or some children's tales, or a farce, while he is in office•
.He risks his prestige by literacy, they say. Meanwhile,. we risk
H
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our history and our evolution with the opposite~ How stupid and
heavy~handedwe arel"
Thus impelled bya fatal insight did Dx:. _~{ontarco set himself
to combat the public sentiment of the city in which he lived and
worked. At the same time he strove to be more and mOre consci,entious and meticulous in his professional duties and in his civic
and domestic obligations. He took extreme care to attend ~o his
patienu in every way, and to study their ills. He greeted every
one with e*treme affability; he was ~ude to no one. In s~1fing
to a person he would choose the tOP1C he thqught most liKe y to- '
interest th~m,,$Ceking thus to please them. In his private life he
" continued to be the ideal, the exemplary, husband and father~
Still" his tales continued to grow more fanc~ful and extravagant:
such was the opinion of the multitude, who also thought he was
straying further and further from the "normal," the "usual:'
And bis patients were beginning to abandon him, creating a
void around him. '\Vhereupon his ill-concealed animosity be;
came evident once more.
And this was not the worst of it, for a malicious rumor ,began
to take {ormand to spread: he was said to be arrogant. '\~ithout
foundation of any sort, it began tO,be whispered tbat the doctor'
was a haughty spirit, a man concerned only with himself, who
gave himself airs and considered himself 3: genius" while he
thougbt other people. poor devils incapable of understanding
him. I told bim about.this consensus of opinion, and thb time,
instead of breaking out into one of his customary diatribes, as
. I had expected,. he al1$wered me calmly:
"Haughty and proud am It Nol Only ignorant people, fools,
are ever really haughty; and frankly, I don't consider 'myself a
fool; roy type of foolishness doesn't qualifyme.lf we actually
could-peer into the depths of each other's conscience like that!
,I know they think I am disdainful of others, but they are wrong.
The truth is merely that I don't have the same opinion of them
that they have of themselves. And besides-I might: as well tell
you what l'mreally thinking-what is all this talk about pride
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friend, that when a man tries to getaheadofother$ he is simply
trying to save himself. lV'hena maD ttiesto 4rownout the names

. .of other men be is merely trying to' insure thathisowfi. be pre- I
·~. J~rved in the memory' of living men, because he knows that pos..
'Eterity is a close·meshedsieve which allows few names tQget
through to other ages. For instance,bave yOll ever noticed 'the
way a ~y·trap works?"
U\Vhatdo you mean? lVhatkindof a ••• ?"
"One 'of those bottles filled with water, which in thecoun~ry
are set around to catch flies. The poor flies tty to save themselves
. and, sincethere'is no way out but to dimbon the backs ofothers,

and thus navigate

0'" cadavers in those enclosed watersoE death.

a ferociouS struggle takes place to see whie::hQnecan win out"

Tbey'do not in the least mean to drown each other.; all tbeyare
trying to do is to stay afloat. Just so ~n the struggle fo~famef which
is a thousand times .more teniblethan the struggle for bread:'
HAnd the struggle for li~e/' -I 'adde'dl 14isthe .s~UleJ too"

.
"
D.atwln •••.

.

"Darwin?" he cut me off!' uDo you know the book Biological
Problems
. by
, \Villiam Henry Roiph?"
UNo:'
~1\VelIl read it. Read it andyou will see that it is not the growth
and multiplication of a species which necessitates more food and
which leads to such struggle, but rather that it is .a tendency to,.
ward needing more and mote food, an impulse togobeyoud the
purely necessary, ~oexceed it, wl~ichcausesaspe~ies to'growand
multiply.. It is not an 'instinct toward' $elf-pteserv~tion which
impels us to action, !>utratheran instinct toward expansion, toward invasion and encroachment. \Ve don'ttstriveto maintain
ourselves only, but to be more -than we are already, to be everything. In the strong words of FatherAlonso Rodrigueztwatgreat
.man,'we are driven by an Jappetite for the divine.' Yes, anappet~te for the divine. 'You will <be asgoc1s!'; thus it was the Devil,
.tempted Our first parenu, they say. Wboeverdocsn't
aspire to- be,
.
I

.

'.'

.
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more than he is, will not be anything. Allor nothingl There is
profound meaning in that. \Vhatever Reason may tell us-that
great liar wbohas invented, for tbe consolation of failures.. the
doctdneof the golden mean, the aurea fn:edioC'f'itas, the 'neither
envied nor envying' and other such nonsense-whatever Rea$On
may teU us-and she is. not only a liar but a great whore-in our
innermost roul, which we now call the UnconscioU$, with a capital U in t~e depths ofourspirit, we know that in order to avoid
becoming, sooner or later, nothing, the best course to follow is .
to attempt to become all.
"The struggle for life, for the more-than-life, rather, is· an
offensive and not a defensive struggle•••• In this Rolph is quite
right. And I, my friend, do not defend myself; I am never on the
defemive; instead I believe in the attack. I don't wanta shield,·
which would only weigh me down and hinder me. I don't want
anytbing but a sword. I would rather deliver fifty blows, and
receive ten back, than deliver only ten and not receive any. At~ .
tack, attack, and no defense. Let them say what they want about
me; I won't Ilear them, I'll take no notice, I will stop my ears,
and if in .pite of my precautions, word of what theY say reaches
me, I will not answer them. If we had centuries of time to spare,
I would sooner be able to convince them that they are fools-and
you may imagine the difficulty in doing 'that-than they. would
convince me I am mad or over.proud.iJ
"But this purely offensive system of yours.. l\fontal'co· my
friend. " :~ I began.
'
"Yes, yes/' he interrupted me again, "it.has its flaws. And even
one great danger, and that is that on the day my attn weakens or
my sword is blunted they will trample me under their feet, drag
me about, and make dust of me. Dut before that happens they
will have already accomplished their purpose: they will have
driven me mad."
And SO it was to be. 1began to suspect it when I heard him talk
repeateq.ly about the character.of madness, and to inveigh"against
reason. In tbe end, they would succeed in driving him mad.
j
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He persisted in issuing his' slories,fictioD$ totally different
from anything cuntp.tat this time and place; and be persisted,
simultaneously, in not departing one whit 'from thereasonabl~
sort of life he outwardly led. H~s patients continued to leave
hima Eventually, .dire' want made itself felt in his honseholdl ,
Finally, as a culmination to hi$t:roubl~, h~ could no longtt fi.nd .
a journal or paper to print his :contributions, nor did hisnatile
make any headwafor gain any ground in the repl:lblic of lette~s.
" It all cameto an end when a few of ll$who were his ftiendsidok
over responsibility for his wife anddatighteu, and~rranged for
him to go into an asylum. His verbal aggression had been grow·
ing steadily more pronounced.
I remember as if it were yesterday thefitstday I visited him. in
the asylum where,he was confined. T~edire~t()rj Dr. Atienza, had
been a fellow,student of D;r.1\-fontarco and manifested an affec;.
don and sympathy for him.
"'Vell" he is qUieter~hese days, more 'tranquil than at the be.
ginning," the director told me. "He reads a little, very little; I
thinkit would be unwise to deprive hini o£~eading matter a.bsolutely. Afostly,he'reads the QuixoteJ' and,i£you. were to pick up
,hiS copy of the book and open ,it at random, itwouldalmostcer"
tainlyopen, to Chapter 32', Q£ the Second Part, where is to be '
found the reply made by Don Quixote to his critic; the ponder.
ous ecclesiastic who at the table of the duke andducheas $everely
reprimanded the knight~errant for his mad fancies. If you want,
wewil1go'a~dsee him now.Jt~,i
. ' , '.
And we dId so.

.'''.t'-

HI am very glad that you've cometo caII/' he exclaimed as $()()n
as he saw me, raisinghis'eyes ftom the Quixote) ~lrttlglad:I.was
just tbinkirigand wondering if, dt$pite what Christ tells. us in
the twenty-second verse of the fifth chapter of St. :Matthew, we
are ever permitted to make use of the forbi'dden weapon:'
HAnd what is the forbidden weapon?"Iasked him.'
. . '1 -'Vho$OCver$halI call his brother npp<?ll" $hall be liable to
the fires of Gehenna: You see what a terrible $entence .that u. It
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doesn't say wboever calls him assassin, or'thief, or bandit, or
swindler, or coward, Or whoreson, or cuckold, or liberal; no, it
$aYs, whosoever shall call him a 'fool' * That, then, .is the fo~bid· ,
den weapon. Everything can be questioned except the intelligence, wit and judgment of other people. \Vhen a man takes it
intobis bead to have aspirations, to presume to some ,$pecial
knowledge or talent, it's even more complicated. There have
been popes who, because they consider~d them~elves great Latfnists, would rather have been condemned as heretics than as
poor Latinists guilty of50lecisms. And there are weighty car·
dinals who take greater pride in the purity of their literary style
than in being good Christians, and for ,them Qrthodoxy is no
more than a consequence of literary puri~y. The -forbidden
weapon! Just consider dle comedy of politics: the part~cipants
actus<: one another of the ugliest crimes, they charge each other
with grave offenses, but tliey are always careful to call each other
eloquent, clever, wel1~intentioned, talented•.•• For, '\Vhosoever
shall call his brother a fool, shall be liable toJhe fires of Gehenna:
Nevertheless, do you know why we make no real progress?" ,
"Perbaps because we must carry tradition on our backs," I ventured to say.
UNo, no. It's simply because it is impossible to convince the
fools that they are fools. On the day on which fools, that is to say,
mankind, become truly convinced that they are just that, fools,
on that day progress will have reached il$goal. Man is born
, foolish..•. And yet whosoever calls his brother a fool shall ex- '
pose himself to the fires of Gebenna. And expose himself to,hell·
fire he did, that grave clergymanI' fane of those who presume to
govern great men's houses, and who, not being nobly born themselves, don't know how to instruct those that are,. but would have
the liberality of the great measured by the narrowness of· their
. own-souls, making those whom they govern stingy, when tIley
pretend to teach them frugality••• : "
.
. uDo you see:' Dr. Atienza whispered to me, '~heknows chapten 81 and 82 of the second part of our book br[heart." ..

t
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4'He exposed himself to hellfire, 1saYtU the poor roadman w~t
on, "tbisgrave ecclesiastic who camcout with the duke' and
duchess tei receive Don Quixote, and who $at down at table with
· him, face to face while they ate. For, a Iittlelatet, furious, stu..
· pidly envious, and animated by loW passiotIS decked out as high
wisdom, this boor c~rged the duke with responsibility before
Our Lord for the actions of this 'good man'; .. « • This good mem"
. . the ridiculous and pompous cleric (;aIled Don Quixote, and then'
went on to call him Alister Fool. Mister FoolLand he the great·
est maqman of all timet But he condemned himself to hellfire
for caning him that. And in hell he lies;'
.
, "Perhaps he is pnly"in purgatory,fot the mercy of God1s
infinit~/' I dared to say~ .
':
"But the guilt of the grave ecclesiastic-who clearly stands£or "
ourconntry in tlie.book, and nothing else--is"an enormous one, ,
really enormous," he contin~ed,ignoring m.y qualifyingsugges:
tion. "That ponderous idiot, a genuine incarnation and repre..
sentative, if there ever was one, of that section of our-population
which considers itself cultured, that insufferable pedant, ~£tet
rising peevishly from table and quesuoningthe good $ense
lord, who was feedinghim--thoughit is doubtful if he did any·
thing to eamhiskeep-said: "VeIl may lool$ 'be mad, when wise
men celebrate .their madness~ Your Grace tnay remain with this
pair, if you please, bUt for my part, as "long as they are in this
house, I shall keep to my quarte~s, and thus save inY$el£ the labor
of reprehending what Iqan't mend." And with th~t, 'leaving the
rest ofbis4inner behindihim, away ~eftung.' He went away; but
not entirely, for he and his like still prowlabout,c1a$$i£ying peo-pIe as sane or mad, and deciding which per$()usare which. ".'. It's
· scandalous and hypocritical, but tbC$C grea£ judges call Don .'
Quixote'westiblime madman' in pllblio. a11.<1' another packet '
of phrases they have" heard somewhere-and in' ptivate~ atone
with themselves, they' call him Mister Foq}. Don Quixote, who, -'
in order to go off in pursuit of anempiri, the empire of faine,
'leCt. Sancho Panza the government of an IslandlAnd what·~omce
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did :Mister Fool keep for hiwelf? Not even a ministry! And after
aU, why did God' create thewotld? For His greater glory, they
say,. to make it.manifest. And should we de> le$S? . ".. Pridel Pride1,
Diabolic pridel That'! the cry of the weak; arid impotent. Bring
them. here,' all those grave and ponderous ~ent1emen infected
with common$ense.... :'
"Lees leaye,/' Dr.' Atienza whispered, "be is getting excited." ,
We cut short the visit with some ~cuse or other, and I took
leave of my poor friend.
HHe has been driven mad," Dr. Atienza said as',S?Onas we
were alone. "One of the wi$t'st and sanest men I ever knew, and
~
he has ~en driven mad. H
"Why do you say that?U I asked. "Vvhy 'driven'?"
"The greatest difference between the sane and the insane," he
answered,me, "is that the sane, even though they may occasion·
ally have mad thoughts, neither expreS$ them nor cany them out,
while the insane-unless they are hopeless, in which case, they do
not think mad thoughts at all.....have no power of inhibition, n~
ability to contain themselves. 'Vho has not thought of carrying
, out some p~ece of ,madness-unless he ~s a Person whose l~c~ of /'
imagination borders on imbecility? But he has known how to
control hlmself. And if he doesn't know, he'evolves into a mad- '
manor a genius, to a greater or leS$er extent of one or the other
depending on his form of madness. It is very convenient to speak
of 'delusions' in this connection, but any delusion which provC$
iuelfto be practical, or which impels us to maintain, advance, or
inten$i£y life, is just as real an emotion and makes as valid an
impression as any which can be registered, ina more precise '
manner, by the scientific instruments so far invented for ,the
pu-rpose. That necessary store of madness-to give it its plainest
name-which is indispensable for any progress, the lack of bal..
ance which propels the world of the spirit and without which
there would be absolute repose-that is, death-this madness; this
imbalance, must be 'made use of in some way or'other. Dr., I\{on·
tarea used it to create his fantastic narrativcs,and in doing so he
I
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need himself hom it and was-able to (arryon the very ~rderly
and sensible life which he led.~d really, those stories. " r
uAhl" I interrupted,- '~theY'are profoundly, suggestive,-they
are rich ~n surprising points of view" I can teadlnd re.-tead them
. because of their frdhness,for IJind nothing mQre tedioU&tban
to be told something in writing which -1 ~ave already ruminated.
I ~always read stories like these; without a moral and without
.de$Cl'iption. I.have been.thinking of writing a ,;riticalstudyof
his work, and I entertain the hope that once thepttblic is put on
the right ttack they will finallysee in tbem what theydon't today_
The public isn"t as slow-witted ot diSdainful a$ we sometimes.
think; their limitation i$ that they want eyerythinggiven.them
-already masticated, predigested, and made up into capsules ready
to be swallowed~Everyone has enough to do simply making a
- Uvingand can't tak~ tbe timeto chew on acudwhicbWt~bitter
- when it is first put intbe mouth. But a worthwhile commentary
_can bring outthe virtucso£ a writer like Dr. Montatco, in who$e
work only the letter and not the$pirit has $0 far been percei'Vcd/'
"Well, his stories certainly fen on rocky ground," Dr. Atienza
resumed.uBis very strangen~, which in another country would
_have attractedreaders,.scared. people away here. At .every step of
-~ the way and confronted withth~$implestthing$, people surfeited
with the-most didactic and pedantic junk asked insistently:'Now
-what does he mean here. what is this man irying to $aY in this
pa$Sage?' And then, you know how his patients all deserted hint,
despite the fact that· he gave.themperfec:tcare. People began
to call him mad, despite his exemplary life. He Was accu$Cd of
p~ions which, i~ spite of appearances, did not really dominate
. him. His writings Were all rejected. And then, wIlen lle and his
fantily found themselVes in actual need, he gave way toxnadta.lk
and acts; and it was this inatlnesswhich
be had
previously vented,
,
.
in his writings.';
-7
uMadnesS?'~ I int~rrupted.
. "No, you're rjght~ I.t w~n't madness. But, now, they have succeeded in making-i6urn into madness. I have been reading hi$
.
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work. $ince he has been here and I realize now that one of their
mbtakes was to take bim for a man· of ideas, a writer of ideas;
when fundamentally he is 'no such thing. His ideas were a point
of departure, mere raw material, and had as much importance in
.his writing as earth used by Velasquez in making the pigments
had to do with his painting, or as the type of stone 1\Iichelangelo
used had to do with his Afoses. And what would we sa}! of aman
who, equipped with a microscope and reagent, went to make an •
analysis of the marble by way of arriving at a judgment of the
Venus de A-filo1 At best, ideas are no more than raw material, ~
I've alreadysaid, for works ofart, or pbilosophy, or for polemics."
uI have always thought w:' I said, Ubut I have found this to be
one of the doctrines which meets with the most resistance on the
part of the public. I remember that once, the course of watch..
ing a game of chess, I witnessed the most intense drama of which
I have ever been spectator. It was a truly terrible spectacle. The
players did no more than move the chessmen, and they were limited by the eanOU$ of the game and by the chessboard; neverthe·
less, you can not imagine what intensity of passion there was,
what tension of truly spiritual nature, what How of vital energy! \
ThoSe who only followed the progress of the game.thought they
were attending an everyday match, for th~ two players .certainly
played without great skill. For my part I was watching the way
.they picked out the chessmen and played them; I was attentive
to the solemn silence, the frowns on the players' brows. There
was one move, one of the most ordinary and undistinguished no
doubt, a check which did not eventuate in a checkmate, which
was neverthelc$Smost extraordinary. You should have seen how
the one player grasped his knight with his whole hand and placed
him on the board with a rap, and how he exclaimed 'Checkl' And
those two passed for two commonplace playersI Commonplac~?
I'm certain that M:orphy or Philidor were mote so. • .... Poor
l\1'ontarcol"
"Yes, poor l\1'ontarco[ And today you have heard him speak
more Or less reasonably•. ~ •Rarely, only rarely, does he talk com...
plete extravagance. 'Vlten he docs, he imagines he is a grotesque

in
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character whpm he calI$ the Privy Cout1$ellor HettSchmal'otzender; he puts on ·a wig which he has found somewhere, gets
up on a chair, and makes a Wild speech-full of spirit, however,
and in words which somehow echo all the longing' ang, eternal
seeking of humanity, At the end, begets ~ow~·.and as~pte:
'Don't you think, Atienza, my friend, that there isagooit deal
of truth, basically, in the raVings pf the poor Privy Counsellor
Herr Schmarotzenderr' And, in fact, it often strikes me that the
feeling of venerat~on accorded madmen in certain countdes·j$
--1.. quite justified,"
"~Ou know, it seems tome that you should give up the mann
ageme~t of this place.
~ .
4&Don't concern yourself, my friend. It's not that I believe that.
the veil of a superior world, a world hidden from Us, is l)£ted for
.these unfortunates; it's simply that I think they say things we all
think butdon't dare express because of timidity or shame. Rea-·
son, which we have acquired in the struggle for life and which is
a conservative force, tolerate$ only what serves to·conserve ·or .
affirm this life. 'Ve don't understand anything but what we must·
understand}n order to live. But who can say that the ine"tin..
guishable longing tosurvive, the thirst.. for immoftality,is not .
. the proof, the revelation of -another_wor!d,a world which en..
<telope5, and also ~kes possible, our world? An<;t who can say
that, when reason and its chains have been broken, suchdreants
and delirium, such frenzied outbursts. as Dr. MontafCO's, are not
desperate leaps by the spirit ~o teach this other world?"
"It seems to me, and you will forgive my bluntness in. saying
so, that instead of your treatillg Dr. <t\lontarco, Dr. :h-1'ontarco is
treating you. The speeches of the PriVy Counsellorare beginning
to. affect you adversely." ·i:.
It may be. Tbeonly thihg I am sure of is that every day I
. •
. .
.'. .·f:i:t _ _,', "".' _ ":'
Immure myself dee~r Imtlils asylum; for I would rather watch
over madmen, .than have to'put up with fools¥ The only trouble,.
really, is that there are ma.,hy xmldmenwho arealSQfools.But
now I have Dr. 1\f6ntarcotO devote. myself to. POOr Montarcol!'
"Poor Spainl" l'said. I extended m.y hand and We parted•.
TlIEMADN~SS

OPX>OCTOR.
MQNTARCO
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U 0 NTA It C 0 did not"last long in the asylum. He was

gradually overcome by a profound melancholy, a crushing de·
px;ession, andfinaUy sank into an obstinate state of muteness. He
emerged from hislilenceonly to murmur: HAlloI nothing•••• Allor nothing. : .... All or nothing••• :' His illness deepened and
encJed in death..
After hi~ death, the drawer to his desk yielded a bulky manu$Cript whose title page read:

ALL OR NOTHING
I request that on my death thi$~anuscript
be burned without beingread•.
I don't know whether Dr. Atienza resisted the temptation to .
read it; or whether, in compliance with the madman's last wish,
he burned it.
Poor Dr. Montarcol May he test in peace, for he deserved both
peace and final rest.

-Translation by Anthony Kef"rigan
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had objected to the candlelight
idea from the beginning, and now, looking at the first of
. • his gUests as they settled warily into the unexpected. deptb$
of the new low chairs, he knew it was a mistake. He looked help..
lessly around for Germaine, but she was busy liste~ing to Mad..·
arne ~for~au describe "her nervous symptoms over lier daughters "
examinations. "I have always said ~at competidveex~mination$
are the scourge of French youth:' he heard her say.. He knew that
Natalie wassure to fail the (lgreg4ti()1J.Germain~ tactfully steered
her onto the subject
, .of
.competition as a pedagogical principle,
and Professor Regriier, ~ding no hope for~ounsel in thatquar..
ter" turned ,to his colleague Moreau and, took up a conversation
they had started the weekbe£ore. He was a little ashamed of tbis .
retreat, but the idea of slidinga hassock up heside Natalie's cbair
and saying something fatherly and inane was intoJeraHle in the
candlelight.
.
In his old bachelor lodging$ he had done ita dozen times, but
his bride's newly:.done interior, like her youth and beauty and ,
irnpatience,.intirnidatedhim. One could easily-place-a discrete
and dignified Directoire armchair next~o another, equally. dis,.
crete, and address its young occupant in a hearty tone,. saying,
"\\'~ll, my dear,. I think your parents take this examination hard- ,
er than you do/' or, "What is the latest news from a certain young
man in Indochina?" but the same words had a difterent and inex~
plicably. dangerous .ring by candlelight, when one was sitting
$O~e si~ inches nearer to the" Boo:.: than was pr\scribed under me
Dlfectolre, now SO venerably dead.
.
.
"
.
. nIt undoubtedly started as a spontaneous uprising," Professor

E
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Moreau was saying, "but the leftist groups took over~ almost
immediately:'
"That does not excuse a single student who participated in the
violence," be answered, as he bad before. His mind hovered
lightly over the student strike and the broken windows, while his
eyes watched Natalie's thin gray hands jerking with the motions
of peeling off threads of fingernail and sealing the delicious
wounds in smooth linen poucbes in her handkerchief. He wished
Arnold would stop teetering behind Germaine's chair and go
overandlrelieve the poor child.
.
·'Of course I hold the individual responsible," he answered his
COlleague, by rate.
Arnold moved toward Natalie and said something low and cordial. The girl smiled; and her fingers buckled tightly over the
handkerchief. Arnold reached for a glass from a tray on thebuffet and handed it to her, carefully balancing his own drink in the
other hand, and sliding gracefully t6 a reclining position on the
floor at her feet.. That Germaine's American house guest would
be the despair of the narrow-cbested and correct young men h~
was expecting tonight passed tentatively acrOss Professor Reg. nier's mind as he noted the huge, too perfect body sprawled like ..
a lovelyanirnai across the carpet.
Germaine had insisted on entertaining the young man, a
brothel' of the American Army officer who had carried her !ister
Denise off to a fabulous existence in New York. Germaine had
met him there when she went to visit Denise, and although Professor Regnier was jealous of all of his young wife's past, he was
p~rhap$mO!t Cl'uelly helpless before this interval, Which, eVen in
I imagination, he could not encompass. Nor could he clearly distinguish how much of the coiled force· and strange newness he·
felt in Germaine WCl$ simply childish .mimicry·of what spe had
admired in the New 'Vorld..
.r
Again his eyes sought his wife's, this time almost in r~proach.
~ 'Vas he perhaps expected to sit on the floor, too, because the

l

I
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beautiful American was doing it? ~e regretted having let her
talk him into wearing his sIaeb ai1d~'~rtjacket,letting Arnold
set the tone in his own house, when he knew that all the othtt
Dien his age, and probably even his studenu, would be dte~d.in
decent, unobtrusive dark suits, in <:ollar and tie. But to look at'·
Germaine was to forgive her; Professor :Regnier capitulated ten..
derly for the thousandth time as he saw her grave and childlike
eyes naively devouring Madame Moreau's recital, while the cor..
ners ofher mouth:ftickered with anticipated pleasure of the scan"
dal Arnold would not fa~l to create•
•iAlas, it has not been the same since the watt' he heard her
say, on a note that faintly mocked the undertone of l"esignation
characteristic of Madame ~foreau'sconvemtion .. 'Then $he rose
abruptly, smiled at a vagueandsecretpl¢asure imide hCl'$elf, and
left the older woman sitting primandaIone on the end of.. the
couch. Shestepped daintily but pointedly overArnold'$ fee.t, and
went into the kitchen. Professor RegnierI' deliciously shocked,aa.,
he had been regularly from .the 'moment he, roether, quickly
~ .~" ...;~steppedacross the room to make any fragile rel'airs which might
be needed on Madame l\-foreau's self-esteem. He~oon saw that
Qone were necessary.
_
U~fadame Regnier is perfectly lovely," she said wannly to her
old friend, whose marriage,.to one of his studeuultad been to
her, as to all of their dx:c1e,.matter for both curiosity and (on" .
cern. She did not mean to'be reassuring, and' in that she sue..
ceeded! He was grateful to her, and be pressed bel' hand ins'imple .
happiness. Together they watched GellJ1aine cross we room
busily and go into the entry to greetnewly arrived guesu•.
Professor Regnier heard tlte booming chuckle o£ his friend,
Father B~rbier, and he knew that two of the student! would be
with the priest. Arnold bad already reached the entry, and Pro..
fessor Regnier felt vaguely that he should huiTy,$o he left Ma..
dame l\-foreau as abruptly as his wi_fe had done the moment
before.
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Left alone among the oriental hassocks, the low couch, the
. etched-glass cQffee-table, and the strange wire constructions banging-over the mantle, the :Moreau family felt tbeir unity subtly
menaced, and looked wordlessly to each other'for comfort. ~
viscid long-leafed plant standing in a large copper pot on the
floor rn=hind Natalie's chair seemed to her father to desire her
illicitly, and his wife feared tbe webs of wire-sculpture might
, send down hideous spiders onto the profeS5<)r's head.: -'
. These threats were di5$01ved by the sweeping black agitation
of Fatber Barbier's entrance. The thought of her old nurse's
superstitions concem~ng various Breton demotl$.and the power
of the clergy flickered across ~fadame.Moreau's memory, nearly
sparking hilarity. The priest shook her hand warmly, and she
smiled back at him, resolving to tell him about it one day in her
own secure Louis XUI interior.
'Vith a tact that· was part instinct and part grace, Father Barbiersettled bimself and his two disciples ill a warm circle around
Natalie, and Professor Regnier silently thanked his friend in that
. part of Ilis heart where wonder and inadequacy fo~ed a SOr~
rawful and barren' terrain.
"That was a lovely figure :Monseigneur used to describe· the
Church," one of the young people took up the discussion of a
lecture tbey had come from.
"Xt is Claude! who invented it," said Father Barbier. tiThe
Church is like a man who walb; one foot must be on the ground,
steps forward:"
.
" .
.
while the other
I
' .
'.
.
"Tell melwhat else he said;" asked Natalie. "I am sorry to have
mis,cd the lecture:'
Professor Regnier saw that the girl's hands wer~'quiet and her
llandkercbie~ lay limp and still in ber lap. He sat down beside
Madame ~Ioreau in silence, listening to the young people.
HDominique has prepared a very fine dissertation, my husband
tells me."' said l\fadamel\foreau.
.
"He is a brilliant young man,U said Professor Regnier. "I often
envy Andre being his director. I hl.we only run·of·the..miU
this
.
.
,f!'

I

•
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. year. They will end lip in some provincial school, mutilating
what I tell them about the ,Lake Poets:'
l'It is not always gay,"said 1\fadame Moreau;- then she won..
dered, borrified, whether this could be misconstrued. ~
Hli is sometimes a thanklesspro£ession," he answered, ab$¢nt .
and unaware. 1\fadame 1\f.oreau regretted thethougbt that had'
crossed her. mind.
.
Germaine offered them a tray of sandwiches" and smiled into
her husband's eyes, a secret, little·girl smile, with no allusive con..
tent•. Her Iow.cut blouse and heavily femalernovernents made .
her whole person allusive,'but her pale eyes were wide and grave,
and only the up-tuminK cornets of her tips sometimesacknowl..edged that ~he· Was desirable to many and possessed by only one.
Professor Regnier was nearIy fifty, and now Madame hforeau felt
strangely disoriented, almost betray-ed, sittingbes~e this man'
- her own age whose life had taken on a new'and unfathomable
dimension. He had entered into alliance witbthegencl'ationone
must hold suspect, arid keep in strict surveillance, tbegeneration.
from whicll SODS and nephews rise up against their eldel'$toc1aim
a premature inheritance. She could think offiotbing to say to
him, so she sat silent, listening to the l'hythmless murmur of her,
f{native tongue.,.cut by the 0<.caslonal !:aCOPhon.y.·.or the.Am.. ~.ri"
ern's harsh infl~ct~ons.
•
.
..
Arnold was slttmg now WIth her husband, a, blue and··wh.fte
£ormdraped between the mander where his elbow tested, and the
arm of Professor Moreau 'schair, which supported one hip in
counter.weight to theleg bracedagamst tbeHoor., The Professor
sat stiff, bisneck aWkwardly twisted toward Arnold with a defer~
ence that, bad it not . looked so ridiculous! would
have been a
.
telling reprimand. The young man -gestured freely in backo£ tbe
Professor's head,and he seetnedquiteohliviouso£ his'captive's
. acute discomfort. .
H\Vhy does Andre put up with such insolence?-" his wife won..
derOO. She knew the answe.r, ina second thought which was as old
as her mamage,and which even a£t~ twenty years was each time

t
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a melancholy revelation" Andre, in· early anglomania, had renounced his birthright of irony, both coarse and refined, and
now in middle life straddled precariously between' uncertain
acquired gentility and the immutable Gallic dregs of his nature,
which tormented and shamed him. He wO,re a tweed jacket with
his blue serge panu; he sprinkled his English conversation with
French phrases, like an ill·bred intellectual, and his French with
a great many unforgivable Anglicisms which in his imagination,
and perhaps in that of his students, extended two l,lappy years at
Oxford into twenty.
Americans were a relatively new experience for 'him, and the
best he could do was tQ offer the formal jollity and feigt.led re, serve which were his expert versions of British humour and
phlegm. The American, bored with the Professor's tense casualness and ·disoriented by his hybrid wit, soon tired. of him, and
looked about for an adversary of finer mettle. Professor l\forea~, ,
adjusting his spectacles and stifling hate, wore a bafiled, affable
grimace. '
.
"~tey there, Germaine," Arnold called to his hostess, "How
abopt tbat?" He waved hbempty glass ather behind the PrOfessor's head.
"Go get yourself something," she answered airily, watching
the effect on her guests of her informal banter in a foreign
tongue.
"The hell I will. 'Vllat are women for?1t Arnold sent back; his
look was heavy.. ·Germaine missed a beat, and then foundered.
So it was Arnold's turn, and he said, "You don't know? By God,
you look as if you do!' He laughed shortly, then' the room was
silent. A spent candle sputtered in its wax puddle and went out.
Germaine moved to replace it, and as she did, she caught sight of
her husband's eyes, blank with de£eat.'
Profe$sor Regnier was suddenly nearly fifty again, and he'felt
a. dull, familiar mourning ,in the shrunken flesh beneath his
padded sports jacket. "Germaine, Germaine," his hurt heart
crooned, then, HIt is not my fault. Forgive me:',\Vhat was not his
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fault, exceptperhaps that he ·wasPascal Regnier and fifty instead
ofa young and 'blood-filled American, he could not say, but his
tiredness and need called out "forgive men when no fault .was
cle~lyh~..
.
He walked over to listen to wbat Natalie was saying to one
the students, asked the other girl irrelevantly how' her. invalid
mother was feeling, then wandered off, and stood in afar comer
of the room. The words that drifted to him had n;pmeaning. The
American bad started talking French,- brutalizing the sounds in
order to possess them: HThen I decid~d qDce and for all that no
church .had any place in my life," he was saying to the :yoJJ.ng
people, and, indirectly, to Father Barbier.
"The Church ,rill never decide the same o£you/" said die
priest gently.
.
."Of course, I understand a revival of Catbolic~min a country
like this/' Arnold plunged on, gesturing vaguely as though at
some drab object lurkingJn the corners of the room,Ubut in
America we have no time
things· out of the past."
,. for reviving
..
"The Church does not· speako£ past and future in the same
way you do," said Dominique, looking to Father Barbier £orsupport. The priest declined this pulpit, sadly. In all c4at'ity. he tried .
to put aside the image 'of Arnold's mind as'a hospital corridOr,
emptya~d smelling of antiseptic.
.
fIrm afraid we just can't discussit,n said Arnold."\Vecould
never agree on definitions." Not-empty-a hospital corridor lined
with complex- equipment, instruments .designed to prolong the.
life of this splendid body and nourish the-vanity of its meagre·
psyche. Father Barbier was sad. He was sad for the young man,
. and for youth, and: for the youthful country whose vigor some..
times took such astounding fO,nDs. The mystery of other people'S'
destiny was one of the things be held most inviolable, so he
allowed himself no mo~e than.a puzzled distress over Arnoldt $
triumph;. but that was enough to absorb him-indeed he was not
sure iri what way it differed from· retreat.
Arnol~ went to. the buffet to fiU his glass."It'squite a nice

or
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party, don't you think?" he said to Professor Regnier, who stood
fingering a candlestick and nibbling at a sandwich. "Quiet, but
nice. Civilized, you might say."
.
"You might say," he answered, privately accentuating the first
word.
Professor Regnier, who had long pondered the m~ing
value of civilization, felt like a'man pushed off oria raft into an
unknbwn sea, taking with him the secret of redemption for aU
-those left on shore. '\Vould it not be better after all if he locked
Gennaitie up in a tower and poisoned Arnold's drink, or hired
assassins to cudgel him to death in the street? '\Vould it· not be
more expedient if Father Barbiercoul.ddenouncehim to In. quisitors and have him tortured for the edification of infide~?
If Professor Moreau could buy him for Natalie with bags of gold
(plain, barb.nerved child consumed with carnal fires--surely she
will die virgin in this civilized world)? Professor Regnier watched
the young man calmly serve himself gin; civilization after all was
what prevented Arnold from clubbing him and dragging Germaine off by the hair, from sacking the churches and profaning
the Host, from plunder and rapine--from having both Natalie
and the bags of gold and getting off scot-free. The Professor
sfeadied lIim$elf with a practiced academic titter at the unseemly
galloping of his own speCUlations.
The American now: steered his touchingly harmless big frame
toward Natalie, who was again Sitting alone.l\Iore people had
arrived, and the groups had reformed, leaving her frozen to her
chai.r, too ShY.· to change her po.si.don, as tItou.gb. S.l\e had a lim.i.ted
allotment of motion and might create a scandal if slle squandered
it. She smiled down at Arnold, who again arranged himself at.
her feet, this time with more waste motion, because of the gin, .
and her smile held equal parts of apprehension and relief; Her
fingers took up their self-inflicted torture.
"Smoke?" he held out a silver case and flicked it open.
"Thank you •• :' sh~ hesitated, then picked up one of the
fragile white cylinders. She had startedtp say, "Thank you, I

and

I
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don't smoke," but the desire to be ~meoneelsejust for thumament, someone who smoked.. who did ,all'the things dull little
Natalie never would thlnko£ doing.. Cutoff her automatic te..
sponse. She lighted it awkwa!'dIy, coughed.. and blushed. Arnold
looked at her enquiringly.
"American cigarettes;" he said. ".Do~t you like it?'· .
"The truth is, 1 don't smoke very oftenr admitted Nata!ie1.
·ford,ng a short laugb. "But lately l~ve bee.n :sonexvous' preparing
my
that ,I am wifIing to tty almost anytbingtotakemy ,
mind off it." This wa$notttue~ and it suddenly became very impOrtant that be believe it. If'V.I.!.e.n I am nervous.. I do crazy things.
1 act on childish caprices and 'compulsions.. I leave anything I am
doing in the middle, I rush out intof.he street, ru skip along;
whistling, talking to myself; jumping over the cracks in the pavement, trying to catch hold of overhanging branche$.I lose my
'way. I talk to strangers. When I am nervous I do ,thecrazie$t'
things," She said it very fast, then stopped abruptly and put 'the
cigarette to her-lips. It had gone'out. uIf he laughs.. ~ will slap his
face'-' It was mare a disposition of angry muscles in her neck than'

exam.

a clear intention.
"
Arnold took her hand in a sweeping,. protective gesture, disengaged the crushed cigarette from betweenth~icy-<:old fingers,'
and dropped it into an aShtray. Still holding her hand firmly,. he
looked her steadily in the eyes.
.'
IfTmsexam you're takirigwillgive'you a teaching post if you
pass it?" he enquired, sp~aking in an intimate tOne..
"Yes: It is'a competition," she answered. She accepted his con"
descensiori.. hating ~erself. Would she never know the words, she
~

.

.

wondered, would, she .!!~ver happen on themngic formula that
turned men speechlesriiJdsuppli~nt?Whnt£aultof hers had
forfeited the i,nborn sorcery thatotber girls possessed, and at will
changed men into ~miaDte·bm.tes who did their bidding? Tbere
Was Germaine, who could if she wished make any one ·ofthem,
,'from the students to her own father, tongue-tied, and here w;u
.she talking with the ~ost attractive man in t·he room, holding h~s
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hand......and explaining the agregation! Stupid little goose, wept
ber angry grief, it is all you deserve.
HI thought once that 1 wanted ~o teach, too,'" Arnold went on, ,
'-but 1 found I had to say things for myself, so I fu:came a writer,"
uAb,-' $aid Natalie politely. She thought writerJ slightly em..
barrassing, like :women who are pregnant, and she withdrew her
hand, finding in snobbery a heady respite from despair.
'-Have you met l\fonsieur Thouvenel, Arnold?" interposed
Germaine'. "He isa writer too, you know." Ayoungish man with
a twisted b<x1y, who had come late, acknowledged this introduction with an uneasy smile. He was one of Germaine's minor
celebrities, and was well-known to· all the other guests by reputation. Germaine, excusably, looked elated, knowing that· these
two, each in his own way desirable to her, would chastise each
other bitterly. (Every man but :Pascal deserVed punishment for
bis failure to conquer ber.) The pretext for their" quarrel was
irrelevant-let it be politics, religion, art-she had (triumphantly)
brought th~m face to face, two hereditary enemies, as men bring
fighting cocks to sate their wish for blood.
"Surely you have read his novel, Arnold, the one that got the
Fexmna Prize?lt she said in her nervous-hostess voice, cl~w-bated,
purring.
"
, The young man curled one side of his face in hatred, the other
side showed modesty and deference. Time to go home, time to go
borne, was all he allowed his brain to think.
uI make it a point not to read anything written since Pater,"
said Arnold. HI read only the classics-English and, Greek, that is
-over and over," he added graveiy, feeling attenuation necessary~ Ifl am very glad you won a prize, ?\.fonsieur,"he said to
Thouvenel. ~·No offense."
Germaine knew she excited Tllouveners malice, as the embodimeot of tbe despised se~; ,she knew he <:ultivated her to
indulge his own abhorrence. Remembering this, she flashed recognition back at Arnold. She knew Thouvenel detestCfl America
with ob$essive delirium--he bated ease, health, naivete, as'so
\
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many reproaches to himself; hersttl~le like a lover's nowchallenged this man whose venom she knew to be equal to her thirst.
UDo you read anything written since Pater, Monsieur Thouve..
neI?" she asked. HI do. I read everything my friends write, even
my husband. I have nopJ:ejudices whatsoever:'
"First it must be established that one can read/'said Tbouve-neI, ubefore one proclaims one'sbibliography.-"
Arnold had shot his only bolt of wit (one he had kept in re..
serve,'never expecting to use) and had-lofaU back on his native
sarcasm. He embraced the smaller man elaborately~ peerin,g
down at bimwith a nasty leer. "Don't take it<so hard, old boy.
No came for excitement. No offense, no offense."?vfiscalculating
tbe gesture, he tripped on the ~ge of the rug, -murmuring, _
4'Drunker than I thought, by George,Uand as he lost balance, fell
against ThouveneIand knocked him into a chair.
Revulsion and fury shook theswaUer man's £rattl~, and he
struck out. and sunk his fist into the soft flesh-ot Arnold's neck.
The big b~y sunk to the floor. a stunned and incredulous eX~
pression iIi the blood·shot eyes. ulVaiia minute," he started, hut
his -words were lost in the'general agitation.
An older man who had cottle with Thouvenel1iad. gone to get
their coats, and,was now" holding the writer by the arm, talking
rapidly and steadily to him. Thouvenel was trembling,. and his
, features were taut; be was visibly close to hysteria. HForgive us,
dear friends," said the older man, shaking hand$ with Professor
Regnier and bis wife. HForgive us. The best .i$ to hUrry off, and
you will try to forgive us."
. 4'!wiU telephone one of these nextdays/' said Professor
,Regnier. HThere is nothing to forgive." The door closed' behind
the pair.
,
nStinking little fruit," Amold mumbled as he,$taggeredinto
.-the kitchen. HGoddamned pansy:' He shook 'his hea_dand
splashed cold water on his face and hair to cool- the eiIect$ of
anger and alcohol. Germaine came into the kitcbeJl,and:put som~
coffee into a little filter pot.
.~
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IIOur friends are not usually so violent. I hope he didn't hurt
you, Arnie," she said soothingly. "Sit down; I'm making you
toffee.. You must not be angry. Thouvenel is a very nervous boy!'
HNervousl I'll say he's nervous:' said Arnold. HOught to be
putawayl"
"Drink your coffee like a good' boy.. You be a good boy and
forget about the whole thing!' Arnold made a sound of truce
and gulped the hot coffee. "Now you cOme back and talk to the
lonely little girls," she patted his cheek. "You are a big-hearted
,monster. Come on."
Together they went back into the living room. A.$tir,almost
imperceptibly hostile, greeted their entrance. Arnold sat down
beside I\fadame I\foreau and helped himself to a handful of
cookies {rom a bowl in front of them.
"Have you been enjoying your stay in Paris?" she asked him.
a little nervously.
Arnold laughed. "\Vhy yes," he answered with exaggerated
gravity. "Pari$ is a cbarming city. The Seine, the quais, Notre
Dame, the Sainte Chapelle" - he was enjoying himself - "the
Flore, the Caves," he went on. HA beautiful, enchanting, ancient
city:' He looked quizzically at the lady, who did not possess a
great variety of weapons against impertinence.
,- "I$ee," she said coldly, and restrained herself from judging
her friend's gut:st. HI think we mun go home now, Andre," she
said.. HIt is late, and Natalie has to study tomorrow."
"Oh, but I haven't told you how much I love Paris, Madame,"
said Arnold" urve only just begun!' Professor I\.foreau bad not
heard his wife; Natalie ro~, ~utstood fixed to the spot as though
waiting, for some decisive revelation, her bare, unshapely arms
banging at her sides. 'jIn fact," Arnold conlInanded' ?\.fadame
Moreau'$ attention, "l am thinking of writing a book about the
French. Fluetuat nee murgitur." He laughed.
The silence threatened him, but ht: was sure of his advan..
tage, and had not yet exhausted the lust for vengeance.uGer..
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maine will read it,:' he dec~ared.
prejudices. to
, Professor Regnier looked at his wife. and saw that she was
smiling her secret. Iittle-girlsmile.,"O£,cour$e 1 will.Amie,ushe
said.lflread all kinds of trash." Professor Regnier, who poSSessed
,the knowledge of good. obscurely felt in this woman who was so
, .mysteriously his, a promise' of incalculable ,excitement: the
knowledge of evil.
"lVe really must be,' goiJ:l:g, Andre:" said' :Madame ~t9reau.
There was agener!ll movement toward the entry, and good
nights were hasty and inconclusive. HIt bas been a -lovely party,H
:Madame l\foreausaid, shaking Germaine's hand. She bad meant
to be friends with Professor Rcgn:ier's wife; she remembered
with regret. "Your apartment is lovely.".t\J:to~er lie cost her
nothing now.
,
. :
, "Perhaps you'll come again when We are"moresettled,u said'
Professor Regnier. more than once~ He meant when'the Amedean had left. ·'OI course," said his friend!.
HYouate a naughty, naughty boy, Arnie/'said Ge~m;dne,col..'
lecting glasses on a tray. Hcr face was le5S(onfid~btt~n her
.voice. Professor Regnier said abriefgood.nigbt and disappeared..
"Leave all that~ my dear;" he called to his wife.,"Angela will ,
clean tomorrow: i
"First I must scold Arnold," she answered. HHe has been very
naughty:' Professor Regnier did-not reply" His wife had had her
c little scandal, as she had wished, and it ~lad to be paid fot.Seandal waS,an expensive toy, but one did'notc6nside~ tbepriceof
thing$when.theywere for Germaine. Those had always been her -_
conditionsl and be accepted them, no less now than when he had first known and wanted ber. He wondered whether the cost,
,would include the loss of old friends, Qf Ilis colleagUes" esteetll,
perhaps the failure of his ~bitions,butpe had agreed lnad..
va~ce to pay it. He tfiought sadlyo£ the foolishCeltic'kings who
bound. themselves to grant favors without knowin~ their con,

...'~'"

~

up
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tent, $Owetimes to wicked fairies who Were bent on their destruction.
He heard Germaine in the kitchen making coffee for the
American, wh~) had had too much to drink. He w~ too tired to
carry through a protest, so he got into bed and turned off the .
light, knowing he would not sleep.~
"\\1hat's the matter with you in Paris?" Arnold asked Germaine as she poured him his coffee. i·you weren't so touchy in
New 'York. You afraid those stuffy old maids will eat you? Relax,
is all rve got to say."
"You don't understand. They are Pascal"s friends. In New
York it was different, I can't explain. These people don't under..
stand your kind of joking."
. UThatguy who slugged me certainly didn't seem to~" said
Arnold.
"You promised me you'd forget about that," she reproached
him_.
"1 promised no such thing, I\-fadame Talleyrand. You:talk
pretty slick,. but I :still think your friends are a bunch of bastards,"
uArnoldl" she scolded, "I'm going to bedl" She started for the
door, but he caught hold ·of her arm. in a'quick, lithe gesture•.
"l.et me finish," he said tightly. Hi$fingers hurt her, and she
was no longer sure she ~ould cope with the imponderable ingre..
dientof too much gin. She stood still. HI think your friends are
lousy bastards," he repeated pleasantly, "but you are an ace." He
stood up and pUlled her toward him. She resolved quickly to let
him kiss ber, ratheri1than call her hmband. Her body stiffened
and she closed ber e.yes.
.
Suddenly his grip relaxed, and he slumped down again over
his coffee. A nasty laugh counterpointed the sounds ·of swallowing, as Germaine swiftly crossed the living room, where the
dimly.lit symbols of her aspiration and her failure seemed to
greet her in a barshand syncopated mockery, which echoed
tauntingly inside her bead as she closed.the bedroom door behind her and undressed in the dark.
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MEXICO'S 'UNIVERSITY CITY
thet:;entral plaza of
,.Mexi(o's new University City is the small pyramid of
. Cuicuilco, hardly more than a mound, but it is the be..
ginning of architecture on the North American continent. The
floor of University CitY7 a violet-gray lava flow, is some seven to
nine thousand years old, and the same \1olcanic eruptions ,also
covered Cuicui1co's ancient t:;ulture. The twentieth century has
seen tbeexcavadon of the early significant work as well as the
construction of the new monumental project. Mexican architecture began and now has reaffirmed itself in the same smallgeo..
graphic area. .
,,
It cannot be said that architecture everslept in Mexico,£or .be..
tweenCuicuilco and the University have come the greatpyra...
mids of the.soutIt and the Aztec temples; the fortress churches
and the Churrigueresquemarvels; and in tl1ethirtiesaic1rltec..
ture, in the hands ofa small devgted group, threw off the Colo..
nialyoke to produce, cleanconctete forms for much needed
schools, hospitals, loW' cost houses, etc. 1£ the £onnswere import,.
. ed froin France, the spirit which brought them into being was
tIle same exubera.nt one that later made the university a reality.
'The univer~ity.!Va$ilate in .cQfuing: A plan to bring thefi£~een
!tattered colleges'"""of America's first universityontQ oneeampus
had been for many years a4esign problem-for advanced architec..
tura} $tudents. Then, tinder a government which J$ now accused
of turning millions of pesos to its personal
the universitfat '
last sprang into being. '\\7hether or not it owes its existence tome
,'wish of one public official to "see his name linked with the great , .
project. the work was cattied out by a gtoupo£ dedicated tnen~ .
All of the designing and 'engineering talent in the reptiblicwas-

J\
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at the !ervice of the university. One hundred and forty architects
and engineers designed and saw completed in a record time of
two years the major part of the fifty-two buildings planned for

the campus.
For this to happen in a handcraft country is indeed a nrlta.c1e.
Skills had to be developed, a labor fund created. one which
would not drain off the supply from all other construction. ?dexit;o had little heavy machinery and few trained in its pse at the
time construction was started. No industries. were organized to
supply the large quantities of steel, glass, cement and other ma-'
terials required for the project; how to provide them without depriving the entire country was one of the smallest of the problems to be solved. Transportation systems had to be' planned to
connect the suburban University City to l\fexico City. Sewage
disposal, which presents such a difficult question for a city resting
on $bifting, spongy soil, had also to be answered.
, Now the university is an accomplished f~ct. (There are some,
buildings to be completed, but the majority are now in use.)
And tbe exuberant spirit which. brought it into being has been
dissipated....or, morc exactly, ,it has found another outlet, in self..
criticism. Thete is wmetbing exuberant even in the criticism. A
series of lectures held last year was a fiesta of reason.
The main topic under discussion was the relative merits of the
two types ofarcbitecture found On tbe campus. One, wbich comprises the major porti0tt of the buildings on the camp~$, follows
the cO,nventionaI colu$n and beam construction ·and is of the
International Style. The other, derived from the indigenous and
pte-hispanic forms, is represented 1>-y the stadium, £rontones
(ball courts) and sports group. Tliese employ a method of construction used in the pyramids, in which the structure builds up
from tbeground, the tapering walls faced with stone 'to protec.t
an'earth «;ore.ln the stadium,. above the first tapered wall is a circulation area, surmounted by another taptred wall, as in Aztec >.
temples. The $ta~ium, like tbe pyratnids, took a lesson from the
volcano: earth was thrown up asymmetrically from a crater and, .
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at the service of the university. One hundred and forty architects
and engineers designed and saw completed in a record time of
two years the rnajar part of the fifty-two buildings planned for
tbecampus.
For this to happen in a handcraft country is indeed a miracle.
Skills had to be developed, a labor fund created, one which
would not drain off the supply from all other construction. Mexico had little heavy machinery and few trained in its ,use at the
time construction was started. No industries were organized to
supply the large quantities of steel, glass, cement and other materials required for the project; how to provide them without depriving the entire country was one of the smallest of the prob.
lems to be solved. Transportation systems had to be planned to
connect the suburban University City to l\fexico City. Sewage
disposal, which presents such a difficult question for a city resting
on shifting, spongy soil, had also to be answered.
Now the university is an accomplished f~ct. (There are some
buildings to be completed, but the majority are now in use.)
And the exuberant spirit which brought it into being has been
dissipated-or, more exactly, it has found another outlet, in selfcriticism. There is something exuberant even in the criticism. A
series of lectures held last year was a fiesta of reason.
The main topic under discussion was the relative merits of the
two types of architecture found on the campus. One, which comprises the major portion of the buildings on the campus, follows
the cO,nventional colmpn and beam coostructionand is of the
International Style. The other, derived from the indigenous and
pre-hispanic forms, is represented by dIe stadium, frontones
(ball courts) and sports group. These employ a method of construction used in the pyramids, in which the structure builds up
from the ground, the tapering walls faced with stone to protect
an earth <;.ore. In the stadium, above the first tapered wall is a circulation area, surmounted by another tapered wall, as in Aztec
temples. The stadium, like the pyramids, took a lesson from the
volcano: earth was thrown up asymmetrically from a crater and
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deposited on the sides to form higbeJUbankments; the 'volcano
form, an oval with widened sides, makes possible a concentration
of the stadium's 110,000 seats near the fifty-yard line.. AlbertoT. Arai, designer of tliefrontones, and'ditector Q£the
Department of Architecture of the Natio~al Institute of Fine
Ar~ under whose auspices the famous lecture$erieswas given
last y:ear, wrote iIi the magazine Ar.fsf:r Architecture: HTwocllr.
rent ~deologie$struggle fot.archit~ctural supremacy 1n' Mexico
today: the cosmopolitan-naked, clean and rectangular; anc;l the
regional...:..springing from the soil, and whose ·£.uncti~n'and use
take into account the iptellectualand sentimental aspects -oEthe
Mexican people.'"'
The library, the most discussed'bui~ding.of aU; represents a di..
~iding line between the two opposing schools, for while it turu.
to its use the strict. lines of the International Style, its 5nrfatesare _
covered with stone mosaics depicting the history' of 1\-{exico.Here
integrationo(architectureandpai~tingisachieved toagreater d~ee than in any Qf the buildings,. perb'apsbecau$e Juan
O'Gorman not onlydid the murals but headed thearthitects wlto
designe4 the .building. Just as ~{exico was'able to stamp itself
.upon -the style. introduced -by the Span~sh following the Con..
quest, producing in time the wholly ~fexicanChurrigueresquet
so today O·Gorman has turned the grid"form building into an ex"
pression -0£ the MecTean temperament. Looking out as it does
.upon the Volcano ,of XltI~, the library has well remem.bered tllat
there in past days the Aztecs kept their fire.
The str~ngth and. difference. of opinion concerning the archi..
_tectural hopes
disappointment$of the Ciudad are perhaps
best expressed -by the s~tement$ of prominent Mexi.cansdo'cly
concerned with the- prdfct.
_
_
.
I.

.

and

JUAN O·GORM,AN
-,

(architect):
.
~

The Swiss puritanismo£ the arcbitectureo£ LeCorbusier,which
influenced to such a dep:ee the design of the buitdingsat Univer..
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sity City, represents the exact antithesis of the pla$tic'art of Mexico. This i$ because the principal charactemtics of Mexican art
are the pyramidal form of the composition; ·an exaggerated em..
phaJis on the tri-dbnen$ional volume; the dynamic asymmetry .
of the axis; the complex variety of decoration; the richness of
form and color; and the supreme manner in which the building
harmonizes with the surrounding landscape. Even in the People's
architecture of today we find the5e-characteristicsJ . which in my
"e$timationare the synthesis of Mexican expression in art.
, .•J~

/1t University City the pre~hispanic tradition of the ancient cul-

. ture .of Anahuac is represented in the great Olympic Stadium,
the sports field and the ball courts. These buildings ate harrooniouslyincorporatedin the marvelous landscape' of ~e lava
bed which surrounds them, and belong to our truly American
tradition.
The rest of the buildings are more Or less copies of the purist architecture of Le Corbusier, which has 'become q>mmercial
everywhere..
One of the chief errors committed at University City was to build
skyscrapers (u to 16 stories high) when land was plentiful and
when low buildings would have been more suited 'to their function as well as to the- landscape. Whether this was. done in the
hope of impressing others with the importance.of ~fexico or be·
cause we wished to appear tfculturalIy" the equal of other na~
dons, I don't know. But asa result we have buildings which are
inconvenient. and which cost more dlan they might have.
.

The error is Illost striking in the Administration Building, the
. tallest on the campus. It resembles any commercial building in
the center of town, in which all offices must be reached by elevator. In this case especially, function demanded a low building,
and tIte general effect of the campus would have been improved.
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On the. other hand the School of Architecture is £ottned· bra
number of sepa~ted smalltwO;$toty pavilions,' each used asa
pr.oject work shop and separated from-the main building of the
school. This planning is illogical, for the separated units require
the studen~ to walk. in' the open £rom work shops to class rooms,
or,any other part of the school. The tost would have been leSs-if
the school had been planned as one building..
The library, for which I am part~I1y responsiblc,started ·ou~~ .
a Ibw building, but its function dictated the plan. For tbesake
of economy the c10sedstacks were placed ina ten..storytower '
above the reading rooms. The. (ost per cUbic foot was'one ~.~ the
lowest on the campu~,' in spite of the fact that tlteconcrete strut..
t~re hadto be stressed for heavy book loads. rIte mosaiC$ of natu..
Oral colored'stones, for which lam~otally resPQosible, alleviate to
a degree the architectural conception, giving. to the building a
modern baroque cl1aracter, and theJandsCape colors of tbestones
used in the mosaics blend with'the rock of the-lava bed.,'
\

,

'

RAMON' MARCOS'

(one of the architects on 'the School of

.Commerce):
\Vhat certain ardent, Mexicanistas are achieving ~s to make the
country an object of turiosity for 1\4'cxico and for strangers,. that
is to say, we feel ourselves· tourists in our own country. lEouX' 1m..
ported skyscrapers seem stta_nge ·to us/even more strange ate
theSe architectural masquerades. By the path of decoration we
will n~ver 'lind our architecture. Rather,. we will find ourselv.es
by sticking close to the trUth, that is, to space concepts applied to
the realities and peculiarities of Afexican life. '
JOSE VILLAGRAN GARCIA (designer of the School of ArchitectUre)~
.

..

, \ . . '

The modem regional pose seldom achieve$ wit!ljts,work.acc1aim
before the jury of internationalcritics.Origirlatity, Wb~n nour..
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ishcd by true talent, passes local limits "to reach international.
stature. In the hands of experts or creative minds capable ()£ producing architecture, it is authentic because it is both modem and ~
regional at the same time.
DR. IGNACto ?\flLLAN (head of the School of Cancerology, Nation..

, al University):
r

We Mexicans respond to the baroque. That is not only because
of our tradition and education; we were born with mote feeling_
for the spiral of the Arabesque than the square of the S~on.
,
.

,

'\VhiIc the cube is the dominant form at the university, the curve
is the invitation to the unknown. 'Ve Mexicans are used to the
form of the pyramid•.which is a compromise between the cube .
and the curve. The pyramid form is force going around a curve.
In the curve is, the convex of space, which is sheltering. 'Ve feel
happier in the convex, as in the womb of the mother. The cube
is predominatlt in the buildings to ,be used for training students
in practical and technical careers, and for learning which is con..
structive and may be used for profit rather than speculative
,knowledge. Yet 1\fexico's traditionaC sympathies are for the
humanities.
'Ve must not contemplate any rebirth of Aztec indigenous archi.,
tecture. This is far from the present idea. It is romantic to hope
fat a national, renaissance based on our Aztec ancestry. It is all
very well to remember our ancient forms. A touch of remembrance is good in our present day buildings. The two structures
which have Aztec forms are the stadium and frontones, and it is.
fitting that both should be for play rather than study. They tell
us. ffRemember our ancestry. but remember it in play only. The
past may beckon USt but it can never be a reality."
1
CARLOS

R.

MARGAIN
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'\Ve have the biggest concrete railroad in the world, the Humani"
ties Classrooms~;'\Ve also have the inost teclmicallyelab~rateJllo."
tel, that is to say the architectural pavilions~ '\Ve are the ownct'$
, of a Cajoti!' deOlinald~ thet¥0st grandiose in existence, the Li·
brary~ \Ve have the most enormous juke box, the Administration
. Tower (a juke box in every sense of the word, the. only thing
lacking are the colored neon tUbeS). \VealSo have thebiggestarti..
fida! volcano in the world, the stadium~
,
DAVID ALFARO SIQUEJROS

(painter):

'Vhat is this talk about adapting ourselves to the landscape? 'Vhy
not do just the opposite? If there is a desert, Why not build some.
thing eXuberant? If the laridscape is, exuberant, why not SOJll~"
thing plain and simpl~?
MARGAIN:

The history of humanity tells us that the outstanding architec..
ture is ~ot that which adapts.itself to the landsCape. If for genera..
tions the same landscape f<?nris are seen, it is quite: natural that
they should rbe reflected in the architecture. Certainly there
is
.
architecture in which one finds magnHicent hatmony, whose
lines and volumes contrast with the landscape•. But tl1eycontrast
hapnoniously and not oppressively.

. !

FRO ~{ 'r,H E POI NT 0 F V IE W of

the future of Mexidln ar..
chitecture, there is one small building on the campus about
. which too little has been said: the Cosmic RaY,Pavilion. It de·
rives from neither school of architecture, and it represents a neW
approach to the shell form. Experimental in nature, it ,is a. 'Qegin..
ning from which a1ready its· designer has developed morc com..
plex and significant structures. .
.
, '
This building, designed by Felix Call:dela, .andreseroblinga
small covered wagon, hovers on the landscape, dwarfed by the
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towers about it. On the spotwhel'e it W~ built ~{exico's noted
physicist Dr. Sandoval Vallarte firn measured c()$mic
rays, and
.
the present $tructure is used for measuring neutrons. The form,
as bappeJl$ in ttlOn significant architecture, fulfills its needs. A
roof thin enough to admit cosmic rays was the controlling factor
of the ddign. The % inch slab is the thinndt ever poured,the
double parabola of the roof acting as a stiffener. The architect's
use: of ~he shell form has now reached a brilliant expression in his
new Church of the Virgin of ~{i1agrO$a, whose hyperbolic parab'oIoid Jurfaces have the quality of formal drapery, OI, to' choose
a lanc:bcape parallel, of low hilb with creased valleys.- Concrete.
has never been more plastic or alive tban in his hands.
Caridela's critidsmo£ the university is based on the failure of
the Mexican architect to search out new !fstem. of construction .
to expre$$ the feeling peculiar t9 them. He wrote in Arts 6-

Architecture:
The appearance of a new material, reinforced concrete, gave reaSOn
to hope that its rational use would produce structural forms fitted to
itJ specific characteristics, and that the {onns, in turn,.wouldinflu..
ence architectural cOlllpo$ition, helping toprooucedecorative and
rhythmical elements. However, the fortI1$ of the modern movement
tum for Jupport to alien arts, and in $()me cases even attempt to im~ arbitrary fornu. Historical styles were bQrnfrom a structural
reality- Out of new structural lSynems arise revolutionary changes in
style. PerhaJ>$ the emptine" of the last architectural revolutio~ is
partly due to its lack of being preceded by real changes in stJ;uctural
rnethod.s~ The divergent course, adopted from the beginning of the
century by the profe$$ions of architect and engineer has produced an
empty field between them. This is ano man's land .in which can .be
found the solution to the paramount problemof.today's architecture
-the search for it contemporary style or univerSal idiom whit;h may
oifer us something more than the aridness of present routine.· ..
TO "rHO S ~ W It 0 SAW

the university in the early days of its
construction, walked on the growingcampu5 with .theentbusi·
astic architects and engineers,ot talked to them. and their impas- .

1-;
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sioned director Carlos Lazoat their office on Sonora 80, t1leday
of rea.wnseems dim in compariSon. One remembers instead that
nowhere in the mgdern world have.$() many. architecu worked
together on a single project. Out ala-similar faith and devotion
have (ome the finest architectureo£ America: ,U.xmal, Chichen
Itza,. Mitla, ~fonte Alban, Teotihuacan, the fortrc$$churches,
the Churrigueresque.
.
,\Vhatever tbefaults of planning or design of Universit.yCity,
thr~ugh it Mexico entered again for time into asinglene$s~ut
of which the many produce the one large lasting work.

a

,

A STATEMENT 'CONCERNING THE CIUDAD
'UNIVERSITARIA BY WALTER GR'OPIUS:l
ENTERING THEel.UDAD UNIVEltSll'A1UA tWas

btl..

pressed by the bold courage of its creators in trying to tackle such
an enormous plahning and building task as an organic entity,
carried out in"one stroke. The vigor and vision in leadership, :and
the enthusiasm of architects and 'engineers in cooperating with
each other, have started a trend toward$ a common denominator·
of form-ex.pl'essioncharacterisdcof contemporary democratic
$pirit~ Sucll an' attempt at· finding architectural unity again
amonga.large number of various individual designers.representJ
certainly a most desirable trend in design,. one which should be
-highly welcomed.
However, in my opinion, the architects have miscalculated the
physical dimensions of their campus plan. An important triteriori -<?farchitectural achievement lies in tbe:Succes5.or failtlt,ein
bringfug the scale of the building masses andJheopen space' be..
tween them into a 1lannoniou$ balance. Walking through the
campus, I felt that the enthusiasm of the designers must have car..
riecl:-them away whentliescaleof .the over..all plan wa$estab.. At the suggestion ola prontinent Mexican arcbitec;tt NM(l. tequ~edtheoJ?lnkm
of a leading Nonli American authority. Mr. GropiU. kindly obliged.
-,
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lished. Its hugeness remind$ me of the megalomaniac planning
dimensioll$ with which the might of the Roman caesars was
glorified. In contrast, tIle scale of buildings and open spaces in a
democratic society should not intimidate the spirit by sheer.sizet
but rattler ~ttract and invite ~ople in by enchantment. Human
scale is acbievedwhen there is tangible harmony in the relationship of the architectural setting to the living per£orntance enacted against its background. A plaza. should, therefore, be only
barely large enough to accommocIatethe expected ~ak-hour
traffic. The main plaza of the Ciudad Universitaria, however, is
six and one-half times larger than the ramOU! Piazza SanhIarco
in Venice and can hardly ever be filled. Its dimen.sionsare out of
proportion to the potential size of the activities taking place in it.
It will always appear too empty and make passing humans appear
insignifi~nt in their t:elative size. The horizontal dimensions .
being over-extended to the detriment of the pedestrian, the space
_effect of the plaza-its architectural confinement-suffers simultaneously from the relatively low height of the surrounding
,:.~__ ~,,,;,":"":." buildings compared to the great length-and width of the plaza.
An example of balanced scale, in spite of its huge size; is the
Stadium. I!5 undulating crest line-a result of the ingeni9us planning.a circle superimposed on the oval of the arena-ble~ds
beautifully into the dramatic silhouette of the mountains.. The
large exterior relief$ of Diego Rivera fit masterfully the scale-of
the gigantic surrounding walls of the Stadium, and are equally
remarkable from the point of view of new techniques used. High- .
ly developed stone techniques for masonry, pavements and incrustations,. the most characteristic l\Iexican craft since Aztec
times, prevail all over the campus of the University•
.1 ~e tbe real importance of tbe Ciudad Universitaria-for our
time in the fact that the people ofl\Iexico, in a period of inte!-.
lectual confusion and contradictory ai~s, have been able to give
the world an example by mobilizing the necessary creative, financia! and administrative forces for concerted action on a-cultural
task. of tbislarge ord~r.
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CHAO SHU.LI:-'C~EATIVEWRITING
IN A COMMUNIST STATE
943 there was published in theCommun.istar~as
. • o~ north,":cst China'ash.ort .storyca.•.lIed HB
. lack.iCG
.. cts. ar. .ned." ThIS event can now be seen, m retrospect, as possessed
of bothliterary and political.dgnificance in 'the modern'history "
of China: indeed, however·stronglyone may obJect to the Ma~..
- ist conc~pt ofliterature asa functional thing, an essential weapon
in the class 'struggle, it is impossible to divorce the literatureo£
the last forty years in China from itspoliticalcont~xt.
The leaders
the Chinese Communists ~n 1943 were very .
consCious of the need for creative writing which would be fipe..
cificailyassociated with their cause. It was not S9 Dluch'a question
of propaganda for the peasants. They had plenty propaganda:
people everywhere in the' HLiberated Areas'" ,were applauding.
patriotic plays, reciting newly-coined b~ladsandjingles,pasting
up topical woodcuts, dancing the 1angk(}~ No: literature, genu..
ine creative ~riting. had a more ambitious' part to play.. It was to
. win for the ~'New Dem~cy"the imagination. of the intelli..
gentsia, the wide educated classes over the whole o£China who$C
support was almost as vital as'that of the peasants thenl$elves.
These classes for years to come would provide recruits. to the
leadership; and ~o these classes;. however reluctant theCommu..
nists might be to admit this~ the crude propaganda fed to the
peasants would make no appeal.
The Communists did in fact need a new literature because
they had rejected the o~d. They had rctiected the work of the men
of the 1920'S and ·80'$ almost as categorically. as the' progressives'
_of those years had rejected th~ traditional cIasdcalliterature,and

I
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fat.' the same r~awn: ''b<:cause, as they saw it, it perpetuated the
cultural disunity of China, left unbridged the gulf between the
literatus and the unletter~d peasant. To the Communist$ this
was not merely a regrettable feature of national life:.it was a po~
liti~l ~rjl.

'

A year before uBlackieu appeared, there had been.a grand rally
of writers and'art~workers in Yenan, the dusty wa!'time capital of
the Communists in the remote northwest. In his lengthyaa..
dre$5C$ to the rally, :Mao Tse..tung himself had told the writel'$
just wllat he wanted from. them. They were to write fol" a triple
entitYwhose Chine~ abridgement might be rendered 3:s "war.. '
peasolu -workers, pea$anu, soldiers, Since an indUstrial prole..
tari~t was to be found only in the urban ~ent1'es outside the'Lib~
erated Areas, in Kuomintang..and Japanese«cupiedChina,
and since the $Oldier was noxnore than a ~a$ant in uniform, ~e
"worpeasol't could be taken as three in one and one in three, as
tbepeasant simply. The life of the ptaSant was to be the stuff of
the new writing-a new departure, for the peasant had previously
appeared only in the pages of Lu Hsiin (d. 1936) and ofahand£ul .
of other writers.
By the life of the peasant was meant, of course, publi¢activity
rather than private, political rather than personal.
specific·
terms, the peasant was to be instructed in his role in ~be clau
ntuggle, taught to recognize his' class enemies, showri, in the
. phrase of the time, how to dig up hi$-root of poverty.' That was·
one task: it was to be contemplated by celebration of the succeS$es already achieved, under the leadership of the Party, in,resisting the Japanese and in establishing social just-ice.
To be eltective, work done for the'peasantmust be in language
he could understand, which meant in hi$ own language, and not
in the artificial, cosmopolitan "plain language" of the previous
years. How did one write in peasant language? The answer giV'en
by Mao's expositors was emphatic: not by touching! up one'.
:work.with the odd picturesque phrase overheard in conversation.
. and carefully recorded in a notebook, but by becolllingapeasant,

Id
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1 '1
..
by lIving and working among the people until one thought and
articulated as they d i d . .
.'.1' .
.
One great poiilt of it w~ left unspoken: the intellect~als
were to write for the peasants, but no. one was to write for the in..
tellectuals. In the interests o£ national unity, wbat pleased one
must please both. The standard of work must bea new kind .of
I

.

.'CllAO SHU-LX: CREATIVE WRITING
'

all

standard,·bu~ it must be a high one,,'
Th~ task

probably seemed impossible. On~ sympathizes with
the writers of the time, .seeking to translate .iMao's words intopractice, busily learning a" new language, trying to rid them..
selves not only of all the subtleties and delicacies of the esoteric tradition, but of much that they bad learned from the West as
well. Many, in latetyears,were sent Uinta the country:' to en~~
dllre discomfort and unutterable boredom in backward villages
. irt the endeavour to Hbecome one-with the people/'
..
.
Then, nBIackie Gets Married" appeared. People read it with
. joy: it was the answer. It pleased the literate; a~d the peasants, to
whom it was read a.loud, greeted it with the excitement of the ..
woman who sees her husband on televi$ion~ For tberethey were,

.;

~

in print, it was everyman's oWn $onand daughter and neigh·
bours, iriYolved in an action whicH JP.ea~lt something to tbeniall~
'. Here was' the old hag, the bogus fortune..teller.who lived in
everyvillage. Her name was ItAun~ie Three the 'Vitch" "'::{t is~if
ficult in translation to get clearof the characters Dylan Thomas
created in Under Afilk Wood:
One dayChiri lVang's fatberwas illand went to see Auntie Three to
get guidance from. the spirits. Auntie Three squatted behind. the· in..
cense table intQning-whileChin Wang's father knelt listening before
it. }J$iao-ch'in (Auntie Three'. daughter) was only eight then. She
was spendi~g the tnorningsoakingihe husks off rke. She bad put the
coarse rice- in the pot of water, but when she beard hettnother mum~
blingaway she d~cided the sound was worth listening to,.and $0. cShe
stood by the incense table listening and'forgotall about the rke.lJe...
forelongChih; \Vang'sfather ~ad to go out to relieve himself, and

~--

Auntie Three seited beropportunity:. ~IGoand pull the ric.:eoutJ
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. quickl It'll be soaked through and ruined by this time!" To her dis..
may however $he was overheard by Chin Wang'. father, who spread
the .toryabout when he got home. Ever after this the jokers of the
village when they saw Auntie Three would deliberately turn to each
other and ask. like you Sure your rice isn't soaked through and
ruined?"
, -

The story is a gayand triump1}ant assert,ion o~ the right to free.dOln of choice in marriage. Every ardent lad ~ould identify himself with B.Iackie, and his girl was every likely village lass:
BJackie was the younger son of· Chu-ko Liang the Second. He- had
killed two Jap' in the resistance and held the certificate of Distm·;
guished Marksman. 'Vhen it came to good looks,: it wasn'tju$t in Linchia-chiao that Blackie's name WaS known~ Every N~Xearwhen the
play groups went out, it didn't matter what village they went to, all
the girls' eyes followed Blac1de. a

Hsiao-ch'in is described in the same sort of way. It is a peasant
~ speaking, and he is concerned less with cataloguing her cbaim.$
in a sonnet than with showing her through the eyes o~ the villagel"$, as a favourite of the people: -Hsiao-ch'in Was seventeen tbat year, and the village gossips agreed
thaUhe was a great improvement on her mother at the same age. The
lad$ were always going to have a chat with her, whether they'd any.. '
-thing to say or not. ,& soon as Hsiao-ch'in went to do her washing, all
the lads. decided they had something .to wash too, and as soon- as
Hsiao-ch'ln went climbing for crabapplcs, they all decided they'd go
climbing too.
There are two types of villain in the story. One type is personi~
i
lied by Auntie Three the 'Vitch (mother of Hsiao-eh'in), and by.,t'
Chu-ko Liang the ,Second. The latter is the father of Blac;kie,and
a cunning old rogue....the original Chu-ko Liang was the-supreme
strategist of the wars of the Three Kingdoms. They are both
superstitious-minded peasants, bac;~ward but fundamentally
hannless•. It is part of thcmoral of the fable to show how this type
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of person can be l'c-educated ('developtncnto£ character' here di..
.rectly meet$ politica.lrequirements): at first puttingobstacf& in
the path of w.e young 10vel'S, in the,£otniof partnei'schosen by ,
themselves, they are brought by the force of publicopiJ.liontoa.
more enlightened view, and end by giving !their blessing. The second typeo£ villain is.more dangetous, and is dealt with
quite differently. It is the type of the deh young bully, who
wants Hsiao-eh'in for himself, and abuses his power in the at,.
tempt to securer her. He is the dassenemy; identified with the
.Kuomin~ngarid the collaborators with the Japanese. Hi$machi..
nations are'exIiOsed on the intervention of tbe ,Communist 10"
cal authority (a~er the lovers' 'application for a marriage Ii..
eense);,and he i.sp:umshed: for him..;ths.~ssenemy, therc,ist1o
redemption. '
"
It is not anambitiollS work. But the simplicity of its presenta..
tion,so well.beeoming the ingenuous story, reveals the metica..
lous craftsman o£fiction. The dramatis personatrare presented in
turn, the steps leading to the lovers' ptedicamet:tt. ate trodden
one by one as first Blackie is presented with. a fiancee and then
Hsfu.o-ch'in is promised t() an old man. The young bully engi,.
neers the arrest of the lovers. So on, $tep by ~tep to thedenoue..
me.nt, until at last the, personages descend in tU11lfrom the stage
-the ~etaphor from the theatre is inescapable.
The style of writing shows a similar studied simplicity. The
economy andpoIish recall Lu Hslin, who in an .essay relates·how
he began to fashion aeolloquial style. It was in the early days ·0£
, the revolt against the classical written language. He would writedo~n tpe words he would halle used in speaking abOut an 'incident, and then go through what'he had written, cutting out every
,word which was not absolutely 'essential to convey his meaning.
The language of "BlackieH is more likely to be sprung front the '
old countryman narrating an incident in hi$~erse, mattero.of-fact
way, rather than from the conscientious pruning ofthe academic.
But the style which results i~ 'a written 'Chinese which .capmt«
the rhythms of speeCh as the I'fplaip,Ianguage~" of the foregoing
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years did not. Forceful but fluent, earthy but precise, it is a lineal
descen~ant ot the language of the great old colloquial noveu.
Not only aesthetically, therefore, but for nationalistic and senti..
'mental reasonS as well, it is a language·which suits the temper of
the times.
Below the titleof the story appeared the name Chao Shu-Ii. \Ve
know what.the many enquirers would learn .of him at that time,
from the reminiscences of friends who basked in the light which .
suddenly and dramatically flooded him. 'Vhen allowance has
. been made for her(}oworship and the desire to creatca prototype
fot the New Democratic 'Vriter, Chao still emerges as a genuine
Ulan of the people. lie writes stories of peasant'"life in peasant
language because he is a peasant, as the Chinese ph~ goes, in
his own body. uHis peasants," writes Mao Tun, major pre·war·
novelist and present Minister of Culture, Hare real peasants, not
bourgeois intellectuals dres.sed up in peasant clothes." His.stories
axe peopled by his own family, relatives, neighbours....:Chu·ko
$ang the Second, Chao himself telb us, is his own father. He de·
$C1ibcs his family as "middle peasants, forced down into poor .
peasant status by the old Oppre$$ive land systemtt-a statement as
from a I\farxist text-book," but probably true for all that, $ince
his passionate involvement in theproblem~ of land reform has
its roots in somethingmore than theory.
At the time of "Dlackie Gets :Married." Cha() Shu:n was editing a popular journal, The Chinese~ for 'local drculation in
Japanese«cupied areas. It was practically a one-man show. He
wrote the editorials, and gingered up each issue with stories,
poems, playlets, anecdotes. He drew the illustrations, he even Jet
up the type. He was a popular man among his coIleaguesand the
people of that Shansi neighbourhood, gay, fond of jokes, fond of
singing and playing the fiddle but (true to the monastic Communist tradition) too poor to buy one•.
Chao's story was t~ad and praised by P'eng Te·huai, then
deputy Commander-in-Chief of the R..~d Army. Thirty to forty
thousand copies were sold Crom local bookstalls in Shansi alone,
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and a folk~pera version ofj'Blackie" 'was perfonnedalloverthe
Liberated Areas:
.
Six months after uBlackie," Chao Shu-Ii published tbestory,
in the: popular short-novel fonn, by which as anauthot he stands
or falls: The Ballads
of Li Yu-tlai.
',.
,

"

Since. the war there have been a good manydlanges in the yillageof
Yen-chia-shan,;and as tbesecltanges have taken place Ll Yu·ts'ai haJ
composed new ballads about them. As a matter of fact it was because
of his ballads that begot himself into trouble. I tbought of saying a
word or two about these changes, a.nd copy~ngdowri a few of tbe ballads whicbaccompanied them, to give everybody a bito!amlUement,
and that was bow this little book came about.
Th'is is how Chao puts .hirnsel£ into direct ~per$()naI contact
with the reader, after an openingsection on his village and its $0"
cial $Ct-up which: is masterpiece of brief and effective descrip.. '. ,
tion. In this story Of the land-reform and the problems it poses
for the people of Yen-chia-shan, Chao ShU-Ii marries the humour .
of "Blackieft with the insight into the working of the.old land..
lord system (which he was later to draw on again for th~ Dluch
longer Changes in the Li Family Jlillage). Li Yu-tsfaiis notont:
of tbemain protagonists this struggle betweenoppre$$ive land..(
lord a,nq inexperienced Communist.kanpu (UcadreH-the latter,
after initial defeat, being helped out by a morc(apable man ~rom .
area he~dquarters). Yu·ts'ai is the village ballad"monger, and his
part is to be drive~ out after lampooning the landlord's dishon"
esty in measuring his land for re-distributiou. Later he i$ recalled'
by the man from area, and a stringo£ new.ballads reveal the way
in which the-youngIand-reforxnkanpti and his helpers have been
.
hoodwinked by the landlord.
There is effective syrii.bolism in this centering of the story on
the ballad-mongerw He is the spokesmanoftbe people: through
him tbe wrongs they bear reach theear$ o£the new authoritid,
tbroughhim thetnith comes. tp.light. Through him also, as in...
strument, the villagers ar~ organized, for the invitation to- lC?in

a

in

I

'.
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the Agricultural Committee is circulated via his ballads to the
U

poor (and therefore honest and udemocratic but kept from the
cars of the oppre$SOrs) who do not hear hi! ballads because ~hey
do not share the life of the people.
The ballads themselves, such is Chao Shu-!i's virtuosity; have
the air of authentic folk-poetry, and are genuinely witty. The followiitg 'piece of doggerel loses much of the effect of the original,
but may still give an impression of Li Yu-ts'ai's satire on the permanence of tbe landlord as village headman:
),

!

Our head is Yen Heng-yiian,
His hand blots out the sun.
Since headmen were invented,
Ten years the only oneEvery year an election,
But when the voting's done,
Names proposed and rejected,
Still it's Yen Heng-yiian.
'Vhy donit we make a big board,
Carve his name thereon,
~very year at election time .
Just mark it with your thumb.

Save them the trouble of writing
Every year the same one.
You could use it then a hundred years
JU:fore it was finally done.
The personages of Li Yu-ts'ai should be the stock figurescom~ .
mon to the IDoral fable. Here 'ate the wicked old landlord, the
calloW' kanpu ignorant of the district, Villager 9ne corrupted by

the landlord after election as a 1canpu" Villager Two th~ coward,
Villager Three the landlord's lackey, Villagers Four and onwards the honest and ardent young progre$$ives, and last, the old
hand sent down from area, the deus ex machina who clears up .
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the whole mUddle. They should be stock figures,ofth~sott
which are repeated in a hundred land·refoun stories; but ;theyare not. They are individuals, imaginatively conceived. The
landlord himself, though his blackness is unrelieved, i$a:t least
credited with morebrilins than most o£his kind. His scheme for
measunnghis land is genuinely cunning, and his cynicism is con..
sistent: when Yang. tbeold kanpu, arrives-and insists on getting
to know the people, "Sendhim to thepOOrest/' says the landlord, ,
"he'llsoon get tiredo£-eatlng huskS and cOme xunning to us..n
Chao's experiment with the full-length. novel form. was, for
him, a failure, aID! has pot so far been repeated. Th~ .Changesin
the Li Family Village bas been praised by tbecritia, ~{ao Tun
and Chou Yang and, others, for the correctness' of its ideology,.
but even they find the literary ntent$of the work difficult to ex"
. to1. Chao wrote The Changes in the Li Family Jlillageafter his
return to his home village in Shami wilen tbeJapanese war end..
ed: the home<oming of Chang T'ieh·so in the novel is bmdan
this event. Since 194~, and indeed much earlier, the'village had.
'be.en in 'and out of theh~ndso£ J~panese, co£ pro-Japanese J{u~.
nnntang trO<?J>S, of the CommUDlst$, of the warlord Yen HS1..
slian~ Chao was profoundly moved by what he saw and heard of '
theyears ofmisery, and he conceived the idea of writing-in fiction
form a history of th~ village which in fact covers the ye~r$ 1928...
46. But hi~ passion was J;OO raw, the tortured body of his' village
still twitched before his eyes. There is nothing of the ~ity of
Li Yu-·tlai; there is certainly no roomEor humour in this· grim
tale. The landlordo£ the Li Family Village; obliged to oo"Oper~te
with the Communists when that was Kuomintang policY, tunU
'on them as soon as he safely can. In the reaction eyes aregquged,
hands cut off, tbe ;!emple runs with blood, akanpu is' buried .
alive. After liberation comes revenge: tbe landlord is tom limb
from limb by the incensed villagers; and awrenched"Q~.ann is.
brandished before the eyes of his lackey. The CommunlstSin'the
book disapprove of the action; but one sees the bulge of the
tongue in the cheek.
.
~.
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None of this of course nece$$arily implies a. bad novel. nut
Chao lost his hold on his craft when he attempted a full-length
work. TIle action is jumpy and disjointed, there is no unity~
Chang T'ieh·so promists to furnish a centre of .vision, but he ."
leaves the scene half-way through the story, just as he is beginning to come to life. If a character, by making bis exit as an ignorant, sadly..w rongedbut helpless peasant and reappearing as an
ardent, efficient kanpu~ may be said to have been udevelop«;d,"
then Chang T'ieh·so is the only character in the novel who is
developed.
_.
"
It is a sad waste of talent to grind out" a turgid novel on an
ambitious theme, when in a few short sentences you can'achieve
the effects of a story like "Lucky:' '\Then Lucky, pressed by the
money.lender for repayment, gives up his land, no more is needcd than this:

\

".... but you're still seven dollars short on lastyear's interest, if you're
not going to work for me you'll have to produce that now.." "You
might as well have my land straight offl" was Lucky's reply.. t'\Vhichever way I farm it I can't get enough for what you want:'
~ It was just as simple as that.. A day or two later Lao-wan sent his
men along with a load of manure.
" Ltlcky had worked for some years to get his paths and dykes neat
and straight, and now someone else was doing the planting there. If
he didn"t see it he, didn"t worry about it, and so he never felt like
going down to dle fields any more.
In 19.19 Chao Shu-Ii moved to Peking. Thebest thing he has
yet done there is the story uThe Heirloom:" His theme here is
again the emancipation made possible by the new regime, but
this time he turns from landlord-tenant relations to the status of

women. To illustrate his tbeme he uses a quarrel between a ~as- "
ant woman of traditional outlook and her daughter-in..law, a /
young progressive. The older woman, whose proudest boast is
that she bas never in her life had to buy shoes or clot11ing~ is embittered by the unwomanliness and extravagance Chin-knel,
the daughter-in-law. Sbe, a labour-beroine noW elected a ltanpu,

of
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defends her HunwomanIiness"as the outcome o£bard, weU..paid
work at a man's job in the fields, and interprets her ··exttava...
gance" in terms a raised standard of living. But as thequaneI
develops, It becomes clear that the real point at issue is the exer.. ,
cise of authority within the family. Deeply angertd by ,her
mother~in·law's imputauons,Chin·kuei handsovercontrolofthe
purse-strings. The ~onflict is resolved,when the old w01'I;lan, in
hopeless confusion over the new paper currency and the dealings
with co-operatives and mutual-aid groups and the like, hands the
lot back to -her daughter-in-lawand,returns1 with, a good grace, _
to her sewing.
"
The subject-matter
o£ the story inevitably evokes the women's
- .
magazine., In its soeialcontext, however, "fThe Heirloom" is a
valuable piece of work. T~ere ist!rie sympathy in the tr~~~~ent
of the older woman. Her scale of values is clearly definedi,Tand is
justified in terrils of the old social order. It is repr~sented bya
commonplac;e object such as Chao often 'Uses for symbolic value:
an old and decaying black box containing needles and thread
and odds and ends of material. This~ the heirloom itself, the old '
woman had from ~er m.otberand planned to hand down to.ber
son's wife in tum; butChin-kuei has left the old treadmiUof
"women's accomplishments," and has no us~,forit.,
,
Although all of Chao Shu-Ii's stories have been wtitten since
theestablishnxent of Communist po~er, first in the Liberated
Areas, lateI'm the whole of China, the mass of his material is
taken from the old days.' His constarit theme is the faults of the
old order: onlrat "the close of a story do we catch a glimpscof the
new. Then, mass meetings, victory parades and the parapher.
, nalia of the New Democratic circus embeHish the 'obligatory
happy ending.
Chao's function has been to expose the old evi1s~Of late the
,c.rltia have been calling an end to the- Uliterature of exposure,"
and trumpeting the entrance of the I·literature of glorificatiort/'
'It will be interesting to'see whether Chao Shu-Ii 'an ()~e again
deliver the goocls.

of
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.
"
. a £ NAP E R. S <> N ac(used o£crime pleads "not
..
. guilty by reason of insanity/~ the court is faced with
. . .··a multiplicity of problems-fundamental philosoph-

ical problems of justice and responsibility, scientific questions of
psychiatric diagnosis and prognosis" and- the ultimate, "grimly
practical question of whether this man standing before the-court
should be acquitted, or should be sent to a mental hospital, or to
a prison, to the elecu~ic chair.
Let U! consider an actu~l case- a case prominent on the front
pages of New :Mexico newspapers two years ago, the caseo£ Allen
'Vhite who shot and killed his Chinese wife, Aimee Bono, in an
Albuquerque motcl.Theybad been married for ten years and
lived in Santa Fe. She was working and had become involved in
an affair with her employer. The situation had reached a point
where sbe was asking her husband for a divorce in order to marry
her lover, and her husband was threateqing to kill them both.
In January 1953 she ran away to San!J1raneJ.sco.lIerhusband
looked for bel' frantically and he finaiIy located her and persuaded her to come back. He drove to Albuquerque to meet her
. at the train but she wasn't aboard; the other man had reached
her first, and had induced her to leave the train at Gallup and to
drive with him to Albuquerque. ,\Vhitestayed in Albuquerque
for two days. meeting all traius. Then he gave up and -returned
to Santa Fe. Soon she telephoned him, SaYing she was at the Zia
Lodge on East Central Aveilue in Albuquerque.'Vhite bought
a revolver, borrowed a car from a friend, and drove to Albuquer- .
que. He talked with his wife; be testified later that. she abusW
him and used foul language. Finally be got up and bent over to
kiss her good-bye. She responded. he said, by spitting inhi$ face,
whereupon he $hot her five times.

or
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'\Vhitewas fifty~eight years oldatthe~blle. His}wifewastwentyfive years younger. ·Hehad beep. man:ied before,·and divot<:ed•
..He toldone'of thepsychiattists.who examined hit.Jlthat hedi·
vorced his first wife because he found she had'bec;n having affairs
with otlIer men.
.
At his trial for murder he pleaded Hnot gUilty by reason of
insanity." There Was evidenrethat he .w;u 'a .very nerVous person
who worked in a sortofJ freI1Zy, :often late into the nigbt.He
talked expansi~elyaboutthe big things he had done, the tesponsible pos~she .had beld, and the numberoE men 11e bad had working under him. His father had died in a state mehtal hospital at
the age of ninety..two. His mo"the! had also been in an institution
at one time.
· !\.fedical witnesses testified that spinal fluid tests showed both
his protein ·count and his colloidal gold curve to 1>e ,abnormal,
and that in. their opinion he wassuffel'ing from central nervous .
system syphilis. Anexpert'called by the State, on the other 11and.;
was of. the opinion that he did not have neuroosyphilis. The doc...
tors also d.isagreed ~ to whether he knew the nature and quality
·of the acthe.wascoIl1mitting, whether he kne~ right ~om wrong,.
and whetherhe.was able to adhere to the. tight.
Dr. A. B. Stewart described him as a man. "whoiseIl1otional~y
unstable,·has never been a great success at anything, who.·has
·wandered about a good bit in his. lifetime, who has tremendous
difficulty i~ telling the. ~ruth,who has grandiose and expansive.
ideas •••• a~ individual who is basicallyapsychopatb." pvetlying
th~ psychopathy was the syphiIisof tbecentral nervous system. / ~..
'Yhatshould the law do with the defendant ina case Jikethis?
And how much help can psy~hiatry give 11$ in deciding what
to do? There are actuaU~~three quite diffeientquestions thecQurt
has to answer in such a case: .
.
'Vhat Teally happened?
.
~. 'Vhat was the defendant's mental condition?
B. ,\Yhat should be done with him?
1.
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I.
what happened? 'Vhat really occurred in Room! of the
Zia Lodge that evening? Did she spit in his face? Iiad he bought
the gun only, as he claimed, because he was afraid the other man
might kill him, or was it for the pr(fmeditated purpo~ of killing
his wife?
.
Psychiatry usually can offer no help on thisasptct of a case.
This is a job, not for Sigmund Freud, but tor Sherlock Holmes.
'\V'e have to rely on the police to develop the facts and on a jury
to determine them where: the: evidence conflicts. If we look at it
hbtorically, this is a most extraordinary development. Until
modern times this kind of question, which we now put to policew
tnen and to jurymen, was considered so difficult that it could not
be solved by any human intC?llect - so difficult that OUf primitive
anceStorS could only put it up to God.
,
Lawyers are the butt of a lot of jokes and jibes; roost of you
know Carl Sandburg's poem about how a heaIse~horse laughs
bauling a lawyer away. Permit a lawyer to turn the other cheek
and suggest that as a matter of fact, non-lawyers have an inordinate respect for law, and f~ith in law. Our culture is saturated
with law. Almost everything we do has a legal cast. All transactions assume legal forms, and law regulates almost everything.
Tbi~ has become so fixed
the patterns of our thinking and
acting that 'we may forget that, throughout most of history, social
control bas been exercised mainly by other sanctions than what
we call law. In last year~$ research lecture, Professor Leslie Spier,
speaking on HSome Aspects of the Nature of Culture," pointed
out that all peoples are unwitting slaves to patterns of logic, 0.£
ideals, and of aims tbatare pre-determined by dieif particular
culture, and that many of these operate without any legal rna·
chirierywhatever.
Among many peoples, including some ~f. our New l\fexico
Indians, a man must not look at his mother-in-law. Husbands in
all cultures may see some merit in this, but some peoples carry it'
E IRS '1',

in
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, rather far. Among ,one Australian group, £rom the,time a man
b~omes engagedto a girl,. he and thegirl'$ mother must not look
'upon each other, or hear 'each otherspeak1.or even hear tb~
othel"sname, mentioned. ,If they do, they will promptly grow
prematurely old and die.
.
'\Vhatever you may think-of the rule itself, notice with what
neat efficiency it operates. Viplate it and. you die. No legal or
political machinery is needed, no judges, no detectives, no police·
, men or other foundsrnen of the law. 'Ve, who live in tbeageo£
automation arid glory in it, have togo to primitive cultures tn· ,
find a legal system tbat works automatically~
Among higher civilizations, the $anction is attributed not, so
.

-

. .

~~

.'

. much to a my~tical impersonal power, or to ghosts (as, in Hamlet,
, for example), but to the allgerand vengeance of the gods. The'
gods will~ender barren or impotent the person who is guilty of
adultery or incest; or they 'will punishtlle whole community by ,
a plague or a drought or a flood.• King Davi<i, weare told, brougbt
down a pestilence by daring to commitwhat Jehovah at that time
apparently regarded as a most abhorrent offense ~ he took a
census of the people.
. ,
Right ,through, the -?\.fiddle Ages law relied on mecbanical~ magical modes of trial: by batt1e~ by ord~l, orbycompurgati~n~
The issue was decided not by resort to h~man reason, but byatl;
appeal for divine intervention. Providence was counted on to.,
give' the, battle to the side of the right or to provide a signor
miracle in tile ordeal. By compurgation, the accusedbrougbt in
--a required p.umber of ,vitn~sses to swear, not that they bad any
knowledge of the facts, but that they believed his story:t: tbe theory
being that no one 'would be likely to risk divine wrath by swear..
inga false oatb.
Probably no practice is more common ata certain stage ofcuI.
turaidevelopment tban that of testing tbe ttuth or ~lsity of -a
case .by a certain magico-religious p.rocess ~ eating a piece of
, bread, handling hot iron; dipping tbe hand'.intoboiling 1!ater,
~
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walking over ploughshares~ or braving wild beasts like Daniel .
in tIle lions· den.
\Vhile Our ancestors call this magic, or the workIngs of God,
much of it might also be called sound psychology. It is under.standable tbat a guilty man would be more likely to choke on th~
bread than the innocent," simply because his nerves" are s11aken.
In trial by battle the wrong-doer will, perhaps, qe unnerved by .
the fact that God has been called upon to give the victory to the
right, while the righteous man's strength will be as the strength
of ten, We hope, lx:cause bisJIeart is pUle.
Today, we determine the issues in a case by the exercise of
human intelligence, instead of plaguing God to 510 the job for
us. ttThecommon law," said Lord Coke, His nothing else but
reason." Not belief, not blind faith, but reason. That represents
a great step (orward.
In the task of determining ~he facts and the legal issues of a
case, we still do not put the whote burden on the jUdge and jury.
The main burden is on the parties. In a book written a few years
ago~ I said that a judicial trial is not a search forThe Truth. That
statement astounded and outraged at least one eminentpsychiatrist. But what I was saying was that in a trial we rely on the
adversaryprocedure~by which the two parties are expect~d.to
bring forth the evidence; and the function of the judge or jury
is to weigh th~ evidence produced and determine on wliich side
the preponderance lies. If one party produces the greater weight
of evidence, he is entitled to judgment, even though the judge
may suspect that tbe other side failed to produce aU the evidence
it might have produced and that if aU the facts were known tlie
picture would look very different. The court has no machinery
for digging up the facts ' r itself.
R. Austin Freeman, author of the Dr. Thorndyke ,detective
stodes and himself a physician and medical jurist, putS the point .
very well in a story in which an eld~ly English solicitor is speakingtoayoungdoctor:
.
"The scientific outlook," says the solicitor, His tadicalIyd~ffer·
I
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ent from the legal. The man of $tienc.e relies on his own know!..
edge and observation and judgtnent" and disregards testimony.
A man comes to you and tells you he is blind Inoue·eye•. »o you"
accept his statement? Not in'the least. You proceed ,to ten his
eyesight with soxne infernal apparatus of colored glasses, and you
find that ~e eattsee perfectly well with both eyes•. Then you
~~ide that he is not blind in one eye; that is ,to say,. youteject
his testimony in favor of factso£ your own ascertaining.'·
.
[Doctor] flButsurely that is the ta~onal method of coming to
a conclusion?"
i [Solicitor]CClnscience, no doubt. Not in law. A court of law .
·must decide according to the evidence which is before it; and
that 'evidence is of thenatureofswom testimony.." ,
. Now, this will not. strike .scientists - nor probably anyone else
,except lawyers-as a sensible way of a$Cer~ining facts. But
courts,. as traditionally organized, have no Uinfernal apparatus"
with which to test the prisoner in the dack. They have n()~ in..
vestigatorsor laboratories, no means of any kind for ~evelopi~g ,
evidence on their own initiative.
.
But I am glad to be able to saytbat some steps are being~ken
to change the~ traditional .method of trialin$Ome :lituations,so
as to approximate more closely a scientific invc$tigation. One
such situation ii that where the mental condition of theacc.used ..
is questioned. And thatb:dngs me to the second issue I said was
raised in s.uchacase as that of Allen ,\Vhite.

.

II.
IF WE H.A VEanswered thequestioo, ICWhat 11appened?",and

have decided that the accused did (:otiunit the homicide under
ci!cumstances t~at ordinarily would constitute a crime, we coJl?c
.to tbe defense that this defendant blfnotguiIty by reason .of
insanity/'-that is, that he was $0 mentally. disordered at the
,time he committed "the act that he didn1t have the requisite
inal intent, and should be committed to a hospital and treated·
for illness, rather than punished forcrime~
.

,
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Here; is a question where p$ychiatry certainly can help. But
the traditionallegat procedure doesn·t permit psychiatric evi"
dence to be presented in court in the impartial way that ought
to characterize a scientific inquiry. Under the adversary method
of trial each party has the right to present its own alleged experts.
The scientist appears in court in the role of hired helper to one
of the parties. It may happen that the "experts" on the-oneside
are all notorious quacks. But if they are old haMs at sparring
with lawyers on the witness stand, they may maKe a bettet impression on the jury than a more cautious and more competent
. doctor who doesn't happen to have a flair for courtroom dramatics. Even the dearest case, where pra~ticaUy every unbiased
and competent psychiatrist would agreel may be pre~nted to
the jury by three real experts testifying on the one side, and three
charlatans on the other. The jury, unable to distinguish sheep
fl'omgoats, in disgust may throw out all the medical evidence
and rely on their asserted "common sense."
The remedy fortbis situation would seem to befaidy obvious:
give the jury the benefit of qualified, impartial, expert opinion.
And I am glad to say that a noticeable trend is under yvay to do
just that.
The simplest way is to authorize the trial courts ~o appoint
their own. experts in proper cases to examine the person and
report. About half the states now permit this.
Even better are statutes, now found in at least eighteen statest
permitting tllecourt in a criminal case t when the defendant
pleads "not guilty by reason of insanity," to. postpone the trial
and send~bim to the state mental hospital for thirty·days· examination and observation. Neither side is denied the right to put
on its own experts. But experience shows. that when there is a
conflict of opinion juries almost invariably accept the conclusion
of the hospital as against that of partisan expert witnesses.
I have argued for this kind of law for twenty years, and. have
gathered statistics showing how it works in the states that have
it. 'The amazing thing I found is the extent to which juries accept
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the hospital's findings. In Ohio, £orcxample, over a periOd of
twenty yeats~ out of 894 cases, the hospital's findings were re·
, jected by the jury in only three. In -Maine, during thirty years, .
the jury accepted the hospital's finding in all but one of ~o8cases
diagnosed by· the. Bangor state Hospital.· Those ligUres are
typical.
.
Asa result~ lawyers-have leamed that it 'usually hopeles$to
contest the hospitars report. 'Vhen the hospital .says lIlat the
defendant is.sane, defense counsel have learned.ihat theymigbt
as well drop the insanity defense. Conversely.. if the hospitalre..
ports him insane and irresponsible, prosecutors have learned
,that they may as well accept that conclusion and let him be com..
mitted ~s itrsane ~ather tban try'to send him t~ prison. And for _
every crtnllnal Irlal thUS, saved, tbe s~tesavesseveralthousand
dollars of expense.
~fassachusett$,since 19~ 1, has hadwbat is called the HBriggs '
Law." '\Vhena person is indicted for a capitaloIfenSe, 01'£01'
. repeated crime, the State Departmento£ ~fental,Health is noti..
fied, and the Departnient 'has him examined to determine his
mental condition. This has two important advantages; (1)·· The
examination is conducted by impartiatexpert$ selected bya
professional department of the administrative brancho£the
government; (2) The examination is madeo£ all persons who ._
:fall within the legal categories, and so it does not depend on the
defendant's lawyer or friends to recognize tltepossibilityof
mental disorder and to be willing to plead it.
Thi~ law, t()Q, has worked very well. Usually. the Department's
report u accepted by .ooth sides. Twenty year$after the law was '
adopted, Dr. '\Vinfred dverholser said, ·'Tb~ battles of.expe~u
• •• • have become almost unknown in Massachusetts, and in
every instance that has come to~eauth()r~s atten~ion the r.cport
of the examiners has been sustained by the jUry."·
A fourth device is the psychiatric dinicattached to thecolltt.
Juvenile courts in eleven citiesandttial courts in six other$ have
psychiatric clinics.

is

!
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The unique thing about this device is that it is an integral
patto£ the court administration. The clinic staff has daily contact with. the judges and prosecutors, as well as with defense~
counsel. This makes po$sible an infonnal exchange of ideas and
attitudes about general problems as well as specific ones. One
beneficial result is that the judge absorbs a· certain amount of
education in psychiatric concepu.
~
At first, the court clinic concentrated its attention on the child
referred by the Juvenile Court - the child who was already in
rather serious trouble. But we soon saw that by that tim~ it was
ustJally very late to accomplish much. It's too much to~xpect a
probation officer in a few months to straighten out ·a twisted,
!battered personality, the product of fourteen or sixteen years of
living in a frustrating, embittering, or demoralizing environmenta Preventive work, we saw, would have'to start much earlier
btcausc the seeds of most mental disorders, of vice and crime, of
alcoboIism and perversion, of brutality, hatred, miserliness, and
innumerable other unlovely traits arc allsoWtt in the very first
years of childhood.
So the cbild guidance clinic came into existence, with a multidisciplined attack on the problem by p5ychia~rists, psychologists,
and wcial workers. The focal point of the problem shifted from
trying to ureform" the incorrigible youth, to seeking out and
\treatipg deviational characteristics among younger children ~
through community services such as. the schools and the social
agencies and through educational programs at the community
level. As- a result of the increasing stress placed on social work,
we~vehad· to increase the ratio of sPCial workers to psychiatrists
and psychologists in such clinics.
These and other joint efforts by which law, psychiatry, psychol·
ogytand social work are cooperating in attacking the problems
of crime and antisocial behavior constitute, in my opinion; the .
most fruitful development now going On in this field. The American Law Institute is now engaged in t~e formidable task of .
~''"''~-7'

....
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_writing a Jilode~ criminal code and it is doing so with the help
of experts from the otherdisciplines.
'
All this is really part of a broader' development,a new iflield
theory"- ba$ed ana new concept of therelarionship ofpet'$On..
ality to cultUre, the" concept that interaction isconstaritlygoi~g
on between the individual and his society,each shaping t~e
other. A, writer onsoci.al work bas said· that the greatest enrich..
ment that $<>Cial work bas enjoyed has come from ,psychiatry. I
believe psychiatrists would saytbe enrichment'has heenmutual.
And on behalf of the law, I am willing topttdi.ctthat the iofil..
tration of psychiatric and $<>Cial work concepts into criminal law
administration wiUone day be re~ognmdasovershadowing all
other current developments incl"iminal law.
"
III. " '

has this in.filtrationbecome thatsomepsychi..
atrlstsare n!Jw arguing that they alone ,should decide insanity
cases. They have proposed tbat the insanity"issue be taken away
from. jUdges and juries, and handed over toacotnmissionof
psychiatrists, perhaps with the helpco£ a criminologist or

SOP ER V A S I VE

penologist.
In the case of Allen White,. the jury found him sane anc;l.con·
victed him; the State Supreme Court reversed the conv-iction for
errors in the instructions; and on a second trial he was convicted
again. At this writing an appeal£rottl that c()nviction is pending
in theSupreme Court.·
Under the.proposal for a: psychiatric detennination, thefunc..
tion of the judge ·and' jury.in such a ~. would be limited to
deciding whether the accused committed dIe act charged. 1£ '.
found tbat be did, the decision of whether he was sane 'at the
time, and.whether a punitive-eortectionill ora xnedical-<:ustodial
. disposition i$ appropnate, would be left ~o theconunissioXlOf
experts--;TIfey" would decide the issue on the hasisofscicntific
obserVation and examination, instead of em the blstrionicsortof
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performance that goes on in a courtroom. The psychiatrists
would decide not only the second of the three·questions I said
was involved in these cases, namely, fi\Vhat was the defendant'$
mental condition?" but also the third, II\Vhat should be done
with llim?'~
But whe'ther a defendant should be punished for his criminal
act Or acquitted on the ground of insanity, is not solely or·even
primarily a medical questio~. Let us grant that the psychiatrists
can diagnose the defendant's mental-condition; they can say that
be is not abnormal, or that he is; that he is suffering from schizophrenia, or a manic-depressive·psychosis, orla neurosis. But after
they IUlve made their diagnosis, the law's question still remains what do we do with him? Should he be heid responsible? 1;'hat.
is to say, should society demand tbat he suffer the same punishment as allY normal offender? Or should he be regarded as
morally and legally blameless because of his mental condition?
The question the law faces, "What ought we to do with him?"
is not anlya different question from the psychiatric question,
H\Vhat is his mental condition?" It isa different kind of question.
The law's question is ethical and motal, involving as it d~ t!te ,
:question of whether it is "just" to punish a man whose capacity
for malicious intent was perhaps impaired. It is sociological and
penologicalt \Vhat is the purpose of punishment, anyway, and
would that~'urpose be served by punishing this individual? Do
we punish •liminals because of some categorical imperative of
lhe morall.w that "he who sins must soifer"? Or because punish.
ment will deter the criminal from repeating his offense? ~Or will
reform him? Or serve as an example to deter others?
Responsibility, as one writer observed yean ago, "is not a
quality ~~ the person who has inflicted the pain, but a demand
on the part of others that he shall. suffer." 'Vhether a person
should suffer fOt" his antisocial act is not a question that a (:ommission of doctors is particularly qualified to answer.'
There are still olher factors involved. ~w must. deal (
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people and with conditions as they are and must be,content with
such meansaslieat .hand.
First, law must deal w~th people as they are. Psycl1iattistscan
concentrate on the Qffender as a patient; but the law mus~ cOn" ,
sider not QU11 the individual offender" hut the demands of society .
as a wb91e. 1£ wewere to adopt the extreme view! ~f SOUle psycbia..
trists tbat c~iminals are more to be pitied than censured, the .

pUblif'$ se.use 0.£ ..jU.•. sue.e"m. jg.ht be. Qutta.ge.d> AS.. Dr'>. F.'·.~a.n.• ~
bas arguedj when a defendant escapes whom' people
think Ideserves punishment.. they may lose faith in thCf whole
social structure and may relax theit' :own. inltibitipns. HIf he
escapes his just deserts.." they may tend to tbink.. "why should'
Icontinue.to1>be~.tbela~?H. ~w ca.nnot divor.ce itse.1•. ve.ry.•-far
from publIc ~nt1ment.. Its most mndamentalsanctton, .eyen
where tbe sentiment may be wrong•. To be effective in action,
law mustco~and at least.a uminimumof 'social.psychological
support:>' as ]ellinek, the German jurist" put it. The failure of
t4e unobleexperiment ~f prohibition is an outstanding ex"
ample o£how alegal rule tbat lacks such supgort Can undermine
AIe~~der

f.

U

t

f:'

respect for aIllaw.
.'
Secondly, I said law must deal with conditions as they arc•.
Even if we grant that most· Or all criminal! ought to be given
therapy rather than puni~hment, there isalwaY$~he problem' of
.wherewi"thaI.The amount ,of money tba~ the legislature bas
available is usually not enough to provide all the service$ that
. ought to be' provided, even for the law-abiding. Tbat~$certa.inly
, true in New,?\.fexico.. Can we ask tbe legislaturetoprovideamdr~ .
generous rehabilitative policy toward criminals than, toward
other socially maladjusted groups?
\\That I bave been saying applies to all caSes where the defend..
anessanity is in issue. Special problems arise wbere it appears
that he is not f'insanc" within the test of criminal responsibility,
but Seems to belong to that i11.etefinedand baflIinggrot;lp tUua11y .
caned psychopatii$, or,- mOre currently, sodopatll$.Thes-eare
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people who do. not have a major psychosis and they are not
mentally retarded. Yet many of them repeatedly commit antisocial acts which have no adequate motivation and for which
they show no remorse; they tend to be superficial personalities,
insincere, irresponsible, and untruthful; they seem to have no
capacity for affection for other people; their sexual conduct is
impersonal, trivial, and poorly integrated; their lives seem· to
have no plan, no purpose.
The kind of person we are talking about is illustrated in what
is perhaps the most important recent case on the subject, U. S.
v. Durham, decided by the Court 'of Appeals of the District
of Columbia last year. I shan't trouble you with the legal point
involved. \\That we are interested in here is the personality of
the defendant, ?\-{onte Durham, who, together with three other
young men, bad been caught burglarizing the Georgetown home
of Mr. Donald Hiss.
:Monte Durham was twenty·two years old, the youngest of
three sons. His brothers were stable, productive members of
society. His mother testified that up to the age of twelve l\!onte
was a model boy; then he became ill from rheumatic fever, and
his perwnality changed. He gOt into difficulties with. his $Chool
teachers and at the age of fifteen left school. ,\Vith an I.Q. of 85,
his intelligence was unimpressive.
Durha.m's care.cr shows an interesting pattern: the commission'
of an offense; esca.pe by physical flight; and atteJlip~ at suicide,
or half-heC;lrted or pretended suicide, immediately after he is
caught.
His first offense, committed soon after he left school, was driving a car without the owner's consent. The juvenile court placed
him on probation. '\Vhen he was sixteen he enlisted in the Navy,
but Navy doctors concluded that he usuffers from a profound
personality disorder" and so he was discharged. At seventeen he
married, and fathered a child, but his wife soon left him. '\Vhile
working as a truck driver he embezzled money from his em•
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ployer. Two months later he stoIc"a car. Four monthsa£ter tbat
he attempted suicide and in consequence found himself making
the first ofa"sedes of visits to St. Eliza~tbsHospita1. The hospital dischargetl bim two months later with a diagnosis of
"without psychosis. sociopathicpel'$onality."
"Vithinthree months he was convicted of passbl8' bad -checks.
"In jail he again attempted suicide, andS() was readmitted to" St.
Elizabeths. He was therefifteel1 months. when/he was discharged
as recovered, and remanded to jail.,
"
"After a year in jf;lilite wa~faroled but quickly violated the
terms of the parole by leavin~ 'the District of Columbia without
permission. and with another man's wUe, paying their way by
again, passing bad checks. He was apprehende<,l, {Qund to be of
uIl$Ound mind, and again,sent to St. ElizabetllS f~f some fifteen
months. Two months after his release he was caught butglarizlng
the house of Donald Hiss.' "
In jail he made another suicide attempt and was thereupon"
on~e more remanded for psychiatric examination. Two ,exper.. "
ienced psychiatrists reported him to be of unsound mind. The
court found'him to be ",so mentally .incompetent as to be unable
to understand the proceedings against llimor properly to assist
in his own defense/' Accordingly, St. EUzabeths Hospi,tal again
extended its less·than-eager welcome to 1\.1'o11t<: Durham. After
sixteen months of hospital care the hospita1.certified that he was
now 4'mentally competent to stand triai." Tlte diagnosis was
"sociopathic personality disturbance, anti-social reaction.",
, -And so in- l\.farch 1953 the caSe came"on for trial. Durham was
~onvictjCd, but the conviction was reversed by' the Court of Ap..
peals a very important decision laying down a new mlefor
determining when a mentally disordered ,offender shoUld be
deemed criminally "irrespoDsible~ This HDurham ·case rule", is
such a significant new departure in the law.that I am making it
the subject of a series of lectures which I am to deliver inPhila.",
delphia'late- this year. It ;cannot adequately, be dealt with here. "

< "

<

I
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On a new trial in 1955 Dux-ham was convicted again. He apparently lacked financial means to pel'fectanappeal, and I assume
that the conviction now bas become final.
'
But we are not so much concerned with tbe actual disposition
of tbis particular case as we are with the general problem: what
should be done with such a. person? In and out of-prison; in 'and
out of the hospital, obviously society has been getting nowhere
and accomplishing nothing with ~lonte DUl'ham~ The fact that
he is now in prison may satisfy that punitive urge that most of
us feel and that we like to call our sense of Ujustice." But the
maximum term. for 110usebreaking and larceny is fairly short,
and when Durham has served his term and been released, what
shall we have accomplished toward making a law-abiding citizen
of him and protecting society from further antisocial behavior?
During this year's session of the New l\lexico legislature a. bill
was introduced that would have required committing Hsexual
psychopatbs in quotation marks because this is a classification
unknown to psychiatric nosology .and found only in statutes-a bill committing persons so labelled to the state mental hospital
for life, or until safe to be released. A good many states ~ave such
laws" The New ~lexico bill was copied from t{le Colorado act.
I testified against this bill, for anumber of reasons. One of
them was the consideration I have already mintioned. Our state
hospital is crowded now. The school for mental defectives at
Los Lunas has a waiting list of over five hundred; how long a
wait that means can be understood only when you realize that
the institution bas admitted and cared for only 328 patients in the
last twenty-six years. Vve have thousands of unfortunates in this
state who need mental care; hundreds of families who are being
ruined, financially, physically, and mentally,. by llaving to care
fora beIples.!lidiot or imbecile in the home, because there is no
other place for him. Are sex offenders to have ,first call? 'Vhy?
Because they arc more dangerous, someone may suggest. The
short anSwer to thath that th~y are not more dangerous than
tJ

-

'~~.,
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other criminals. Seco~dly. dangerousness is no argument for
sending them to the hospital instea_d of to prison.
"
Thereis a vast amount of 'misunderstanding about 'se" of·
fenders.,First, we tend to lump them all together, '3.$ if u sex
offenders" made up a separate and homogeneous 'group. That is
not ata11 true. The opposite-is true. There i$a5 muchdilIerence
b~tween the typical exhibitionist and the typical rapist as ther~
is between the shoplifter and the saf(;..cracket. '
Secondly. lot of people aSSUIlle that sex. offendersnonnally
progress from minor offenses $uchas 'exhibitionism tt) 'sedous
offenses sllchas rape. Thatalniostnever happens. :Jiheexhibi~
tionist is a~ting out ;an intrapsychic conflict. He exhibits himself
to relieve some intolerable state of .anxiety and tens~oti.·This
works, for him, aJ;ld he sticks to it; he couldn't be persuaded to
try something else. (I say ~'he," because this is a peculiarity-of
,
men, almost never seen in women.)
Thirdly, there is the widespread belief that sex offenses are
rampant today- that there has ,been a sudden, ,alanningrise in
the number of sex. crimes. No careful investigation shows any
such trend. \Vhat has increased and stimulated pUblic alann, is,
tIle number of ar~icles in the popular magazines about sex
problems.
Finally, there is the general pelief that sex offenders. ate. habit..
uaI, and tend to repeat tbeir crimes. again and againOc That isn't,
so-~ In the FBI Uniform Crime, Reports, rape ,and "otherscx
offel15es" are almost always £Qund near the bottom of the list of
twenty~seven offenses listed, In order of recidivism. Some ex·
hibitionist$ and Some pedophilics do tend to repeat their crimes, .
but most sex offenders do not.
To channelsexual and other psychopaths into mental hospitals
instead of into prisons is mote likely to convert ~hehospital$
into prisons tb~h tQ do the psycliopathsanygOod.
On tbe other band, it is tt\le that the p$y.c~~path is likely to
be cursed with a temperament that makes it impo$$ible for him
"

"
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to take prison life philosophically~ The ordin~.rY prison regime .
does not work with him, and he is as much a ll~adache for the
ptisonauthorities as for the hospital. The big riot at Jackson
Pr~$On in Michigan three years ago was almost wholly limited to
the South Side of the prison, which housed those who were most
.unstable and incorrigible. The leader, Earl '\Vard, had a high
1.Q. but was rated as a "homicidal psychopath" who had twice
be~n committed to state hospitals when he was young. His first
lieutenant, uCrazy Jake.t had for years been living up to his
niclname.
.. Probably the best solution for such persons is a special institution, intermediary between a prison and a ·hospital, providing
not only adequate modem therapy but also a chance~of learning
a trade and a certain amount of amusement. If the legislature
would want to consider spending the money to start.such a program, one might favor it, providing it did- not mea?- cutting
down too severely on some other social services. But merely to
pa$S a law which would crowd the state hospital with sexual
psychopaths, by committing them for life~ in the same legislative
session that cut $75,000 off the hospital's budget request, would
. have been no solution at all.
IV.
\\".E C 0 U L D eliminate a very large part of this wbole problem
of deciding whether the defendant was 41insaneu at the time of the
CTime if we would tak~ a step that I believe we ought to take for
a lot of additional reasons. That is to abolish the death penalty.
The insanity defense is almost never raised except in Inurd'er
cases. A defendant charged with anything less than a .capital
offense usually prefers to take his chances on receiving a prison
sentence which will run for only a limited number' of years,
rather tban enter an insanity plea which if successful will get him
committed to the state hospital indefinitely. At least the doupt£ul
cases and tbe cases of outright malingering would pretty-certainly .
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be'reduced ifthe only difference between acquittal brreasonof
insanity, and conviction would be,commitment to<a mental hos...
, ,pital instead ofa prison. Not even that difference' exists in states
where persons so acquitted are ileVertheless sent to the prisorh '
, but confined ina psychiatric ward.
.
It is time we Americans realized. that we have probably. the
most ferocious penal policy jn the whole civilized world.l\Iost
other civilized countries have not only abolislled the death
penalty b,ut have al$oreduced prison sentencc$ far below the
termS'we hand out here. Holland has not executedanyc::rhnina}s'
since 1860, Belgium since 1863't Norwaysince 1875 and Denmark
since 18gz.And even in this ,country, sDl,: states stand out against
, the general American trend, by having. abolished, the death
- penalty. " ,
And theexper~ence of these jurisdictiousgives no .evidence
that abolition leads to more crime. Of the eight states having the
lowest, murder rate in the United·States, five have no death
, penalty. The state with the "etY-lowest murder rate is ~Iaine,
which abolished capital punishment in 1870.
"
These figures should not.surprise US" Surely We know en-b:ugh
of.the emotional and irrational promptings of human behavior
know thara man itJIpelled toldll probably isn't going tocabnly
weigh that impulse against the Iikelihoodofa given punishment.
He does not make up his mind after a lOgical debate ~ith him..
self on the pros and cons :of killing. \Varden Hugh Christie of
Oakalla Prison Farm in Canada has said>- (lOver the twenty"Odd
yearsI have been in the business, I havese~na lot ofdelinquents
and criminals and I do not know one that would not 1.1Sea gun be..
cause of any idea that he might get,the dcathpena1ty..1t
"The criminal's fear of thegalIows,'f he" said, "is·a fairy story
built up bywell-meanin.gpeople to deter othei$. We (ould build
up just as effective a, bO~1'about the horrors of prison lite if it
\
were ourwisho't
:t '
~Certainly we have dori~our
uttermost to build up the borio"
:c:r

to
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of the death penalty, not only in fairy stories, but in times p~t
also in grisly reality. The condemned have' been flayed alive,
buried alive, torn to pieces by wild animals, brokenon the wheel,
burnt at the stake, boiled, be;:,headed, strangled, crucified. Unsatisfied to kill a man only dnce and too quickly, men have
devised ingenious ways of killing by inches. The S.ultan ~rech
mea cut mcn in the middle, through the diaphragm, so that they
would die two deaths at once. A fourteenth century Duke of
Milan was able to make the act of killing last for forty days.
In the iron coffin of Lissa the doomed man lay for days, waiting
for death from the pres5Ure of the heavy lid which moved down
upon him with almost imperceptible slowness. No 1~5S lingering
was death in the iron cages of Louis XI, in which a person could
neither sit, stand, nor'lie down.
In an old book called The Chronicles of Newgate there is a
whole chapter on executions. I shall spare you from more than.
two sentences: The murderer Ravaillac "was burned piecemeal,
flesh was torn from him by red hot pincers, scalding oil and
molten lead were poured upon his bleeding wounds. He was'
drawn and dismembered by horses while still alive, and only
received his coup d~ grace from the sticks and knives of the hellish bystanders who rushed in to finish more savagely what the
executioner had been unal1le to complete."
.
\Ve have become revolt4d by such barbarities and have abolished them. But if even those torturous and public executions
didn't frighten people into being good,'what reason have we for
thinking they will be frightened by capital pu~ishment imposed
without unnecessary cruelty and without pubiic display? Human
motivation is complex; often it is largely unconscious, so that
the person does not himself know the real re~on why he acts
as be does. \Ve need a lot more scientific research in the efficaey
of various kinds of punishment. The results might surprise us.·
They might show that there is no ground for the smug assumpHon that iron-fisted punishment deters many people. Theym"ight
t
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even show that severe punislunent not only does not deter,. but
even contributes to aggressive behavior.
.
Psychiatrists have left this' kind of investigation largely to the
sociologists and penologists.. But -students of the mind'should
find interesting this phenomenon of at ie:ist half the populationls
continuing to repeat tbe stock arguments in· favor of papital
punishment, although there.is no cvide'nce to suppOrt them..
There must be some unconscious roots to this urge to p,unish,
some sadistic impulses, and perhaps so,me ullco.nscious guilts. \Ve
are all cursed with the compulsion to punish in ot~lers what we
deny or repress in ourselves.
These unpleasant suggestions most of qs prefer not toe~mine.
\Ve like instead to regard uris thirst ~or vengeaQce asa 'lighly
moral feeling. \Ve even piously quote Scripture:~·Aneye·foran
eye and a tooth for a tooth.n But what tltatsays.. as the Ar.ch~
bishop of Canterbury ,pointed out, was that one must not exact
more than an eye for an eye. Hit was not an exhortation that you
should exact an equivalent, but it said that if somebody has
knocked your tooth oilt, morality requires that you do no more
than knock one of his Ollt. It isa restraint on the passions of man..
kind ••. ilo Christian law says you must exact equivalent penalty..
Indeed, Christianity works on the other principle, that whatever
the crime, you should seek to remedy it! by theoperntiono£ re..
demption and love."
.
_
Capital punishment lowers ~he moral :startdal'd of the Whole
community.; In a criminal case where human Bfeis at stake the
whole trial is sensati~na:1ized. There seems to be released among
usa perverted curiosity verging on mass' sadism which crowds
the trial courts and surrounds t4e place of execution. Unhappy
and ~npleasantemotionsare stirred in most of us."
Viscount Templewood1c testifying before tbe British Royal
Commission on Capital Punishment a few years ago, said, ~I~t
makes ~ople gloat over criIneand I think, however much you
safeguard the actual car~ying out of executionS, they also pander
If
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to those morbid feelings that lie very near ~he surface in most of
us and that would be much better repressed:'
The drivipg force behind the movement for abolition of
capital punishment has been popular, democratic government.
Only Fascism halted the trend in countries like Italy, Austria,
and Germany. Democracy has fostered it, in Europe, in South
America, in Australia '-- everywhere except in the United States.
Only in this country is there no organized politiCal moveIJ?ent
for abolition. No American state has abolished thedeath penalty
since 1917. It isn't even a subject of political discussion here, as
it is in England and Canada right now. Here it is a subject for
high school debaters - nothing more.. As long as abolition has
no political champion, no organized voice in the forum of
public discussion, the failure of American opinion to move along
with the current of civilized thinking will have to be explained
by the behavioral scientists.
,.

V.
you and I live in is a new world. And what is most
new about it is the very prevalence of newness, the chapging
scale an4 scope of change itself, so that as 1. Robert Oppenheimer·
&,1id, "the "ivorld alters as we walk in it, so that the years of a
man's life measure not some small growth rearrangement or
moderation of what he learned iIi childhood, but a great
upheaval."
.
This upheaval, this speed·up in the trietabolism of science, is
no acddellt. It is the result of deliberate ;policy. Never before -in
the bistory of the world bas there been such emphasis as today
on research. It permeates every aspect of modern living. And the
policy is pa)'ing~ in an unending stream of. new processes and
new prod.ucts. To take only one example, more than soper cent
. of all sales in the pharmaceutical industry are of drugs that were
unknown only tenyears ago.
In psychiatry, we all know the revolutionary advances that have .
T H £ W 0 R L1>
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been made since Freud developed the psychoanalytic me.thod.
In the _book Dr. Guttmacher and I 'wrote, we said that a lawyer'
who had practiced his profession at the end of the' nineteenth
century, if suddenly transferred toa modem, court,_ would feel
quiteat~ome.But 4'the psyc~iatri$t of half acenturyago. _••
would be hopelessly lost and comused in a mOdern psychiatric
clinic '•• _• the whole concept o£.mentiil healtband mental dis..
order has been revolutionized." "
Th'at ~as written only three years ago. But already,i£ 1 were
rewriting tbat passage,. 1 shauld want ta~mphasize evennewet
developments, not s.o much in psychoanalysis, as in biochemistry
and ne!1rophysiology."\Vonder drugs" are perfarm.ingtheir
wonders for mental no less than for physical illnesses.
Penicillin has been found to-be effe~tive to kill the spirpchete$
, of syphilis in the brain. Insulin can relieve perhaps 7a, per cent
of the victims of schizophrenia, the most cornman ~d most
tragic form of psychosis, if they are treated withintbelirst three
months ofan attack.
At an Institute in Psychian:y and Neurology in wh~chI partici~
pated last spring, we, had a repatton tests tb~t had just been
made of the effective~ess of two newer drugs phlorpromazine
and Reserpine•. Both promise to give excellent Tcstllu in refute"
grating schizophreniC disorganization.Chlotprom~int is gen~
erally effective in relaxing all kinds of nerv~us -and anxiety
states, from manic outbursts to d.t.'s. It bas also been found to
have -a: lot of other uses, 'from curing the Pope' 'of hiccoughs'to
calming Indians happed up in a peyote session. F9r patients who
need the opposite kind o£treatment - that is,- wbo need to be
lifted out of severe depression - Meratran;, another .new med"
icine, is showing great promise.
., 'Electrically induced epileptic fits can remedy.a. s"evere:mental
depression. Lobot~my, tbecutting of portions of the prefrontal
lobes of the brain, bas yie14ed some impressive results; in Eng..
land, nearly ten thousand such 'operations have been performed,
j

,
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allowing about one-third of those previously classed as incurable
1:
to leave the hospitals.
Epilepsy, which has' always been considered incurable, can
now be controlled in some 80 per cent of the cases by increasingly
efficient cbcmical'a~ticonvulsant drugs, and sometimes by brain
surgery.
As a result of this use of drugs and other new methods, the
mental hospitals are able today to cure and release patients at a
record ratc. Earlier this year the Governor of California told a
conference of mental health workers from the western stateS that
whereas in 1947, 14'0 out of 100 patients of the state mental
hospitals werediscbarged, in 1954 the rate rose to 22.4. The same
reasons explain why our own New I\fexico, State Hospital last
year showed a decrease in the number of patients in the hospital,
at the same time that admissions went up 20 per cent. Over half
of the patients admitted to Las Vegas are able to be released
within ninety days, and almost go per cent are out within nine
months.
The criminal field lies open to any number of· new"l'inesof
research. For example, it is now known that crimes of impulsive
violence are committed mostly by young persons whose electrical
brain waves, as measured by the elect~oencephalograph" show a
. defect in normal brain maturation for their age. Of repeated
offen.ders, 34 per cent had abnormal electroencephalograms.
In our understanding of crime and mental disorder, as in a
thousand other fields of inquiry, it is quite possible that we
stand today just on the threshold of knowledge. \Ve can ,see
stJ:~tcbing out before us avenues of resea,rch along which lies
buried a fabulous wealth of knowledge. If we can avoid blowing
ourselveS to atomic dust and if we can keep the bigOtS among us
from closing off those avenues, we can create a world incomparably better than mankind has yet known. Reducing c.rime
and improving the administration of criminal justice are only
<,
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two among many boons we sbould be able to reap from the. un-

precedented progress of knowledge during our own century.
But the research worker·s reward lies not only. in what his
work may contribute to the materiaLiroprovementof.the world,
-but also in the satisfucuon and sense of fUlfilIm~nt it gives to !lim.
as an individual, iii the knowledge tbat each new grain of truth
he may uncoVer His packed, like radium~ with whole worlds of
light:'
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Alfredo Giop De Palchi
'XFREIDO G lOP DE PALcIllwasbornnottoolongago
ncar Verona in the nortbeTn region of Veneto. He spent
•
a tossed youth under a tottering regime when Italy suf·
fereda split personality. Several years after the second world war
he came to France to try another life in Paris. 'Vork as a mason,
factory and farm hand, added further experience to a peppery
existence.
~
He has worked at stories and sketches, has attempted the novelette, and is testing an early predilection fOr painting. At present,
most of his energies go into. the writing of verse.
De Pa1chi bas published little in Italy, and that little submitted
by friends. But he has received favorable notice from people like
the critic Giansiro Ferrata and Guido Lopez. Someone once said
he might be a poete maudit--which illuminates 'hi~ attraction to
and sympathy for poets such as VilIon and Rimbaud, but he came
to knOlv their work some time after he had already written dozens of purgatorial poems.
This is often a morbid poetry, yet relief comes in a dashing
image or a spontaneous turn of language. The style is informal,
the line unaffected, and there is a lyricism neither modemistic .
nOr traditional: it is literarily unselfconscious. 'V'hat psychological contrariness persists is set off-perhaps betrayed into loveby an opposed feeling of the innocence of animals, chi1dren~ and
nature. For the rest, personal wretchedness is depicted as general
condition.
-S.R.
.

I

•
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HOME PORT
'They rest- heavy in a yellow smoke
l\Jy sailors-, eyes whipped blue by the wind,
And lean at the spoiling breasts of women
And tend their troubles with a drinkBut all the wines are red for joyl

(\Vhy, this is the pleasure that saps the tree
And the horny leaf: a spoke of sun
Can split the gravestone on their dying day.)
The inspiration in roy sailors' yell
OutwitS their ordinary words.

.

Over the h~llWt sky a black tarpaulin
Creeps and slowly the.sleep of the qllais.
I count the abacus of stars'
Beyond the narrow naVy streets:
I think tomorrow's distance is the way we take,
I think the alien port retreats in time
And'there exhausted ships wait dreaming.
It·s coming to shore. that keeps us faithful
Gallop the water though we.must
Or though we w0l,11d for all our lies.
(The earth with a boatload of human sighs
, Runs steady in a p4antom sea
And circles round her port..)
But i shall part with cold detachment
Soon in the fire of smoking dawn.

"

The masts that creak and the weary trees,
The saiIs with the leaves fold inward
And the homeward re~t where they wer~.born.
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1 walked off until the meadows met me
where 1 robbed them of their best green
Silence, riffled here and the}:e,
disheveled by the airy hoo!!,
the racing of my blondest hl>rses>v-then I mounted the only road
That grows into horizon••.

CARNIVAL
The sorrowful sun on rooftops
Violets the houses
.
Huddled on their street stems,
Shadows twine in longer numbers
And the bouquet droops. A soul
Coughing with the dusty wind steps
Over greenless lawns and wonders,
Avidly the bats beat up the wall
And suck the gloom of ruined pavements..

I

The corner lamps arouse the square
And publicize the woman: remnants
Of her heart and whorish features.
For me·her brilliant teeth jeer.
And then she leaves without her life
By still another way.
The man who spends, instead,
A carnival of wasted seed
In tbe face of woman and hb .war
Bangs on the bar"Double that drink, I sayllt
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ALL-ORPHAN

They have a double source, or $0 they tell me,
Awful auburn waters rising in bell
~::...\Y~ich is my heaven;

but there I see myscl£most dear
Legitimateson a.t last and heir
Of life of COUI'$e. Alove-ehild, I musthoJlor

The dreadful grace of this inevitable river
Which is my father-mother,
.
Love his body and her bosom·where . .
I live out my time's intrigue· ..
And
drown to accommodate its}ong fa~igue.
.
.

,

PRlSONER
Practise pity, Lord, but pity me,
.unUd your blinding eye,·
acknowledge that I am
and pu~ tlie palniof your sweet sky
on my damned and damned
on my mistaken head .. "..
. Tired enough by temperature$ of life
to die befote I die
to bleed in $DOW and stifle
in the boil.ingsea
and shiver where the dry

sahara of the.dead
Is infinite as youwho, pity ~e.
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RETREAT OF THE

VISIO~-

All our suns and colors fall to a slow
l\fiasma which might be the twilight of your flesh.
Have you another look for men gone blind'Vh9,~e sleazy hands find morsels of your body
Hinting the whole of a homesick truth?
But from the bloody bed of the marsh world
You lift and leave, our unforgiving figure
Angel dismissed to some clean eden of youth.

- Translations by Sonia Raiziss
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THE BOOK OF BAUERNFEIND In 1tfemory of His Name and ~e$()lation

~

iIERE WAS

NO

on the stepso£ Zion,
, .. WI.len the c~n~egationlear.ne~ th.'e natur~ ~£ 0.Id.Ba.uern,.
felnd's affilcuonJl although the prophylaxIs of hIS bowel '
had been a joke with them for many years. Eaehonc, ready to re~
proach Ilis neighbor should jeering reference beniade, found no
expression that could not beattrlbuted to incredulity. Afuttive
grin could quickly be erased by vigorous shaking of the head. in
marveling or sympathy-and could not anyhow be rccognizeu,as
it might call forth a corresponding impulse toimpiety. If any had
malevolence to say Ah-baa, he lacked audacity: a happy ven~
geance would presume omnipotencc,or unconditional :security
of Grace.
~hough God had richly blessed them, estabHshingtheir fore~
~rs here at' Heimat, Illinois (when accorditig totheit nnite
knowledge they might well have traveled to despair and drought
in South Dakota) , 'breaking Otto !\.{ueIIer'$ axle ttl His Will and
Providence, that all the Obersts, ~reyerbofs and l\Iuellers might
be brougl).t from out their wagons to b,cllOld tbctich and fertile
valley of-dIe Fox which He had graciously, and from Eternity,
ordained for them and for their children·!. dlildren, .to tbeir
..
,eardIly increase and delight-yea though He pro$pered ·them
. unto the third and fourth generation on thi$land,yet werethcy
mindful of His 'Vratb. True followers of ~{artin Luther, they ex..
tolled His Love but nonetheless were wary of Iii$Judgment.
And this was meet. They all ~lad had their $Onows at ,His
-

LAUGHTER

.

....

~

~~5
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Hand: Goers '\Visdom had not always coincided with their hopes.
Prolonged examination might indeed bespeak an inverse· ratio~
. between their mortal strivings and His heavenly dis~nsation;~t
for it often happened that just that to which their hearts were"
most attuned was taken from them.
Yet this too was meet, and salutary-as·Reverend Himmelweiss
had told them when the Beckers' bam, so newly built upon the
sacrifice of many years, was carried off by the tornado. God had
to move the focus of their mortal minds t to direct their hopes
.above. So also in the recent death of little Aaron Hauser, whom
his parents bad begot in consultationwiththe Mayo Clinic rather
than in prayerful attendance on the Lord.'
But uneasily the people marveled in themselves that these
eve!11s should come to mind. For Bauernfeind, unlike the Becker$, had pinned his hope on God, and had no joy in earthly gain.
Unlike the ~ausers, he would not yield his instrument of righteousness to sj1\. He sought not to glorify the flesh, but zealously
to mortify -it-purifying it unceasingly to keep his body as a
goodly tabernacle before God, though all the world should scoff
at such purgation.
If now the very site of all his dedicated effort were condemned
-if thus it came to pass, who then among them would survive the
judgment of The !'trost High God?
The men of Zion did not laugh, but trembled in a mortal ague.
was neither Old nor Bauernfeind (that
is, 'enemy of the farmers) although ~lis name was publicly in~
voked against him and bis exhortations to renounce the cow in
favor of the goat. He had been exceeding patient in his testimony
that the goat could well assure their liyelihood, without the fear·
£ulto11 the cow exacted in the oppression of the conscience a.nd
the colon by the loathsome putrefaction of her milk. within the
bowel. And only as. they heeded not his voice, did he resolvecalling his Almighty Father as his witness at the elders' meeting
-to halt their impure trade: to get himself a goat wherewith he

OLD B A U E R. N F Ii: I N D
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would convert the multitude to likewise make provision (each.
his own) against subtile contamination.
Na fa) said Grandpa Trost. Dann but du wirklich Bauer»..
~m~

.

.

Tlms did _they mock him openly, and did not· fear to .scorn his
shaggy Eleanor-remembering the zeal he spent at nought to
teach the ladies of the congregation to serve cabbage ju.ice for
breakfast. Knowing also tliat he did this bypel'lnission ratheF .
than commandment of the Lord, .espousing that which 1teltad
found expedient to rlghteousness,(,. yet notobligatory:cven as
Reverend Himmelweiss remInded tbem. tllatGod created for
man's sustenance, the cow and goat~like; and that thecboice be..
tween them was a matter for each separate conscience-as it 'is
written (Romans 14:t4r there is nodling unclean of itself; but
to him that esteemetb anything to be unclean, tahim it is un..
clean.
,
Reverend Himmelwdss himself (as did his househo~d.and hb
cat) preferred the taste of cow's milk. And Bauernfeind's rdonn
encompas5Cd~·beyond hiS own, the single domicile of Bertha
Ganz who kept no goat, but daily drank of Eleanor:*' and was relieved of all dyspepsia and boils. '\Vhcrefore in gratitude she
deeded her the empty lot between the drugstore and the bank,
tllat Eleanor and all of hers might graze thereon in perpetUity,
despite the PrC?tests of 1\1iss Bertha's nephews, John and Leo
Horst, w~~o owned the Farmers' Ttus~.
In any·case, and quite apart from. any conflict with tbe dairy
interests (unless predestination be ascribed to sucJ? coin~idence).
Bauernfeind he was begot. Old he beca~e/andDpt alone in con·
sequence of nature.
It is doubtful whethe-rany thought of him as aged, or even
aging. Indeed, the younger members of the congregation might
aooner as~ what time it was in heaven than, tall his yeats .into ac..
.count. For them there never was nOr ever would be ~ime'or place
without him:. they.were heirs to ;him to the 'ten COnunand·
menu. And those, his elders or contemporaries, who tem.etn.-

as
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bered how be came to live among them, could no m()re recall
their state before OId;~;nal1ernfeind than they could noW' imagine
any gathering of saints, in heaven or on earth, without him.
From the first it was apparent that the Lord had marked him
for a spedal purpose in their midst-bringing him on such a mission as would gladden every mother's heart, and at such a time
when every mother stood in need of Heavenly as~urance. There
could be no doubt. that God had called himilnto Heimat-espedally since mortal mind could scarce encompass, much less human will effect, the manifold affiictions that were brought to bear
to1Vard this appointed end. The Great 'Var and Bauernfeind's
attendance on it in the front ranks; his injury that brought him
back to South Dakota just in time to hear his mother's last request; her death itself-these were writ small in that predestined
list of circumstance" whi<;h ,vas begun 'ere ever !\fueller's axle
broke, depositing the :M:eyerhofs at Heimat, where their son produced that grievous thing, a wild rebellious girl wbowould not
heed her parents' fond decree to close her heart and ears against
the artful courtship of that traveler in/hardware, August Bauernfeind; but would elope with him (upon one horse-leaving all '
the pots and tools and trimmings in the cart, mired)n the mud
at Ebbet's Crossing); and 'would subsequently suffe~pangs of
childbirth and remorse, that a son was issued forth to·Zion..
Emerging from the baggage section of the Eastbound Limited,
he brought with him that gray encoffined corpse which late had
spent itself in fruitless longing for reunion with her family (hav..
ing never found a home or kinship with the man she married) .
Of course, as Bauernfeind made haste to testify in making appli..
cat~?n for her lwxial in Zion cemetery~ be had no doub~ about
her finarreconciliation with her loved on~s on that Latter Day,
••
though all the world should lie between17their graves. Still, .re...
turning from the 'Var to find her on her deathbed, he had sought
to give her some last solace in the thoughttbat even hereon earth
(or in it) she could be near tbem in the family plot.
Could there be a l\fother then whose heart would not be lifted
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at sl;1ch proof of filial devotion? In all Zion there was ~one. Beset
With dreadful tumor that their SODS,. now gone to war, -w:ere
everywhere disowning the religion of their fatherS and riotously ,
spurning every fond entreaty of their motb,ers; beset with direst
prophecies dlat though their young men ~ere victorious against
the earthly foe, they would yet £all prey to Him ,,\Vhose L¢gton
stalked the 'continent in various -camouflage, ,seeking whom. He
might eternallydevour--thus sore distressed, dtese pious mothers
found in Bau~rnfeind, if not direct fqlfillIllcnt of their anxious
prayers, at least an earnest of the Lord's provision for them.
, So all with one accordjofued in tha*gi'Ving at the Pot·Luck
Supper, Wl1ich by happy circumstance could serve as funeralr~",
.past, since the burial was held the afternoon of Pot-I..uck Night
(the second Thursday in the month) • Revere~d Koppel prayed.
that God would ever bless this soldier-son, and bless alikeallsotlS
so hazardously absent from their mothers'care.And the people
said Amen, and reached forcasse,,-oles and new·made"bread that
army cooks could never duplicate. Handkerchiefs were much in
evidence while the ladies cut thcircakesand pies; and 1\-1rs. Bre..
mer sobbed aloud when she was complimented on ber jelly toll.'
At the conclusion of the supper, Herman 'Oberst, chairman of
the elders, started a collection plate to help defray the funeral
eXPeos.e. Urging that the girt be generous, ~epointed out that
Zion would have little need of plaquesorstatuaty such ,as otber
congregations were commissioning, if Bauernfeind cou14beper~
suaded to remain in Hei~at asa livingmonument'betQkening
the bond between a Christian" Soldier and his Mother. Then he
besought young Bauernfeind to stay with them, to live corporeally in their mi~st as he would ever in their minds and hearts•
.The young man rose. He looked on one and all, and mobilized
his lips to speak t4eir gratitude. He motioned toward the plate
of coins; he swallowed twice, and made again as if to speak. Yet
'no word ventured forth.
, Thus it appeared to all that he would fain be seated; and there
was general shuHling toward applause.....when .suddenly his 'head
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was· lifted up anew, and slightly to one side as if his right ear
pricked itself to listen. His right hand'ro5C,. with index finger like
a shaft toward Heaven. And his mouth was filled with wit and
eloquence, which the Spirit moved his tongue to utter.
The town had been well named, he said; it would be herein.'1'
after his own home, his Heimat here on earth.
Yet he cautioned them that he was of a)I men most unworthy
of their honor-and could. accept it anI' in the Name of Him
'\Vhich sent him, "'hose Righteousness was great enough to sanctify unto His Purpose even such an one as Bauernfeind who forme~Iy was subject to such gross temptation as their most fearful
, thoughts could scarcely comprehend. He would not take advantage of their innocence, to accept their offer under false pretense.
. He would tell them all.
Like many others-perhaps ind~ed their very sons-he had
been immoderately lured, despi'te the loving admonition of his
sainted mother, by that harlo~ of the nat~ons: Paris, France. Lusting after her enchantments, he had cunningly inveigled leave of
absence from his station at the front. At her cafes he shamefully
besot his palate with the richness of he~ fare-darting forth an
eager tongue to knoW' the whimsical sweet savour of her sauces;
making of hi.s ear a quivering} receptive, orifice to ~he gross, insinuating, music of her dance.
Ab, then: returning to the trenches. where he might imnii..
nently meet his judgment, he was not-as they might think-repentant that his faculties had been estranged from home and
Godirather jubilant, and in. fact avowing his desire to go again
to Paris. And~not alone to hearken to her siren song, but to ad.vance it: he re~olved to buy a saxophone to play for dinner 4ances
when the war was through.
He paused. He gave them leave to vent their consternation.
Then he proceeded to point out to them the wonderful precision of God's gracious indignation, the exactitude with which He
looseCl HistVrAth upon him-striking at the very spots where sin
bad entered to infect the whole, and thus relea$ing Bauernfeind
J
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from bondage to the pleasures of this wotld.. T()wit: he was im, mediately; and simultaneously, laid low by dysentery and deafened in the right ear by a cannon. Thus was he purged of that which lle ingested at the cafes; and withtbe self-same dual sD:oke
.of Providence insured against a profitable returntllereto"assaxophonist.
'
Some might account this hardship; and indeed the Army in its
finite -sympathy discharged and pensioned hini. But he knew it
~.or the Gr.ac.e of God, }Vh~Chst.rikin.~ a~ his body,savedhiS. SO.•·ul." ~
I ~d thIS that· God had done for hUil, He could do as well for
all their sons. He would not hesi~te to maim or utterly destroy
tbeir mortal bodies~ to·keep their :souls intactagaiust that Blessed.
Time when !\.fothers nevermore need suffer anxious fears and
separation.
Thus concluding his address; the youngman swallowed deeply
and inclined his head to seat himself.. But there rose a tumul~
round about him as the grateful.congregation moved with arms
outstretched to welcome him. Folding ~hairs collapsed1 as did
one table-to the detriment countle~ Chpsi:lnd glasses an~one
raisin pie, which spun aloft.and was dispersed against the water
pipe that ran beneath the ceiling. .
'
. 1\fany homes aswell·as hearts wer~ clamorously opened to him,
as mothers wept
think that Bauernfeind was$taying in the
house of Gertrude. Benz. Now Gertrudc,as his mothees only sis-tert was his rightful choice; but she was in no way able to a~ord
bim proper sustenance. She bad married Emil Bcnt1 a careful
man who went himself to buy the groceries, and rcttfrning,
straightway listed every item and its price.. Furthermore, be kept
the sugar padlocked in the com crlb,dispensing it in. weekly
m«:asure, -charging Gertrude to. keep strict account of how$be
spooned it out.
The ladies'could not calm their grief, for· they were yet to learn
that Bauernfeind.would not in·atiyca.$c partak~ ~£ sweetening,
unless it be a comb of honey. (Those whonot~ed his refusal of
their pot-luck cakes had p~t it down to mOl\lning deference to '

of

to

.
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that butied palate which could no longer know the pleasure of
dessert.)
_
The men alike enjoined his presence in their households, the
farmers- bidding one against another for his services-his surname
notwithstanding-for the harvest was upon them, and their sons
still far from home.
Reverend Koppel tried in vain to still the throng. His own
children would not heed his voice, having joined the skirmish of
their fellows underneath the tablecloths, and raising up great _
shouts ofnaughtiness as they emerged to forage in the pickle dish. . It remained for Bauernfeind to raise his hand once more, and
through that instrument to spread a hush encompassing the far- .
thest Diesendorf who had been screaming as his mother diapered
him upon the stair. In all humility he thanked them in the Name
of Him \Vho once llad found no place to lay His Sacred Head, 'Vho now would gladly choose a lodging for the Least of His
(Bauernfeind in name), if they would offer up their invitation.
Then he fell upon his knees and lifted up his voice to ask which
offered opportunity to serve Him best.
\Vithin the week he went to live with \Valter l\feyerhof, a
cousin of his mother, and of him to learn the cobbler's trade.
This godly household consisted of the father and two dedicateddaughters, Alma-Ruth and Selma. The Lord had claimed the
mother· for His Own some ten years earlier; and the girls had
since endeavored in all diligence to take her place•. They too
made Oatmeal Gems and Ginger Snaps (and at Christmas, Pfeffemiisse) to fill the glass apothecary crock that l\f~yerhof kept
on the counter of his shop--in easy, gladsome, reach of any hand
that proferred payment for the shoes repaired.
By dint of much experiment, Selma had produced a grecIl: to~
mato pickle1§.which their father could not tell apart from that
made by the secret recipe which they had buried with its author.
l\{orcover Alma-Ruth, who always had resembled the deceased,
increased the likeness markedly by fashioning her pug into a
braided knot. And there had lately grOlvn upon her left cheek,
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like aI.Skignh'from Hhea~en,a three"lobed mOl~a:t1hla~~,i~ evcth't'f as- .
. peet Ie er mot ers, even to t h e treestlu..
'. aIrs IssuIng '. ereh
from•
. Thus they were scarcely looked upon as Daughters ~ny more:
naug~t but a marriage ceremony lacked to· make the~ members
of the Ladies Aid. And BallemfeindJs attendance at their board
was everywhere acclaimed. a special act of.ProvidenCe in .this
regard.
His-advent to the shop was no ~ess-opportune. -Meyerhofbad
late been troubled by a kidney complication; and witllout a
rightful heir or trained apprentice he would leave tile men of
Zi.on no recourse from giving their supporttoatheisIll.as Bei,.. ,
mat's other cobbler was Unchurched. .
Bauernfeind proved aptly -fitted. to his calling. He was quick. .
with heart and hand, and tireless in his duty-providing l'estand
revenue to 1\feyerhof, who daily tbanked tile Lordfol' sending'
him a son.
In turn he had a home and an inheritance.7fhe downstairsbedroom was assigned to him, convenient to the ~athr()Omwhich
replaced the pantry as the profits from tlte shop enabled them to
change to indoor plumbing. He had great need fot'such arrange- .
ments, for he regularly cleansed the inner man-hisconscl.ence
'not content with superficial bathing of dle:skin•.
He kept his quarters; as his -person, spotless.. Abna..Ruth.and
Selma found in ,them no 'cause forhou$ewifely complaint. His
toilet implements were shiningly arrayed acros~ the marble top
of the (vestigial) commode; his mother's prayer book and Testa..
~ ment 'Were cen~ered on the bureau cloth. His own great Bible
with cross-reference lay open on the sloping $tand which he had·
.fashioned out of fine hard oak, the same from which he b:ewed the .
bench whereon he meditated when his cleansing was -comple~e.
His singleness of beartsafeguarded hi~ from anycIutter,_ as~ of
.hobbies or mementoes ofattachment to this world.. There was no
portrait, even of l1is mother. But on the east wall was bung the
painting she bequeathed him: of l\{ount Nebo and the Prophet
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol25/iss2/1
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:Moses as hcstood upon !that promontory with his eyes toward
Canaan.
1
I~ then the sisters found that they were otherwise encumbered
by his presence in their household, they murmured, not against
. him. It was their neighbor lady, :Mrs. Fuchs, who as she plied her
needle at the w~ekly quilting parties of the Crucifixion Club,
talked increasingly about their daylong busyness. in washing,
scraping, chopping and like preparation of vast quantities of cabbages, carrots, lettuces'and parsley for the broths his regimen required: It was l\frs. Fuchs, again, wl~o spread the"rumot that his
Sunday nie~itations so prolonged their dinner hour that the sisters had no time for rest or visiting between the dishes and the
suppermaking.
.
The :Meyerhofs themselves made no complaint. They y;ere always ready for roast beef and mashed potatoes after taking in a
Sunday sermon; but they were not dismayed that 'ere he could
. make room for other, earthly sustenance, Bauernfeind must ru- .
minate upon the manna Reverend Koppel had prepared· for
them. Indeed they found that he extracted added nourishment
for all therefrom. as he sat there with them at the taole, bringing
up the sennon word for word and ItCaling it witll ('atalytic(om~
mentalY. They (oultl cat their poftion~; he \';oul(1 not detain
thelll. They (ouid. fuuber. cut the la)'er Qke and ha\-c tbdr fill;

amI as tbis settled ~ifb a srnmtl (UP of (offcel> thry (outllke}
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he chanced ~o bring particulars against the very pieces they wer~
salivating: as the quantities of bUe required to deal with pasttY
fat; or the milk bacteria that s<>on would 'Work a custard pie to
putrefactive slime. But the father seemed to relish his dessert the
more, reaching out for extra dabs and nibbles til1the pie wasta..
tally demolished. Bauernfeinc;1 ate noneo£ it'-':find~ng hi$content
in raisins, or afew driedfigsi and testifying that dessert in moder"
adon would be lawful unto hbn, but exceeding dangerous, as
it rapidly inclines the heart and belly to its fond voluptuous
dominion.
Whereof his past debauchery bore witness. As did, increasing-Iy, the 'gross,. unh~ppy servitude of ~feyerhof......who shortly died
of diabetes.
Thus w~the young rnan -twi~e bereaved within the- year,as he'
mourned the glutton like a father. For he loved the sinner.3$ he
loathed the sin. Nor did he withhold his favor from the sisters,
inasmuch as they repented of their cookicNnakingwldch bad ever.
put temptation in. their father~s teach; and which bad furtber·

.

~

.

.,.

- JIlore polIutedcollntlC$sminds and beatts and tender bellies: as
the little ones of Zion lifted eager llands to know tbe (ontents: of
tbe cobbltr·s .crock.
Now Alma,Rutlland Selma seited upon tbis glass acetssotyto
aU dltir pobonous(Onttit...nf~~",and disbetlitto the HOOf6 Ani}
f~llS{'(llherr"~Il(nts to lie htu~h{'ll into a flOW(ll~ b.ukrt~ to lw
Ifduen,l ftlllhl' bOl')flr~Jvdr!((nihn,~tHfho, 11~ Rn,r:frof} Knp
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~foses ashe stood upon that promontory with his eyes toward

Canaan.
.
If then the sisters found that tJIey were oth~rwise encumbered
by his presence in their household, they mUrIllured not against
him. It wa$ their neighbor lady, Mrs. Fuchs, who as she plied her
needle at the weekly quilting parties of the Crucifixion Club,
talked fncreasingly about their daylong busyness in washing,
~raping, chopping and like preparation of vast quantities of cab.
~ bage~,. cauots, lettuces and parsley for the broths/his regimen Ie~ quired. It was l\frs. Fuchs, again, who spread the rumor that his
Sunday meditations so prolonged their dinner hour that the sis:
. ters had no time for rest or visiting between the ~shes and the
suppermaking.
:rhe l\feyerhofs themselves made no complaint..They were always ready for roast beef and mashed potatoes after taking in a
Sun4ay sermon; but they were not dismayed that 'ere he could
make room for other, earthly sustenance, Bauemfeind must ruminate upon the manna Reverend Koppel had prepared for
them. Indeed they found that he extracted added nourishment
for all therefrom, as he sat there with them at the table, bringing
up the sermon word for word and treating it with catalytic com·
mentary. They could eat their portions; he would not detain
them. They could, further, cut the layer cake and have their fill;
'andas this settled with a second cup of coffee, they could feel
,th~ir appetite renewed to do full justice to the pie while Bauern..
feind began upon the roast and vegetables.·
These 'Were now cold and glazed; but he would never suffer
them to be reheated-disdaining such provision for the· flesh, to.·
fulfil the lusts thereof. He approached his plate with caution,
turning thence his whole mind in like measure as. he earlier with..
held his body. Thus be analyzed tbe food accordingto iu various .
properties and wprkings in the body, as it would shortiy wend its
way 'within the tract, drawing to itself all manner of secretions as
it turned and twisted in its metabolic transmutations.
This caused
the sisters some displeasure in their eating, when
.
(

.

.

..
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he chanced to bring particulars; against the very piec¢sthey were
salivating: as the quantities of,bile required to deal with pastry ,
fat;ot the milk bacteria that soon would work a custard pie to
putrefactive slime. But the father seemed to relish his dessert the
more, reaching out for extra dabs and, nibbles till the plewas to..
tally deniol,ished. Bauernfeirid ate none of it--finding his content
in raisins, or,a few dri~d figs; and testifying that dessert in moder..
adon would be lawful Unto him, but exceeding dangerol.lS,'as
. it. rapidly indines the "heart and belly -to its fond voluptuous'
cJominion.
~
.
,'Vhereof bis,past debauchery bore witness. As did, increasing.. '
ly, th~ gross, ttFiliappyservitude of ?\-feyerhof-who shor.tlydied
of diabetes.
Thus was the young man twice bereaved within the year, as he
mourned the glutton like a father. For be loved the sinner
loathed the sin. Nor did he withhold his favor from. thesisterSt
inasmucbas they repented of their cookie-making which had ever '.
~ut temptatio~ in their fatber·s reach; and ,which ~ad further..
Dlore polluted countless minds and hearts and tender beUiesas
the little 01'1CS of Zion lifted eager'hands to know the cQntents of
the cobblerts crock.
Now Alma-Ruth and Selma seized upon this ,glass accessory to
all their poisonous contrivance-and dashed it to the floor.. And '
caused the fragments to be brushed into a flower basket, to be
scattere~ on the hopelessly desCending coffm, as R.everend Kop..
pel read the passage D~st to Dust.
Following the service Banernfeind took counsel with them. As- '
they were joined in sonowand in 'their resolve to know hence,,:
forth the joys attendant on ~ dean heart and a clear intestine, it
was meet that there
should be a wedding ceremony. Not that it .
<was for their sakes necessary: they could live beneatbqneroof,
brother and sisters as beforc; and their watchful Heavenly Father
could100k down to satisfy Himself that all was decorous and pure'
among the~. But lest they give offense toweaket'. brethren who
could not like Bauemfeind contain themselve5,and,whomig1:J.t

ashe
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otherwise be spurred to rampant, gross imaginings-Selma aired
the naphtha from her Confirmation dress, let out the seams and
belt,. and thus within the week joined BauernfeiJJd -to ask the
blessings of the Church upon their union:
Then they retired t() the cemetery where they knelt, all three,
before the newly mounded gtave"""7in testament that they were
mindful of the judgment He had shewed them through. their
. father's dread afiIiction: and in pledge that they would ever be
continent custodians of their fleshly temples, 50 long as He would
graciously preserve them for His service here on earth.
There was no further mark or celebration of the marriage
bond, as Zion c.ommonly abstained from shivaree in time of
mourning. The sisters were, however, asked to join the Ladies
Aid-on a special motion which included Alma-Ruth as well as
Selma. And this they did-yet not according to their former pride
. in culinaryart to be exhibited at Mission Fest or Pot-Luck Night:
" rather in contrite humility, hoping to convert the other ladies to
their newfound understanding.
But in win. !\farried women commonly will set their husbands' whims above the 'Vill of G.od; and the men of Zion wished
to fill their bellies, not to purge them. Yet the sister4~persevered,
visiting the sick and the recaleitrant, and ever giving wit~ess to
the miracle of cleanliness that Cabbage juice had wrought;
Bauernfeind himself was tireless in his calling. No one came
for shoe repairs who did not also hear a message to repentance
and tbe fear of God. It was soon' remarked that he should study
for the ministry; but Reverend Koppel pointed out tbatGod had
,;
need 9£ laymen who would consecrate their lives to Him. He said
that Bauernfeind might borrolv study guides and books of Lutheran exegesis from the parsonage, and school himself to work
more righteousness among backsliding brethren than ministers
who migbt be set apart from them by seminary training. . .
And this that was foretold of bim was afterward accomplished.
First as teacher in the Sunday School and then as Superintendent,
he dispens'ed the lVord, well ruminated, to the l!ttIe hearts and'
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minds that~opened to receive it. And judging that the growth of
Christian bO!les and sinews could not be entrusted to tbenatural
frailty of their appetiEes, he sent out carseacb Sunday morn~g
to com
.. p.el them .~.~ the £ea~.t. ~hU.~ he.tt-ipled the enrollment.
ThIs In the aged Koppel's hfeume.
-§
'\Vhen Pastor Buehm succeeded to the ministry of Zion, he sal'V'
t~e force with which a wayward pupil wasadmonislled; an~.tt
was revealed to him that such a talent might beothertvi,e,invest..
- -,.. :1#
ed. Thus the elders voted Bauernfeind the 0JIice of fiD-ancfuI

~~

j. _ . . .-

- secretary.
.' '
- _'
.'
The Sunday offering immediately showed improvement, for. _
the congregation knew that Bauernfejnd would not forget what
each reluctant finger rendered to the basket that he passed among
them. ' (Having brot1gh~ to this stern duty tllatGod-given faculty
which retained the sermon for his relish at the dinnertable;....that
same capacity whic~ cou~d extend itself .each day to hold another
portion of the'\V'ord, that he might at the Trumpees Blast make
recitation to the Author of his Faith.)
Likewise the contents-of the monthly en.velopes Increased;
and tlIeir number multiplied. :h:fembers Who were fOfmcrlyfor...
getful of their dues lverepromptedby the' ve:ry sight of Bauern..
feind as he searched each Sunday through the vestib~le for
. any :Who might-tFed reminder. They often bad their palms
outstretched with'offering before he even .lifted up his, voice
in admonition. Thus the businesso£ the Lord. was speedily
accomplished.
In all the history of Zion there was none like Bauernfeind, wh:o
yearly made report of income in excess of current outlay;' who
further gleaned so many contributions to the debt1fund that the
mortgage could be burned, and who at lengtllcaused Zion's name
to head the Synod's list of churches who gave most (per capita)
, - to?t.fissions.
Thus -the name of Bauernfeind was .spread throughout the
world, as the Lutheran Messagepublish~dan account of how a
cobbler, sticking to his last; could spread the Gospel to a foreign:
'\
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land. P~stal $<:rvice brought him homage from afar, in4uding

countless opportunities for earthly gain if be would only tum his
talents to his own account. 'Vhen he resolutely spurned .a11 such
temptation. ~o forsake his calling,. he was honored at a Pot-Luck·
Supper and presented with a golden cobbler's last (in miniature)
to hang upon the watch chain that he wore across his vest. ~d .
unanimous acclaim he was appointed Permanent Financial
Secretary.
On this same night it was made known to them that the ministry of Reverend Buehm to Zion was accomplished. He had fostered Bauernfeind's attendance on the treasury, and as author of
the article had spread abroad the Message of his work. He was
therefore summoned to Detroit, that be might similarly tum the
profits of the automotive industry into ·the LOrd's account. 'The
. elders then were moved to send a call to Reverend Arnold Himmelweiss, of Highland, Iowa.
This one in stern inaugural address, pointed to the inroad$
that were made increasingly into their sphere of faith and action
by modern science and assembly-line technology•. He shewed
them, In calamitous' statistic, how the devil stood to profit by
these speed-up plam-unless the men of Zion proved to all the
world that such efficiency could be employed in Heimat just as
well as in Detroit. for Codas well as Henry Ford.
It was The. ~Most High God Himself 'VIlichfirst decreed divi- ,
sion of responsibility an<llabor-ordaining it in all His churche,s
through the letter of St., Paul (1 Corinthians '1:1']), and
lately demonstrating its effects among them in the work of
, Bauernfeind.
'''hereforc_ to expedite the process of salvation, He sent His
agent Himmelweiss to be their overseer. (Laymen commonly
misunderstood their minister's poSitiOl.l-"thinking that ,because
they paid his salary, be was working in theirstead. H;is pUtpOse in
their midst 'was not to lessen but enlarge the work of every hand.)
He had no time tq hoe tile stubble from each family plot: the
the~selves m~t till the field and bring him thence
i .

men
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sheaves which he would dedicate to God! Bauernfeind would be
employed as foreman of the hatV~st.
Now in the early years of Himmelweiss, there was great in~
cre~ of righteousness among them. But it came to pass that
many wearied of their well-doing,andof Baue.rn£~ind'$attend..

a~.!.
c . on it. T.he s.hadQW.. of th.at. fillge.r, e.vetlihC.d~o thC.IT. d.U...t y,

se,e ed an ancient heaviness to them; and the.y would fain have
-(: ": ie from underneath it. Yet they could not. Thus the men of
Zion my-rmured in their hearts; and the. words Old Bauerflfeind:
, or yet (ild B escaped their lipf} _
...
.
.
.
.
And the sound thereof became an- easement unto thew1 as if a
'chorus of Old Bauernfeind might constitute a judgment (by jury
of their peers: they feared to summon heavenly tribunal) that the
: shado"!'1engthening itself upon their lives was index. of a purely
mortal hand.
My b~rden is light, saith the Lord; but in their frowatdnessof .
heart His people .seldom find it so. Instead of walking upright in
the shaft, they twist about and seek to slip from underneath the
yoke. So did the men of Zion squirm beneath the piety-of nauetn~
feind. So did they tum to one another rather than to separate re..
pentance, when he madc.kpown to them their shortcoming. Thus
they repeated every admonition, seeking not that solace of amu..
iua1 humility, bu); for a compact of complacencyjunongthemendeavoring to lighten the oppression of their guilt by such dep~
recating preface Old Bauernfeind is after me again; or bysucb
-mockery_ of deference as enunciating loudly and. succinctly every
shameful instance of defection, precisely as Old Bauernfeind, in
compensation for his deafness, had farlier made utterance.
Thus every accusation newly prd'ted to them the vastenormi..
ty, not of their sin1 but of their sufferance. 'Vithoneaccordthe
listeners would.shake their heads in witness·of'aco.rporateaHlic..
tion: Isnft that just like Old Bauernfcind~
If any had the strength to bear in contrite solitude such charge
as Bauernfeind would seek topu~ upon llim, he scarcely had ~he
opportunity. The message·to repentance might be catastrophical..-

as

.
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ly intimate and singular; yet seldom was it private. That fervid
finger pointed to the sinner wlleresoe'er it found him, be it at the
portals of the church or yet of Emirs barbershop where the men
were wont to gather Saturdays, in direct and Providential view of
Bauernfeind's establishment. That voice rang out inzealo~s disregard of any but Jehovah's .sensibility. Fox: when the Lord is
wroth He bellows forth His 'lnger, not as man judgeth fitness, but
as He fmdetll provocation. And as the Lord requiredt no conventional appurtenance to furnish forth His indignation, so Bauern·
feind was never hindered by his lack of pulpit or of pdestly vest..
ments, nor ever came upon a time or place unsuitable for w~tness" ing unto His Holy Name and Judgment.
He accosted them thus publicly with no intcntion to embarrass
them to reformation-as Leo Horst would bave it, when he was"
hailed across his brother Otto's newly-covered grave, in the midst
of all his fellow business mourners. Bauernfeind was innocent,
yea ignorant, of any man-made pressure. He bad his status in the
Lord. Upon that Rock he built his bope, not on the shiftingsands
of commerce. It was in purest gladsome zeal that he hallooed such
wayward souls as Leo 'Horst who stumbled on his pat~, in token
that there was indeed no hiding place from him an~ G~-;:;,£or all
that they might shield themselves behind cashiers and secretaries
'
when he came to call.
And berein lay the power of his name and work among them,
that he whom God Himself has once brought.1ow is nevermore
respecter of degree. His very presence, with his soul exuding vapors of an adamant humility, qu~cken! fear in others not So permanently situated. So the'men orZion felt the constant threat of
,Bauernfeind; and taking stock among themselves (instead ofplacing each his .future in the Lord) were apt to panic when they saw
it waver in the dire afJlatus of his prophecy. Now every effort to
compel his silence was in vain, for be was set apart from shame
or bribe (having purged ltimsclf aDd all his household of.desire
for pottage). His person thus rcmoved from 0l.!t their reach, they
seized upon his name~to give it cotntnC?n, jesting, currency in the

.

)

I
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wake ofsuch deflation as he might at any time effect among them. ,
Thus the name Old Bauernfeind was ever on their lips. and
not as mere denominator of his mortalper$Onage.lt was infinite..
ly, actively engaged evell:when they (whether in hostifityor
Christiancharity) tbought to cast it off. ,
Shrugging it aside in Christian sufferance, they bore witness,
though obscurely, to their hope of heavenly forbearance. They'
likewise shielded from attack whatever small stake they migllt
hold in his l1~yielding piety, in sUbliminal remembranceo£
God's gracious 'offer to relent His judgment onthat ancient city
should He find one righteous man among them.
Calling on 11is name in order to profane it, they found th~rein
. this salutary function: that-loosing their rebellion at the ministry
of Bauernfeind, theyforfended sacrilege against The Most High
and His duly ordained agent, HJmmelweiss.
Laughiilgit to scorn, they made it tokeno£ redemp~i()n... in their
own accounts of one anotll~r. POl' they received his admonitions,.
not as drafts ofseparate obligation, but as adrain upontheircom~
man fund of tolerance or humor-in the nature of a public debt
which might be coveted by another issue of his name amoug
them. ~venas be Was despised, $a was he exalted in their midst:for in his name was found remission of his taX upon them.
Thus through one man were judgment anddeliyerance
accomplished.
to die. Hellad purged
himself increa~ingly, yet never had entirely -dislodged the seeds
,of his <:orruptiou (which dle Devil through his youtbful1usts im..
'planted). Now they grew apace:'
He put aside all unavailing enemas and cabbage juice, and set
himself for mortal combat,sayirlg (ev~nas he found it written):
This kind goeth not out except by prayer and fasting.
Disdaining to fear death, be stead£ast!yapproached it-looking
toward the joy ofllis redemption when the Foe would b'ecastout
to utter darkness. Yet he feared to leave his sisters in the Lord to

- ,Il' REMAINED FOR BAUERNFEINl>
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be- the prey of fools and mockers; and be sought to warn ~etn of
his swift departure, and the words they might expect to heat
against him: Lo, he tried to save us; yet himself he could not
save_
But Alma-Ruth and Selma would not lend their ears to such a
woeful prophecy. They told !v!rs. Fuchs and others who inquired
that he was fasting unto righteousness, and would presently gain
strength and wisdom to renew his work among them. Daily they
gave witness that they found no cause of death \n him; and-took
his withered aspect for a sign that as his countenance was like
unto the leather in his shop, he was perfected in his odling and
would not be removed therefrom until the End of Time.
- At length they prayed that if he must be rken from them, he
should not suffer mortal condemnation, ~t. be lifted up (sincehe was now exceeding light; and God was, furthermore, omnipotent) to walk with God and minister unto His Holy Feet-and
prove eternal vindication of their trust in him.
Now Reverend Himmelweiss rebuked them when he heard of
this,. that in their pride of heart they would deprive Old Bauernfeind of chastisement. He opened unto them the Book of Hebrews, reading: For whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and
scourgeth every son whom He l'eceiveth.
And he continued, saying: if Bauernfeind were now without
chastisement, then were he bastard from the start, and no ~rue
son to go through death to his inheritance.
Thus be thought to solace the afiIicted.
.
But the words fell heavily on Bauernfeind. And he confessed
the fear that lately grew in him, that he ,vas no true son for God
to visit with His loving chastisement; but rather child of wicked~
ness,. whom the Devil now was claiming for His Own..
And he cried aloud for mercy; yet his hope was spent. His own
energic fluids, being sent to disarrange the FQc, had$wiftIy_
joined his Legion) for their nourishment and increase. And Ba~..
ernfeind, perceiving that hi$ moisture fled, knew that God consented to the growing jurisdiction of the Evil' One, and would:
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give him over utterly. '\Therefore hecrled yet more: I am for..
$aken of my Father and my Lord~
Yet he would not turn aside from serving HitD,nor deliver up'
his altar to an idol. '\Then Dr. Huggins testified tbat Radium " .
worked many wonders and, ind~'ed,' bad power to save, Bauernfeind acutely questioned him: '\Vhere are the ears of Radium to
hear my prayer?
,
He would not go into the hospital, but lay upon bis bed, praising God and saying: Behold the majesty of His relentless indig..
J!ationI He shutteth up a man and there can be no opening.
And he lifted up his ~yes toward Neboas it was pomayed upon
the east'wall of his chamber: and beheld that lonelY vision of One
other who bad scourged his' people through the wilderness tllat.'
they might enter in upon theirb.ope--.which yet mid been denied
him.
,
i ..
Himmelweiss came daily to his ,side, that they. might seek
learn of God wherefore He had condemned His servant Bauem·
feind. For the congregation waited anxiously to know'of it, 1nall
solicita~ion for themselves and Bauernfeind, who now was held
up for a wonder (and no more mockery)among them. Thus Him..
melweiss was sore perplexed know lvhat message he -should; at
the funeral, make known to them. FOl' he knew whereof the pea·
pIe muttered, say~g in their hearts, 'Vhat doth it prosper man to
study after righteousness? And he feared lest bitterness take 1'oOt
among them, and the, Lord"':"reaching forth His Hand to pluck it
out:....destroy both it and them.
His heart was further laden with the weight of the Commun·
ion case he carried as he walked toward his last visit with Old
Bauern£eind~ His Was the dread" responsibility tcoffer O! with..
hold the Sacrament accordingly as Bauernfeind would pi'ofitor
be damn,cd thereby. At every step hel>rayed that God would ofter
him a sign of Bauernfeind's election: for be would notjudgeth~
matter solely from this agony of fear which tOQk possession of the
dying-since many humble sinners were yet tight heirs 'of salva..
tion, and entitled to the Feast.
o

.

.
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Now Bauernfeind had earlier, .and o.£ten, testified that God had
richly blessed his regular attendance at Communion. If then,
thought Himmclwciss, perhaps yet now-and evermore. (For
there had been no let or hindrance, human or Divine, to "mark
his path or intercept the purpose of his trip.) So be saluted Bauernfeind witI~ invitation to the Holy Supper, bringing forth dre
. .wafer and the wine, and saying for th~ir mutual assurance, 'Vhere
there is Life, there yet remaineth Hope. And even as he poured
the wine, its vapor rose against the odor of decay that held dominion o'er the room.
. But for the instant only.
For Bauernfeind withheld himself agains~ the cup; and raspinglyconfessed. he was not worthy, being full of vipers and having
no more strength to cleanse himself-as was his custom, to make
straigl~t the way of God within him•
• 'V'herefore.Hinimelweiss cried out against him (as it was Providentially revealed): Art thou one t11at cometh after, or beforethat tbinkest to prepare the way? Hath no greater come than :-;.
l\foses? Or hath His Blood been turned to cabbage juice,. that \
drinking it ye might be cleansed thereby? Beholdl the juices thou
hast pressed arc made into a cup of desolationan~astonishment.
And thou hast drunk to thy damnation.
.
And the Lord seized hold of Bauernfeind, and shook him in
the vast compelling knowledge of His Fury. For he denied the
power of Grace unto salvation, and thought through diligence to
offer up his body as a savoury, sweet sacrifice-'\vhich, flung into
the face of God's design, was turned into an unclean thing, a
stench, and unforgivable abomination to the Nostrils- of The
l\lost High.
'\Vherefote he Was cast out from Him, to be consigned by Himmelweiss into the bowels of the earth, where his filthiness will be
consumed unceasingly, even as the Lord hath spoken in His sore
displeasure.
.
And the message of his 5ufferingwas noised abroad, to the great
repentance and rebuke of all who came to mourn, or even

.
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{spurred by That Adversary ,\Tho is ever quick t<?wardHis. advantage} to reproach.the 1o,;Jngkindn~ss of their'l\Iakcr, 'Vho
had fashioned pauernfeind into thelikeness of a prophet dlat He
, might condemn his gross iniquityanuJmpudence.
.
Yea, the 'voice of Himmelwtiss was 1i{t~d like a trump.eto~et
the land: B~hold the goodness and severity of God, \Vhich setteth
up a table as asnate and stumbling block to Bauernfeind: stretching it across the steep defile oisin which sep.aratet4 God and man; .
and beck~ning to him that hemigbt, reaching a~ter Holiness,
stumble to the Pit.
Not that. Bauernfeind should fall, but rather· that his fall
should be,'tlIe lifting up of Zion, and one life (and death) be
made a parable t-o many: Salvation' is the Gift of God,-to be dis..
pensed to His Elect: Lest any man, attaining It,' should boast.
~ And all thepeople praised the Lord that He had mightily be..
trayed Old Bauernfeind-causing himto rise -(and be CUt down)
among them as a false messiah, to the end .that their Election was
accomplished, and His Covenant of Grace established in their- .
midst.
~
I-
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?

Thursday: ltlvitation to-the Church
Bride, in your trailing diapasons,
Raising your hands like incense,
l\loving down the aisles of parted psalms,
Go to Him, talking like bells on antiphons.
Alld for the flaming sun of your secret sorrow,
Take my dark east.
I will be your terrible dawn.

.

Friday: Acceptance
1\1y bones are all unhinged. 1\1y knuckles
Are split with rapping on His golden door
Swinging half.open on terrible emptiness.
--There is no Tenant here; the futile
latch
Sw~ys with the sagging door. And every bellrope
Convulses into knots of bleak refusal.

'1\1Ysorrows are all unshod. There is no soundness
Of thought in me. The doors of joy slant open
On halls of echoes, droop like proken wings.
I taste your incense, but I will not drink.
)

Saturday: Her Light
From afar, in the bitter night, I see you
~uppJng your hands on flame. I know what Hint
Of anguish struck this fire. I lift my head
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And see you lovely still, although your hems
Can bear no train today. Unclasped, your llair
.
Falls across the centuries for pity.
Seeing you, the spine of my weariness .
Collapses into branches for your fire.
Save mel for the dry wood of my sorrow
Goes up in a towering blaze ofquick response.;
Save me-:-it is only half~past Crucifi~ionl
But I hear you soothe the stricken bells: I knO\V
It is going on Resurrection bright as nrc.

Easter Supplement: As He. Said
Spring the locks on all your jewel Cases
And come.to me with pearly prophecies
Strung on lustrous ropes of their fulfilment!
I will fill your anns with lilies,
Destroy the rumors of your widowhood
'Vith all my thunderhig organs!
I will open my octave couplers tintilthe world
Is deaf with Hisvictoryt Come, bride! Comc,queenf
I have set a college of candles on your altars
To p~y you canonical homage. Let your smiles
Run down my thirsty love like prodigal wine.
Today, my ~fother, I wiUcallyou: Hol)iChurch
All·beautiful, all.fragrant·with His' triumph,
And fling myself upon your heart for refuge
Lest joy crack from my soul, its shell of bone,
Roll practical stone's protection from my heart,
Tin all men read the truth of what He said.: .
.
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HU:MILITY
Througb dark, through tcars,
My heart has waited, yearning like a candle;
But she has passed like a low, unbearable singing
Through my wisdom.
I have given my lips to the earth,
But I have never found her kisses.
And in my comely'prostrations,
Her laughter was small bells ringing.
She has informed all my words with hollowness
And she has invested my resolutions with bright rags
She has attended the obsequies of her unhallowed hours
And she has been a dissonance in the encomiums of recall.
(1 grew weary of her seraphic mockery
Until, at last, I won her shadow·
\Vith loud and restless wooing.)

But now dust has become my dignity
And shame my nobility
Because I have bartered my proud shoulders
For the whips of forgiveness
And I have bent my head .
To tbe blows of mercy.
lhave'suffercd my loud wounds to be healed
And I have given my heart to be bruised
In.the ignominy of pardon.
Then let no 10ne1ine~sintrude
On this companionable-grief,
For her footprints are freshly.dug in my sorrow
And! bave caught her veil, lightly, for a moment
In my hands.

1\,ly pride has lost its innocence
To her charms.
SISTER MARY FRANCIS
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READING MISS l\fOORE·S
LA FONTAINE
,'Vay before his time was up
a mannoset was met by eagles
mating in aden, wllO scarcely
had an eye for him just then.
i

He scurried! like a roach from branch'
to stump, witless for his safety.
.'Vith the eagles it was long
and fierce-.and careful, ~their first mating.

For hours showers Hared about them,
hailstones round as mothballs faIling.
Stony-backed, a rabbit kept on
munching tendrils up regardless.
Locusts clacked their shallow wings,
and things niuch smaller with retracted
eyes were .spying. also things
not visible at all were dyi~g. '
The mannoset, in figure hunched,
was on a limb in fact, the only
one among the fed andfumished
waiting mateless to be lunched on.
Did the eagles get their dish,
and which one? Or was he missed
thai time, so'obvious, and pount~d
on somewhat later by the eaglet?
. Such things are fables made of, mortal
beasts coualed in sudden clearings.
till the moralcloses jaws.
upon us, poor unwitting morsels.
EDWIN 1l0NXG

I

or'
.,
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I~OVE

AND THE \VEATHER

Love bade me welcome; j'el my soul drew back

r

'''here was love before it was invented?
Nowhere, I guess•.• But it had to smother
and pulled itself along a sudden tether
when what at first was merely hinted
got louder-the wind was fully haqnted.
\Vhen they were nlet, they fell together,
love mixing so with the swirling weather,
they 'Wore each other••• Neither repented.
And so began the life of the spirit
at night. Now, sleeping back to back,
we dream a sun that's cool, indefinite,
before it warmed and flung out common stock.
Naked, lqve and the wcather said, urll wear itl..
\Ve met, married and werc born'in that shock.
0

1\1 Y N I G H T L Y V I S I"r 0 R
I dream again of the girl with the large eat's head and flesh underneath raw as a skinned paw.
She handles me with certain delicate ,insistencies, vague £eroci-.
ties dUlt nevertheless burn.••
A room, probably the marble foyer of a business building, and
she's in a mask of skin that's conical above the cheeks, twinpyramided like a cat, perfectly circular brown spots on her cheek~
bones, I think.
.
\Ve dance. Undcr her drcss are my religions. I wear the false
touch of tbe photograph. Her finger breaks flowers on my skinhasty pollen~ hasty. hasty... Now and then she produces a ring
that I refuse.
.
Other couples. foot it as the Dutch. lazy bluelveils--Jl0a~ing
1
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around the tumipedclumsy shOe~, thighs infuriating the air
through which they. step. l\fy cat, however, wears a very short
linear-ribbed white child's·dress swinging agaInst her pediment
of warm fuzz.
Our breaths are rotten as the floors-of.childhood......nothing of
onyx with the ~iIky streak.
NEIL~tss

SP'INSTER
December, and a sorrowland of snow
is weighted at your hero's feet and town
all silver and iceblue. The clockface moon
hangs deep.and sets the head in cafueo
that wore you best by autumn, goldenbrown,
your shouldersglittering its naked rain.
o now withautumn fallen to its death,
no steel, no fire adorn the hero's breath
or'star his eyes, as fires of tl!e stars
turn out to winter, open skies; nlghtlong
each freezing step writes out old danger days,
with streets and walls left everywhere, in pairs,
and lights like frozen tears; still youpelong: '
your freedom Jeft, that nothing else obeys; •••
PETER WALSH
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AUBADE FOR SCHOLARLY VOICES
Let us, without more bibliography,
Join in a mighty chorus,
Ampersand throbbing,
•· ulb l'J
"d I'bI"d 'J Z°b I°d.•"
Smg,
Sopranos soaring through pure
Region of ellipses
In their italic trill,
The clear passim of tenors,
. The utilitarian bracket sic bracket of altos,
And the opere citato of the basses:
°l'd"
· Itlb
Smg,
_ &°d'J I'b &°d'J &0&
•
Ibidem in excelsis.. ° •
Sing: let your voices risein Vol.
. Ibidem in excelsis..••
Sing: pp., n.s., et al.
Sing: ibidem.
Sing: ibidem.
Ibidem in the highEst

Oc·tav-o.
CHARLES BOEWE

(
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EDWIN HONIG'S
THE MORAL CIRCUS l

'·
M

will probably note with the first
' . . poe~?f thi~ b~ok that t~e poet fulfills the primary
requIsIte for beIng one-h~ b~ an ear for song:
OST READERS

Sprained gullS in twins
. Came lazying
To pin their smoky shadows down.

But not always a sure lyriC taste:
StilI the morning yo~ng and gold
J\mong the fish devouring shoals
Sang out the old
.
Imprisoned song'
.
Of the madcap water walls..
(from ,"First ~forning")

II

4t.[

,ic-':"

I

-io.

. "(.}

1

.

And in the second poem, tbat he has an carfor.speech:
You live to plague tbe long~trencbed certainties
Of middle age, the pla,titudes of honored
. Ripeness. and like a bitter·ti~e wash on
The firmly anchored properties of,lust.

Though sometimes stuffed with Odysseus' wax:
1

Baltimore: COntemporary Poetry; 19;)S.
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Glow anows ot infiamed conceits toward goals
Of intellect past cudgeling. where curseless
Fathers sup from Plato's golden bowl.
And that finally it's speech wbich, at its best, doesn't tum into yet
finer speecb, but crosscs over into a voice:

o there to ri1Se with power to divine
The tear from lorrents·of delayed lament,
And wear the motley diamond of the self
On all one was and h, against the death
Of speech, the shrivelling skin, and be
Sermon on tbe mount of one's own requiem.
(from "Hamlet")
t

As the pages. turn the voice piles up, dominates, tucking sound
and image underits wing, becoming more and more distinct even
as it varies, whether cvokingJuly was lolling
On my sills, the yard weighed down
'\Vitb feathers,. beetles, crumbs, (ocoons.
A furious green fllf was teething
On the wind when, past their mothers'
Curses, swarthy sweethearts' yells,
All my neighbors' girls sat down
To doze between the mounds, leaflong
Sbadows on their brows.
(trom "SIeepers~')
-or bunching into muscle-

S<> we inhabit a. drowsy movie dark,
Amid love's trophies deliberating self-content.
~roist anticipants of the overplayed crescendo .
Clutching the smoking guns of pleasure;
Till suddenly blond beast removes a robe.
And pUlsing reel relaxes to a still
or smiling passion frozen in our death of will.
.
(from IIAs a Great Prince")
8 .•
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,-Qrgoingeightydownwind- '
All told the gra.y world
sp~>Dge$h()pele~ly on swift
tall Toms, tUers in the
howling highways/scorchers
of the lush"long'countries.
.
.
- , (trom "The Tall Totn$U) [

-or sl~wly whistling up the odd, unswervable
takes to make a sonnet:

uscene~st()ty"

it

'

On the slouch-roofed porches'of the green
Hotel, guests from rock-ribbed (en,turies
Siierect, pla.yingatregrets;
,
Sympathies like ashen chessmen pass.
.
From hand to hand anderumble in theitcold
And queasy grasp, until to rockers creaking
Like the chomp of axes ghostly waiters
Come with shawls and razor smiles to CUt
,Them off, neck by:windy neck....
(from."Ancestors1t)
" \\Then in poetry a distinct
voice manages {oeorne through di.. .
rectly, essential technique can-be assumed,and,tbe reader is
spared the barkings from the professionalsideshow. Not' that he
is thereby assured technical perfection: on the contrary, this ~ol..
utne has its share ofimperfectfons (too many of Wllich, it seems
to me, are sitting arouDrj too comfortably in the Qpen). Reading
'

~-

'

...

,

,

the book you·re apt to find_yourself shrugging off some cliches,"
, wishing away an occasiona.lline that docsn·t work, thinking tbat ..
sometimes he talks too much (e.g., H\Valt lVhitmann ) even if it.s
good talk (e.g., "In-Divided and Distinguished lVhrldsn ), won..,
dei-ingif perhaps it isnft aJiov~r ..fondness for .!Uctaphor that oc..
casionally shuts off the voice and turns on the abstraction. _
, Conversely, you're apt to be equ~lly awa.re,conscioi:!slyor not,
tl1at the book is written in English;' tbat theentlre work seems to
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have been managed without the active intervention ofthe Greek.
gods; that the forms, though limited in range, usually work with
quiet accuracy; that the sound is left inside the words, coming
from modulated streams of them, like.. fountaiIfs, rather than
from isolated or bunched cbangings, like bells yanked by rope. A
sense o£varied, working rhythm is felt almost continually. Usual.
ly it's quiet and carefully defined, but sometimes he turns up tbe
windings on a poem and sends it whizzing (e.g., '~hirtieth
Year"); or fits it out with fine powdered wings and proves to be
one of the few poets around who can write a good love lyric.
Something l',ke "Ditty to His Love" requires almost perfect lyric
taste and intention, since a Ulight" love Jyricmust seem to the
reader either simplicity itself, or if complcx, of a complexity that
shimmers off into a polish so apt that it reflects your smile even
before your face is: fully tUrJ.lcd to it.
All in all, with lapses both expected and unexpected, the book ,
has technique to spare. Yet what strikes me very strongly in this
respect is. that now, some weeks after baving.first read the book)
one of my strongest feelings of respect for the poet derives from
my 'convictions about a whole mass of technical mistakes be did
not make. Or more accurately, temptations he did not indulge,
since what is usually called technical control is mainly a matter of
the artist's personality. Technique isa part of (orm is a part of
content is a part of poet. Critical navigators know that you can
take a pretty good fIX on a writer by looking hard at what he does
not do.
In this volume the virtues of omission are many.. The poetry
doesn·t loiter: its leading edge keeps moving across to the other
side of the poem. It doesn't sulk: the poems include ugliness but
go beyond it into'meaning. It doesn't screech: it manages a com·
mitment without quadrilles of rage. The poet neithercrow$ over
bis passions nor fans himself with the peacock tails of his ideas.
The poems are never empty: some lines or even stanzas mays~em
more the result of first taste than second look, Qut the collection
contains no dummies. Nor do the poems themselves: there's a
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wonderful lack of· mannequin symbols b;om Fraser and Freud.
In fact almost ~U easy.signposts are avoided; 'onehas the sense
that most of tllese poems spring from tbe first J).ando£a. day's liv..
ing, so that me symbols are less borrowed from print than made
from looking (looking at sky, suo, wine, water, and aslant with a
.curiom absorption in-raw attdseparately.....fish and lips). And
sinc~ this poet is not afraid to le~ us see into his windows, he usu.. .
ally does without the correlative curtains, exposes closely and'
faithfully tlle original matetials, and so is able to'transfer to us
his own sense of experience in tlzeact f)f becoming' tangible.
Therefore there's no sense of the uloaded"; no sense of the static;
no damned boredom I Something happens~ something takes
place;J in most of theSe POems. Not just words piling up to a fore..
gqne conclusion, but ratllera narrative or othen-vise activetbread
spinning itself conclusively Qutof given circumstances. One (aD
actually listen to tllese poems, ratller than enter a ring with tllem.
Notlling muclrWould be gained by speakingo£ this poet's '·dra...
made talent," ··descriptive talent,"'-{evocadve talent"-tllough
I'm sure he has them, whatever they are. But what he important.
ly has is not artjfice but an effective poeticpersonality# which is
the only mean~pg£ul source and measure .of technique. .
.
Technique i~~_eitheran ingredient~ or else, not.really having
any cake, a pub1ic dumbshowof eating it. TlIea_priori scrvedlLla
mode. 'VeIl, that way imitittiori.·lies-andeveu novelty, wbic:h is .
imitation plus or minus one (one anything). Imitation portraY$
an unfelt experience by reference to available genetics. Original. ity evokes a felt experience by reference to its particulars. lmita·
tion, feeling nothing, provides answers; particular experience,
feeling "everything," brings questions. !\.fosto£ ourcontempo"
rary poets are exclamation points long before tbetvebeenques-don. marks enough.
._
This is ndt the case with Edwin Honig. His questioning is
-done onstage, amid' the evidence; the emphasis usually faUs leM
upon the "conclusion than upon the confrontation, the emo",
tional and intellectual stirrings t,hat ~ given groupo£ evidences
U

•.'
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nudge iilto. movement, and finally into momentum. 1\.Iov~ment
with enough depth, and without too much pattern and precon·
ception;. momentum of sufficient force so that a palpable Self accumulates, and finally.speaks, in this poetry.2

bas already been hailed as CIa new voice/' I
think tbe vQice in these poems is apt to strike many readers less
-aSr "new" than as real (which has become almost a new thing for
us). It is a voice that does not for any length of lines allow itself
the small sbimmering tricks of out'poetic confidence men; nor
the large one, for there is not the usual invitation'to the supew
dol'S' dance. It i5not poetry to knock the reader's head off, but
rather poems in which the poet is trying to screw his own head on
right. It is a kind of trying to which the term "scepticism" is so
often misapplied. AIl questioning may, Isuppose,.be said to involve an amount of scepticism, especially when i~ does not as.sume the possibility of "final" answers; _but "scepticism" cannot
accurately be applied to a body of work like this where, as the
poems add themselves together, the emphasis finally de$Cends to
settle more on quest than question. Actually, in the broad sense
of the term this is "religious" poetry, very :q1uch so in its preoccupationsand partially so in it! few beliefs.
The title Poem, liThe Moral Circus," uses fantasy to depict a
state of moral being-or rather the lack of any such external
"state":
ED WIN It 0 N I G

Feeling floored and fleeced and ir~ed,
I shouted, "Give us the Law!" And it worked.
As everybody left who'd come in on passes The falling dwarf banded me his glasscs.
• A .elf :rather tban a C;OlUtruct. The larger number of pOets begin with -an ability to think, acquire an ability to act, and a(Clete an ability to imitate-therefore they
can «)rutruct. Often corutruct something good to look,on, as b particularly true of
contcmpor.ary Anterk-<ln. But knock at the dOOr and there's nobOdy home. Rarely
any Teal body home. A neighbour with a key.hows you3!ound the pla(C. He com·
patts it with a lot ofothcIl, which seems like a good idea because the pl:acc does
remind lOU of a lot of other placu. Rarely of it5elf.
.
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The poem is partially a keynote, at least in itsemphagis on moral
"aloneness" (viz.) "Hamlet"-' ilQuest/, 'IIConida/,ulValt lVhit..
~n/' et al.}. If morality has solely individual reference, then·the
world isa "moral circus/' each of us having hiS specialty act, anel'
all of us freaks-or none. None at least who allows himself to be
tried as an individUal rather tban manipulated asa mass. (Famil..
iarly: which is the real moral freak, the bullfighter Or the~udi ..
ence?) But' morally significant tria.1s or "tryingstt-as religion,
legend, and psychiatry allagree.....take place in al:most uOJ;,ea.ch..
.able isolation. There "TheLaw'~doe$'n()texist-or at most exists
as static (therefore amoral) approximationo£ the testamentatY
actions of the strongest lndividuals. The moral world is less a ..
jungle than a' climate, an atmosphere in which each action forms
a drop-or a dropping.
In tbis atmosphere. the JX?et moves or wanders; neither ~augh..
ing nor crying,·but being wetted down by the oppositions~Some..
times there's a flashing; almost angry afftrtnationofthe weight of
an individual or act. Not on the usualscales of eternal usuccessu
Qr "failure." There are no saints here, who cannot fail be~u$e
they cannot believe in failure; nor any Ahab.. wIto must fail be~
cause be can believe in succesS. But, given tt()nJ>er£~ctibilitYJ
. there are in these poems someday..to-day victories, the only kind -.
of "success" that nature allows-vertically.. the iSolated instance
made symbolic; horizontally, the history otthese instances incre...
mented into something beyond' their ,sum. Century plants and
redwoods. Not Athena nor 'science fiction-none of the eternal
wish-dreams of full blown and final creation, the treation ·0£ a.ll
from nothing. In fact the emphasis seems at~t to fall upon the
creation of almost nothing from' somethin~OuFdestruction
myth.
In these poems the question is not that of bombs, orcommu..
.nists, or other of the current paraphernalia of frenzy, but rather
the causes of our possible zero, and pictures of its empty eye:
.
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Terror, the man who gets
skin,
Is thesmootltest fellow in
The matketplace; backslapper
In checkered vest and diamond pin,

He winks in stalls of sale or barter
As though he knew he bad a kill
In each fool-impactcd corner
'\\There I wait, like any other
Hoarder, wound about my·will(from "Rustler")

In every time Death isa hero, but in our time-place of sales- .
man:ship and paralyzed wills it becomes an oddly impure one.
This volume projects some of the traditional Everyman's.attitudes toward death: many of the poems, in an almost biblically
static portrayal, show joy blooming and putrefying like flesh,
while acute isolation accomplishes its spiritual end at the price of
self-destruction; other of the poems present death in the familiar
role of final rest from "divided and distinguished 'Worlds" for the
"Samson of broken causes"; again, death is occasionally looked
on as an ultimate "belonging" for the isolat~d man, who becomes
part of that undivided collectivity which is finally "gathered."
On the other hand. these generalized attitudes are first ~ppered .
and finally infiltrated by specific insights and indiyiduali~edapproaches. TIle poet admittedly shares with his. time the fascinationwith death, but he does so on several different levels of per·sonality and complexity, 50 that finally Death becomes the charcoal with which be draws life. His s~roke,his Peculiar transitions
from space to no space (passing, or to come), holds his essential
meaning and vision.
An analysis ought to be attempted here, but for several reasons
I a.m unable to do it. If 1 could, however, there 'Would be no need
to underline that these death poems are not. death' poetry. It
is fiOt, of course,subjcct-matter that determines. whether a .
work is essentially preoccupied with life or death. Not even
what the artist "says" in the work governs its tone. Tone is ine$-
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,
capably set by basic attitude, and attitude nakedly tevealsiueU
in details. It is the materials themselves-the angle of selection
and the action of arrangement-that detennine ultimatelywbat :_the artist has Hgotten down." Thus many of these poems which '
speak of death succeed in projecting an acute sense-of life.. 1nmuch the same way, if Edwin Honig's-book is. in part an-expres-sion of t1l:e moral circus and the sea around us, it is also.....a nd to
my view more importantly....itself substance and· drama, bread_
and circuses for adults as well as blood and roses for the world: ,

LEASE AND LOSS
Fear of all fineness falling off; the (me
Dream already dreamt that cannot be
R.evisited the rising moment when
'Ve turn to the familiar patience ofaroof
And find the ruin, the lit:J.tel lapsing, death's
. t _
Fingers in the bea~,

These areth~ lush last hours when gard~ns
Talk to thrushes what we cannot hear
4
, .And they obey, repeat the summons clearly,
And a $udden tree in all its hair quickens
Till nothing matters but that gone vibration
In Its slowing hair.
,
-Four seasons, a commOl! yearo£ fables ends.
Our stare is grass. J'he clackingaudiu
Of those days ~bid back to stack the loss as
Not we but gardens 'tum proprietory
To the dim needo£ rooting longer
SQmething almost past.

The gardens aren't ours who were loaned
And ownerless. By hours c1ippe:d.and thrown
To the last quick speech, to the blown
'Vord that touched the thrush, to the co~d
Puff that rustled in thetree's.gown,
. Deprived, possessed, we go., ~. ~
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Sut'Lovingood. Edited with an Introduction by BroID '\Veber.New
York: Grove Press, 1954. ~62'PP' $4-

A NUMBER OF YEAJtS AGO when thi$ reviewer first began to
examine at lengtb that surprising New York periodical, Th.eSpirit of
tlu: Time.s: ACllronicle of the Turt, Agriculture, Jf'ield Sports, Literature and the Stage (1831'1861},and read the excellent sketches of the
Old Southwest which George 'V. Hanis contributed to that· periodi.
cal, he felt it was. unfortunate that the sketches wercnot edited and·
"translated" somewhat out of their extremely difficult dialect and of- _
feredin a convenient volume. 'Vith Sut LOtIingood~Ir.· 'Veberhas
b.•roughtoutsuch a vaIu.me and is to be. congratul~ted on theintelligent and skillful way he has prepared it,
~. ,_
Harris' reputation revived in our 'century wheh, during the late
'twenties and early 'thirties, such students of American life-and letters as Napier 'Vilt, Bernard DeVot.o, Franklin Meine, Constance
Rourke, and 'Valter Blair; in re-examining nineteenth-century Amer·
ican humor, established the literary importance of the best of it. And
of that best Harris' work is an impressive portion.
Hanis (1814..1869) was born in western Pennsylvania and went to
Knoxville, Tennessee, as a small child. During an active life there he
was steamboat captain, inventor, jeweler, glass manufacturer; P9stmaster-and popula,r author. Examinations of his humorous fiction
and that of his Old Southwest predecessors and contemporaries such
as Longstreet, Thom~n, and Hooper have long since madec\ear
the debt that Mark Twain owed this bodyo£w:riting. As John Heflin
pointed out in 1984 in a dissertation on Hari~, the early writing. of
Mark. Twain "mark the climax of a rich de~elopmentrather than
the beginning of one,"
.
When Mai'l~ Twain was ten, Hanis was twenty-nine-and- contributed his fitst known sketch to ThtSpirit of the Times. Later, in
1854; he published there the first of his sketches o£Sut tovingood,a .
twenty-year-oldTennes5eF mounta~ncer dedic!ited to humor, practical jokes, drink, love, exaggeration, magnificent Di,etaphoI'$, and
shrewd analysis of his neighoon. These sketches, appearing not only
,in The. Spirit of the Times but in th~ newspapers of 'Nashville and
'other cities, were popular and regarded by the editors as valuable as·
sets to their journals. In 1867 most of the sketches. were collected as
262
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Sut.Lovingood's Yams Spun by a UNat'ral Born Dutn'd Fool," a book
.which ever since h¥ bee~ in print in its():rigina.l-~er$i()n~.This re·
viewer 'a few years ago bought from The Bake..- ~layCompany a 1'J~w .
.copy apparently printed from the original piates,andonchecking
now finds that the volume still is available. '
But :Mr~Weber's new edition iscaU~d tor not only because of his
excell~rit introduction but because he has removed the biggest bat..
rier to Sut Lovingood's acceptabce by urban readers: he has revi$ed
the unr.eaq'lble extremes of the original dialect.' Every critic and
scholar tkn:ow ot who has quoted short-illustrative passages from Sut
Lovingood's Yarns has felt it not only proper butnecessary'lo make',
Sut's spcec1nnore understandable; here l\-lr.Webet has dlanged the
whole bOok, and has done it q>ns~stentIy and on sensible prineiples.
His editing in another, avery minor, mattei may not be quite .so
,impeccable. I believe it was\Valter Blair who nrst"!>ointedoutan im;.:' ;.'
PQrtant funj:tion of the fram~ structure in a' nu~ber ()£ the best
sk~tches written by the humorists of. the Old Southwest: tbeconventionaI-in fact, stilted...-opening and closing pages which introduce
the ~entral narrator emphasize by their ·c<mventionC\Uty,··or by their
false, flowery culture, the excesses of the dialect andhu1llor of thecen·
tral nanator. ~ir. Weber has just possibly underestimated the·value
of this device, for he ~ays in his introduction that he ha.5 deleted a few
lines '!from the fraII!.cwork in which Harril, sometimesendoscd 5ut's
monologues. \Vhere the latter excisions were made, it was became the
lines were ((xcessively labored and unfunny or~elserererred to storie.
, not presented here."
"
.
. In reducing the number ofthe,l"atns from twenty-four to eighteen,
lir. Weber has made a good selection, and he has done the reader the
service of adding threesketdles of 511t'$ political satire. about Abraham Lincoln which were not originally in the collection.
SV~ LOV!NG'OOD'S SKE't'CHES havemany'yirtues. Firstofall!

their author could write. It was not to be until Huck Finn's ntagni6.'"'- cent account of dawn coming to the"big ~iver that.Ameri(anfi.<:tion
_would haye such in•effective account ofoutdoor 1Si~ts and sounds. as
this brief <me by Sut, here as in TheAdrJ~nture$QfHucltleberryFinn
presented in the speech of an illiterate youth: .
4fI'se heerd in the mountain• .a nrst.rate,fOlltth..proo£smaah of thUnder
come unexpetted and shake the earth. bringinalong a
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long.... quarter-tracK and:as brightu·a welding heat, a-racin down a big
pine trte, tcarin it into broom splits and tooth-pickm,- and nisin a cloud
of dwt and bark and .a anny of limbs with a $JUeUsorta like the Devil were
about, and the long, darning-needle leaves £aUln round with a tith-tUh
,quiet-sorta $()und and then a-quiverin on the earth as little makes die. And
IfcIt queer in my innards, IOrta hal£-eom£ort;' with a little glad and rightJnlart of sorry mixed with it..... I've seed the Oconee. 'River jumpi'n JIlad
from ro<:k to r<><:k with it5 clear, coot water .... white foam •• _and music••••
The roshin water does make music So does the wind, and the fire in the
"l0untain, and it give me an uneasy queerness again. But every time I
~ked at tllat gal Sicily Burn" 1 had all the feetins mixed ;lJp..• :'
~

' F

In tllese sketches we see the contribution the humorists made 'to
the developxpento£ literary realism in the UnitedStates. Before Harris'reputation was revived it was often said that realistic fiction about
the Southern mountaineer first appeared in 1878 with :Mary Murtree's HDancin' Party at Harrison's Cove." But thirty-three yeats be>fore Miss l\furfrcc's story, Harris' "Tpe Knob Dance-A TenIiessee
Frolic'" effectively described a mountain dance in great. detail and
.with none of tbe trappings or assumptions of romance. And his series
of Sut Lovingood sketches is the flrst full-length literary treatment 01
the life '0£ his region. Until Harris wrote, there was no such description of a mountain domestic scene as this of Sut!, family (here presented in its original dialect to illustrate the service ~fr. '\Veber has
done most readers by his editing):
"Late one Saturda.y. we lOt in an'kiU'd a-tatin big black an'white yctlrlin
bull beastes, an' on Sunday mornin, arter gittin a big be~y£ull ove !ried
. liver an' cllOpp't inytyns,. dad sot down ontu the cabin steps, in tbe $UD, aplayiIl; wif 'Sugar,' that wer the pup's name. I wer mounted ontu the fence
a-shavin seed·ticks oren my laigs wit a barlow knife, an' mam wer iii the yard
4ittin omuthe half·bushel wif three ur four ove the childers' head. in her·
lap, bin)' tite in the middil O\'e a big still huntarter insex. At la.' tez
dad••• :'
.

Then comes the adventure with "dad" in the bullhide teaching the
dog to hold on and being bitten and beaten for his pains.
Only one rcal fault remains in Sut Lovingood now that ~{r. 'Veber bas made the dialect more easy for the urban reader and has eliminated the bad taste of those misspellings which were less a product of
Sut's dialect than of the wave of "funny" spelling~hich was to drown
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humorists inferior to Harris, such as Artemus. '\Vardand Petroleum.
v. Nasby ("Lait Paster uv tbeChurch of the Noo Dispensashun'j.
The fault. is that when one reads the volume iffa single sitting the'
violent practical joking is somewhat repetitious. But"not .so much as
one might :feat,. for as :Mr. '\Veber points out, though "situatio»s may'
at times be repetitive in outline ••• they are vivified and 'trall$.¢ended
by imagery which practically never repeats itself}' The risk of monotony is further reduced by Harris' draUlaticpower, which, as F. o.
Matthiessen wrote of it, Ubrings a wonderfully kinetic quality tu
"hole situation$."
'1~d w~en tll-e reader reHects after finishing the .book, thepracu..
cal jo~es fade ~(nd he cOUles to.J'greewitb ~{r~·Weber'$introductotY
remark that ultima~~ly the /Universalities such asJl<:roism, fertili,ty,
masculinity, and £emininityemergeover a bedro¢kofelemen~ AU..
-man values which Sut has carved out i,n thc<:ourse of his adventure&.
.•• and it is no small feattbat they emerge from behind a ptotagonin
who has ir~nically been deprecated by his'creator.This is humor on
agrandscale~"
'.' - , ) . CA)t.V~L COl,.LlNS

The'Eagle~TheJaguar~and The Ser.pent.lndian Art of the Americas, ,

by·~1iguel

Covarrubias. New York:· Knopf, 1954. i 12 illustrations in
text, 60 plates, pp. xviii, :.I9,f.'$15'

~fex.ican artist and author has
"wrItten the most ~comprehensive study of American Indian art pub~
lished to date. Ant~o~Ipgists, art historians, arcltaeologistsand
MIG t1 E LOG 0 VA It R l1

n I A5, . the

artists are all in his debt for drawing together from widely scat..
tered sources the Ulaterical· he has skillfully collated in his teXt: and .

illustrations.
'
Covarrubias has presented the full sweep of American Indian art,
with emphasfs in this volume'on the ''arts of those Indian tribes which .
,have lived in Alaska~ Canada, and the United Sta.tes.·Thishas been a '
painstaking task, one neglected by anthtopologist$. ,.
,
In this day of ovcr-specialization it would seem dta! it takes the .
, generalist from other fields to knOCK down thc' scholarly barriers
. which so often prevent the publicationo£ studies of broad interest,
, studies tbat survey a whole field and are thereby of value not only to
the layman but to the scholars themselves. Anothetsuchstudy, in the .
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, field of American archaeology, W~ the work of a dramatic director
and student of the theater, Kenneth 1\1'ac::Gowan's Early Man in the
NeVi lVorld. J.
Covarrubias has devoted a great deal of his text .to the problem of
origins - the origins of peoples a~ well as abOriginal art styles in -the
New \Vodd. For many years the American historical school of anthropology, Hisolationists" is the name given to this group by the author,
has been loath to accept the theories of the German school of diffu..
sion. 'l'he New \Vorld was peopled bya migration from A5iaitO be
-sure; amigration of peoples with only the most meagre arts and in..
dustries. ~he orthodoxy bas held that American Indian civilizations
developed completely cut off from the Old \\Todd by the vast stretches
of()(~am.

'1

Now tlle trend has been reversed. Heine.Geldern, train~d in the
German tradition b leading the way, followed by Ekholm, the Amed·
can archaeologist, and others. There has been a TUsh to jump aboard
Heyerdahl's Kon..T iki and prove that the vast Pacificwas indeed no
barrier but a byway of cultural dUfu~ion from Asia.
Covarrubias bas joined the otber$. He devotes many pages of his
book, and numerous illustrations, to establishing the similarities be·
tween the aft styles of ancient China and the New'Vodd: a Chou
dynasty bronze drum is compared to a funerary urn from l\1'arajo
Island, Brazil; a bone spatula of the Shang period from Honan is
illustrated along side an architectural detail from a 1\1'aya ruin - and
many others.
These comparisons are intriguing, and often convincing, as in -the
case for tbe "old Pacific stylc'! which shows lin~al "descent" through
the wood carving of certain Pacific Island cultures down through the
~\'(}{)(l sculpture of the Northwest Coast. In each area human and ani·
mal figures are depicted standing on top of one another - and there
ate many similaritie!J even in design details. Here the author, and
Hcine·Celdem, may have a valid case: tbere is a statistical frequency
of similarity of wood carving in the, Pacific Islands'and tlW Northwest
Coast. The case is made all the stronger by the peripheral if notadjacent position of the Northwest Coast to the. islands.But one can't help but wonder if a statistical count were made of
design elements in the :Mayan area' if one wouldcometup with the
same frequency, when comparing objects Iro,IiI this arq,~_ with those
from the Chou horizon in China. For this reader it is just,as un,scien..
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tifle to care£ullyselect objects from two such widely ~parated regioJl$
it is to select the lexicoIl$·o£ widely &epa..
rated peoples and argue that there was ahUtoric conn.ectionbeeause
.200 worch (.200 out of how many?) ate $UniIar. In suchhaphatard lin:.
guistic comparisons morphology is nCgl~cted; in ~e comparison of
_ art styles function is likewise overlooked.Inorde~toe$tablbn:the
diffusion of art styles from Asia ad:o~the Pacific 16 the New·\\Torld
there will baveto be comparative studieaofa long'scries of objectsI
and not single objects removed from theeulturalnexus.
In Chapter II, "Basic Horizons for the Histoty of Indian Art,uthe
author divides New \Vo-rId ar$eolOgy into three main periodsearly Pr~.Classic, :Middle Classic, and Late Historic. A chart showing
the.hypothetic correlation of North.. ~fidd.1e,and South American
cultures :will be of great service to the general reader as well as to the
specialist-although some may take exception to details.
_
Covarrubias handles the problemo£ techniques alid their dutribu-·
tion adequately, but in his discUssion of aestheticsheJallsfarsbott:
the writings of Boas and Linton are quoted briefiyt but there! i$ no
mention of :Malraux. who h~ written extensivelyahout the aesthetics
of non-western art.· Nor is the worko£ Bunzel,OlNeiI,or others
anq~rgue for diffusion as

~entioned.

.. .
Thus far the bopk sets the stage for an overall unders.tandingof
New \VorId Indian art, from. Alaska to Chile. TIle last halfoftbe
volume is concerned\only with tbe art of the North American Indian
cultures.
. \
..
The art style areas\o£ North America, depicted on a map (p. 1.85),
are basically the same as Kroeber's native areas of North AnJ.erica
except for the sub-areas wluchare unnecessary forart-style analysis:
Each area is taken up archaeologically,'with charts b~d- on the work
of experts in the various regions - Collins for tbe ArcticJorexample,
The areas seem well covered both in text and illustrations. Critics
must bear in mind the staggering job of$Clection andcompressi9n .-_
that faced the author. But even with those f~ctl iumind it doe$ $¢cm
that the arts of the Plains Indian~ received short shrift. . The black-and whitefigurcs scattercdtbrough the text are a model
of good illustration for a volume of this sort;\1ikewise the photographs
arc well selected and, reproduced.. But thiS reader found the tQlor .
plates, some of which reproduce paintingso£ theobject$ by the au..·
thor., of inferior quality.;... the garish blue batkgroutld seJected for the
, - -

./
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Alaska Eskimo mask, for example (po 8) and the same blue repeated _
in the painting of the 'tlingit bone object (po 40), Color photographs
would have been better.
The author has made an admirable survey of the field from the
point o£view of the archaeologist, art historian, and ethnographer.
He has followed the cultural approach of the anthropologistl: and that
is certainly all that 'one could want in anyone volume. If future vol..
umC$ are planncd on Middle ancl South America which will be companion studies to this study of North America, lkcn one hopes that.
Covarrubias will give the reader a picture of the relationship between
the artist and his community, and somcthingof the social and economic a5pects of primitive art - an approach he handled so deftly in
his Island of Bali.
JOliN ADAIR.

Little Novels of Sicily} by Giovanni Verga. Translated byD. H. Lawrence. New York: Grove Press 1953. 226pp. $3•
l

has the vividness, parsUnc;my,and
precision that have establi$hcd Verga as onc of Italy's greatest writers.
It is the third of four books on which his reputation is based and one
of three translated by D. H. Lawrence. 'V-ritten in 18881 it came
toward the end of fivcintensely productive years following Verga's
decision to abandon his successful recounting of amorous intrigue in
Florence and Milan and to deal with the brutal essentials of his native Sicily in a "veristic" manner.
.
His iconoclasm, particularly appealing to D. H. Lawrence, is
evinced not only in this break w!th the blase world but also in his uncompromising treatment of the parochial potentates and folk~ays of
Sicily. Hietarclucal parasitism is a dominant theme in the twel've "lit..
tle.novels:' Priests, as. well as $Ccular men of property, make· themselves. fat and snug by battening on those below. OfficWs do their
bidding, so that all assume the law "is made for them whdve got
money to spend/' In turn the little people make tbeir living at the expense of one another. Arbitrary folkways are shown as further constdcting the narrow lives of the·poor: "the ~e<!..head!' singled out asa
bearer of ill-luck, "the frog-catcher" held in\contewpt. Verga's emancipation from convention is evident, too, it\. his direct yet conversa-

. LtTTLENO,\,ELS OJ? SlCIL¥
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tional style, wl;lich Lawrence called Umodern,'J Especially noteworthy
is the woite of spare, apt figures thatcany ttexnendous b:nplicadotu
L"with great ease, as in the $tark $tatementthat Goodwife FilippaJ• hus.·
'iband was ··1inked up with' hugalley companioJ1$ like a$idngof
,_ onions:'

'.

Generally VergaJs style is unencumbered with rauonwationsand
springs directly from empathy with characters and situations. Thde
are typically Sicilian in detail, eternally human in type, likeCosixno
the litter·driver, theprototype~~..:allneurotics whocannotenjpy;a
.
moment of good fortune for fear of .poS$ib~e disaster.
Verga.'s limitationsl-as Lawrence has pointed out in the illuminat..
ing intr.oducuonto Cavalleria Rusticana, derive from the intemperate use of these very skills. His parsimonysomedmes leads to meager
cllarac'terlzauonsapd jerky transitions.' In the effort to let the Sl0ty
"come by itself," to "tnature 'like an~nural £aett'J hissel£-effacement '
sometimes becomes obtrusive. AU are evident in "non Licclu Papa}'
La~ence Ieltthat Verga should noihavestrained to by..p;i$$thc
peculiarities of his own perceptions. but should have recognized him..
self as an, integrat part o£theaea.dve act. As it happened Verga's ,
fanatic efforts to be objective led~o,compulsivepe.t£eftionism. This
resulted.~n repetitive reworking of mater~and finally incomplete
silence many years before his death.
Even so, the uninhibited Lawrence regarded the inhibited Verga
as "extraordinarily good" and felttl:tat only onepe,son" Lawrence,
could translate llim.....H adequately at least." In view of Mossbachert•
reeen~ translation of TlufHouse ~y the Medlar Tree this dabn lecrnsrash. Nevertheless L3.wrencedid show an 'unusual sensuous rapport
'witlI and respect for Verga in hiuuodCst, Sensitive translations, which
he kept relatively free of LawrenciSJll$. One artist can pay auotber .

-t- .

no greater tribute. ,
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~omething

4bout Henry Green

something about Henry Green because I think
that such comment as he has had, ~pecially in this country, has usually done less than justice to hiIIL He has not been treated harshly, but
with one or two exceptions he bas been dismissed too lightly. Life
magazine'$ grin over his dual life, a5 an industrialist and a novelist,
typifies the acceptance of Green as an amusing oddity. It is npt surprising, If one approaches his novels expecting the idle recreation of
an cccentricbusincssman, one will find what seems ample indication
of the work of a dilettante who has picked up the cliches of modern
novclisfs:the style is brittle and grammatically peculiar; such form
as is apparent seems that of a short story, pneumatically inflated; the
characters are shallow and insignificant, and their affairs-the plots of
the novels-are supremely trivial.. Indeed, the novels give a strong impres5ion of mereoddity and faddish vacuity.
But I do not think that Green's novels are really odd and I do not
think that they are merely clever. 'Vithout pretending to present the
'Vriter of the Century, I think I <:an nevertheless make out a case for
Jhe view that Green is a serious novelist whose accomplishment is- "Very
impressive. I want to argue that Green is a superb craftsman whose
craft is devoted to the ex~idon of a limited but interesting view of
life. In other words, I want to argue that what may seem capricious or
trivial or fitddisb. in Green's writing is the product of real art and not
of dilettantism.
Grgen's adlicvement in tbe novel to date .is the creation-indeed,
the evolution-ofa medium for expressing a particular view of reality
which sees some significant aspects of life through the $eemingly in.
. coherent·and insignificant superficies of it. In aim and in method
Green is reminiscent ofJane Awten, piercingmto the heart of human
reality without philosophizing or generalizing but only by exposing
patterns in the small, nameless, thoughtless acts and notions and feelingswhich are the ordinary'stuff of our individual and corporate lives.
Novelists have always been confronted with the fact that their IUbject matter, this "stuff of life," is chaotic, and generally unmanageable, and that it is the artist's function to create meaningful order.
Traditionally, absolute religious or ethical systems which transcend
t WANT TO SAY

~

.270
o
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hUmaIi.1Ue have s,erved, $0 .tospeilk, as magnets. whose: positive and
negative poleso£ value lineup the irc::mfilings which ate the raw :xna..
terialof life. In our times Freud, ~fatX, an.d'.Einstein, in their various
ways, have neutralized the ab$Olute or~ers; modern writers are Iett
with only the iron filings.·
. .-, . ' "
..
.
_, .
t'R.eaIisin" has thus become the phiIosophi~ sUbstitute for abso..
lute value judgments, with the result that thedi.aotic materials oflife
become life itself, the true definition of life~The realistic writer idess
.concerned with major, clearly "importantUaction than with the sum.
of trivial acts which seem to have nopaxticular result and no special
significance. :Each writer arranges his material in his own order, a pattern which reveals the true-'reaUty .;l$. he sees it.· Thus "realism',' takes
on as many£orms as religion. ever did, and. perhaps the best way to eX"
plain He~ Green'$unique point of view will be to'distinguish it
from two extremes which the realistic approach h~, taken: fo't<X>uvenience we might call these the objective andsuojective methods.
Objective :realism is the easier toaescribe, 1."heobjective realist
takes the m,eaningless, chaotic stuff of life and gives italltheot'dei it
needs by arranging it in lists, In his Story of (l Novel; ThomaS Wolfe
tells ~f the ledgers inwbich he set down "everything from. gigantic
and staggering lists ()£th~ towns.. cities, counties,state$, and countries
.1 bad been in, to.minutely·thorough, desperately evocative descriptions of the undercarriage,' the Sprin~1 wheels, flanges,axIe rod$,
color, weight, and quality of the day coach. ofanAtneri~n r~i1way
train/' and he says that he wrote 100,000 words about the journeyo£
a .train across Virginia at night. This is the objective "method: to reC"'
ord·all experience for its own.· sake, a man being .the.total.of all the
places he has been, things he has touched, WOtd5 he has beard, etc.
Thus a man may find himself: thus he ·can establish hb identity and
his relation to the world at latge.(Atit, extreme, of course, s:rich a
principle, may be an absurdity, as ifrountinggrains of sand would
define a beach.)
.
. The $ubjectiverealist·like Virginia Woolf is also inter.ested Intrivi..
anties~not, -however, in themselVes, bu.t uthey enter- the stream of
consciousness, where these things 'take on symbolic $ignificanc~. Sh~
sees the inner <X>nsclousnessas the true reality,. and anything may be
significant a$ it makes an. impact on the mental andernoti()n~ .life.
For example, in To the Lighthouse, the Iighthouseof the titlehaJ
{unction in the novel only as it represen.ts to variousdt,aratterra. vague, impotent yearning. Nothing is-important, nothing is real, ~"..
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cept 2$ it i. apprehended; but through apprehension anything JDay
become important-a grain. of sand becomes a symbol while a moun.
tain paS$e$ unnotic.ed.
Henry Green stands in oblique relation to these two divergent
points of view. To him, the external and t~e internal ~ not sharply
distingUished. External fa(:t5 and incidents, internal thoughts, feel..
ings, and fancies, together comprise the chaos out of which cachper·
son mwt create the order which is his life. It might even be said that
Green's charaetersthcIll5Clves are directly dealing with the probI~m
of reali~m; to "parate the trivial from the significant, the fancied
from the actual, is the problem which aU of them must $Omehow
solve. Their one awarene5~ is the necessity to gain their own identity
by finding a pattern for their lives; but the awareness is not deliberate
and the seardl is ha1f·con~ious an4 confused, a kind of puber~ of the
mind and spirit. His characters are constantly amazed at the trivialities of their ~xistence, at the inconsequence of tbcircfforts to ~ effectlvc,at the absurdity of their attempts to understand or to be un...
derstood. Grecn's stories, tberefore, as their titles often indicateLiving, Pa'l'ty-going,Loving, Concluding, Doting-:are concerned with
processes, not with achieved states of being.
. Thus, though they are no.more stupid or indecisive t1lan anyone 1
else, Green's characters muddle their way tmpugh life, trying to define
their own reality, trying to expre$5 thermeJvc$ in word and action.
They finally achieve what they can momentarily accept as a solution,
though they ate actually little neater than before to self-awareness.
Yet there is a way out o£this c:haO$; and if the characters in the novels
do not find ii, it is partly because they are negativeexamplcs-they
arc., ultimately, in the gentlest ~ible sense, satiric poru-aits. But
they are satirized only g~ntly because they all try, and to a grea.ter or
Ie$$cxtent trying i$ $UC~~5. TI1US the general title for all Green's nov·
els might be Doing. Doing is better than Not-Doing; sloth is the trap.
S<>me doings are better tlli~n others, of course; and the besto£ all is
lOVing.
\
, .
It is significant, I think, that Loving should be the novel which
$eCItJ.$ mO$t thoroughly realized. Its subject is, of all Green's ej(tremely
various subjects, closest to the central problem in his awareness of life,
[9r among human experiences it is tlle process of loving which most
. immediately raises the question, who or what am I? and sct$ in conflict
.
the greatest range. of associated ideas, moods, and actions.
To exprcS$. this paradoxical view ofreality as a meaning(ul andpur·

an·

,,-
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..poseful aggregate of the meaningless and p~sele$$ details of life,
Green has evolved as\yle and fonn fot the novel whic4,,' ~ough of
(Oursenot created by him whole Cloth" are uniquely his and ~te a,
thoroughly fitting medium for what he has to say.
_,- _
'Green chooses,to treat the novel as a self.contained buc:onlyarl:ii,,:
trarily limitedsegmento£ eXperience which must be made to reveal
itself casuaIly~itboutapparent premedi~tion.Thu$ his nov~ls haVe
neither, beginning, nor -end in the ArUtote!ia.n seme-he aftemp~. to. {
create for the reader the illusion that .he.is being-introduced to :a
group of people who already know each other and have no particular
reason overtly to' explain ·~eirpre-existingcha.raCters Or situa~ions; one gradually gets to know them from their aetions~ fromcasualaI..
[Iusions that they make to·whatlittIe of importance has happened. to
-.~ them previously. Finally, by living with them fora while-sometimes
. by having access to thoughts one would not in life be~linon-one
gets to know them well; this accomplished, nothing tuore of signifi..
ance.will transpire and $0 tIle novel may stop-notend, just stop. AI..
tb,ough Loving might seem S()methingof an. excepti,on to this prin~'
ciple in tha~ it begins and ends with definite events, even these do not
begin and end the ¥:tion intlle usual sense. What happens it). Loving
- . does not follow' withany kind of nece$Sityfrom tbe.evelltwbich opens
the story, the death of a butler, with the consequentelev~tionofChar.. '
ley Raunce to that position; and th~essentia1 up importance of the
elopement of CharIey and Edith at the end ohhenovel is pointed up
by the manner in which Green. treats it: "Over in 'England they 'Were.
married and livedhappilyevel" a£ter/' Heiuaying,ofC9urse,that you
can tbinkthb conCludes the matter if you want to; if you want the
kind of ending stories have, well, here !s a real .story·bookending Cot:
y()u-bu~ life doesn't reallycoxne to conclusions thb way.:
This indefiniteness at
limits of the stotiesserves,as itcl.laracter~
isdcally goes in Virginia \\foolf'snovels·3$ well,to aV~idt1ieisolation
'of the chosen experience-to~eep it from seeming an islandofaignifi·
cance in an Qtherwise normal life. At tbesametbnc,·and more direct..
, ly serving Green's partiCular point of view, the device JuggeJt$ .that

the

.this process of scl&definition, what I have called the ptibettyo£the
mind and spirit, does not have a chronological inceptionan.d (Olllple...
don, as physical adolescence does. Rather, this is the "ery :proce$J oI

alifetime. -

,

. Technically, thiS dev,ice imposes a:partieularnecessity th~t the a.ction be, or at least seem, self-contained. !fa nov~listcll()()$C$~ by meatU
.J

-
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of a narrator or his own unacknowledged intervention, Connally to
introduce the characters and the situation to the reader, he has· considerable freedom in the expqsition of extraneous information: when
he brings in a new charactcr;i'or example, he may pause to review the
person's history from birth if he chooses. I~eating. the illusion of
non-intervention,Gr~en accepts severe limitatiol1$ ~pon exposition
because it must seem tbat the reader is dropping into the action almost accidentally or at random. Illustration of this principle would
have to be lengtby; I may only observe here that Green is remarkably
skillful in keeping matters of concern within the actual Scope of the
story and remarkably subtle in introducing what he cannot work. into
the immediate action.
Green's style reinfo:r~e$ the impreMionof immediacy which is created by such a carefUlly restricted form. Since his characters do not re..
veal themselves in large and crucial acts,.but rather if! their minute
concerns witbin a narrow scope of action, the emphasis"must be upon
conversation and gesture at the expense of narration and description
in the more general sense. Green's perceptionu sbrewdand humor'OllS, and he bas 'developed a style which is dean and e<:onomical but
at the same time suggests the vagaries and redundancies of speech;
without awkwardness or obscurity he manages to !ugg.est the usually
clumsy attempt to "say just what I mean.': In Loving, for example,
there is. a conversation betweenAhe housemaids, Edith and Kate, just
after Edith's discovery of ~rr5. rack and the captain:"There'e was," Edith broke out between ga$pI_ "1 seen the hair of 'is'ead,
large as life, you could 'a' knocked me down with a leaf," .she .aid.
u<rlle wbal;" cried Kate arrested. •• _
.
, ..tbe captain,.. :Edid,u:e,plied calptet., p......u t a Jtand to het throat, and 'swallowed. 'With obviously a great leaj'fbf her mind Kate got there.
.
·"Jnyour young lady's bed? 0 goody," she shouted, at which both began to
.giggle helpless. Hl.arge a$liCe/· onc said, the oilier repeated, then the two of
them giggled again. "In her bed," one !aid, the other echoed, and both thout- •
cd with laughter. "All night?" ~uieked Kate, and it seemed$he forgot that
she had lxien at odds with Edith about Charley Raunce~ "AU night," Edith
screamed back. Holding their sides, they crowed with laughter.

These devic~s of abrupt, unstated transition, the elimination of dispensable words with merely grammatical function, and'c:onver$ational
. repetitiveIlCS$, the fragmentary remarks and the economical narrative
device of "one said, the other repeated'" all contribute to a vivid evo-
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